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ABSTRACT
Although early childhood educators have emphasized the importance of building
curriculum from the children’s life experiences in order to support their processes of
making connections and meaning, little research has looked at how this belief positions
global explorations as developmentally in appropriate practices. The critique is that most
young children do not have direct experiences with global cultures, differences between
cultural practices can be confusing for them, and global knowledge will go beyond their
capacities (Short & Acevedo, in press).
This study, conducted in a Reggio-Emilia inspired Head Start classroom in South
Tucson, analyzed young children’s inquiries and intercultural understanding as they
interacted and responded to an inquiry-based global curriculum. The theoretical
frameworks of this study include curriculum as inquiry, creating opportunities for
students to engage in in-depth explorations about issues that matter to them as they go
beyond their current understandings through language and action (Lindfors, 1999); reader
response theory and play provide a theoretical frame for literature and play as safe spaces
for exploring self and the world (Rosenblatt, 1995; Wohlwend; 2013) and play as a
experiential response strategy that supports young children in interpreting and negotiating
complex texts (Rowe, 2007); intercultural understanding as developing a perspective,
rather than teaching about other cultures (Short, 2009).
The research questions for this study include:
1) What do young children inquire about in local and global communities?
2) How do young children inquire about local and global communities?
3) What intercultural understandings do young children explore?
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4) What are the characteristics of classroom engagements from the global curriculum
that seem to support children’s intercultural understandings?

As a teacher researcher, I implemented the global curriculum and collected field notes,
videos from children’s play and read aloud engagements, artifacts that the students
created as they engaged with the global curriculum, and a teacher journal. I analyzed the
data using constant comparative analysis. The findings of this study provide evidence to
suggest that global explorations are developmentally appropriate when they build from
children’s curiosity about the world, and can be encouraged and supported by stories
about themes children often tell stories about, and can reference through play as
experience. This study also echoes research regarding the importance of approaching
intercultural understanding as knowledge, perspectives, and relationships that can
generate action informed by deep understandings.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

As a preschool teacher of four and five-year-old children at the Jewish
Community Center Preschool in Puerto Rico, my students had close relatives in
Colombia, Cuba, El Salvador, Israel, England, Venezuela, Phoenix, Miami, and New
York. While they were encouraged to learn English and Spanish in our classroom, they
were also taking Judaic Studies every day, where they learned Hebrew. Every Friday,
children dressed up in their best clothes and we all attended to Shabbat. We sang Hebrew
songs, blessings and prayers as we ate Challah bread and drank white grape juice.
The inquiries students pursued drew from their previous experiences and
understandings. Sofía built complex airplanes with Lego blocks and shared about visiting
her paternal grandmother in Rochester, New York. Emily shared endless “and then…”
stories about her older cousins in Venezuela. Gabriel dreamed of going to Camp Judaic in
Israel when he was older like his two older brothers. Collectively, the dramatic play area
and half of the classroom were transformed as children put chairs in lines and rows in
order to create an airplane. Captains, flight attendants, mothers with babies and fathers
flew to all the cities and places that children were familiar with, including Disneyland. At
the dramatic play area they also engaged in reenacting their Shabbat ceremonies as they
blessed their toy Challah and juice cups.
Day after day, children engaged in explorations that allowed them to better
understand their own family and community practices, and what it meant to be Jewish in
their lives. The children also knew that not everybody at the school was Jewish. For
example, their teachers and school staff such as the parking officer, Sr. Ramirez, and the
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janitors, Jorge and Carlos, did not attend the synagogue during the community events and
celebrations. We were also the adults taking care of children during religious holidays
that their families and close friends were celebrating upstairs in the synagogue. These
preschoolers inquired about our practices and how they could be different from their’s.
Hanukkah was an intriguing time for children, especially because in some households
families shared practices and traditions from different perspectives. Ana’s curiosity about
people’s practices during Hanukkah could have been encouraged by her own family.
Ana’s mom converted to Judaism when she married Ana’s father. Her household
practices were constantly negotiated between Judaism and her previous religious
orientation. One day, after Shabbat, walking back to the classroom Ana asked: “¿María,
en tu casa tu pones una Hanukkah o un árbol de navidad?” After I answered that I put up
a Christmas tree with lights at home, Ana said that she put both at home.
Observing and documenting children’s play and conversations challenged my
understandings of how children think and inquire. I was impressed by Sofía’s airplane,
children’s play of visiting relatives, and Ana’s question and comparison between her
family practices and mine. I had underestimated students’ abilities to think and explore
their own lives and the lives of others. I also began thinking about the role of play as a
means for making sense of complex realities, since they were remembering significant
relatives and sharing meaningful (maybe favorite or confusing) experiences with peers
who could help them think and rethink their own interpretations. Finally, I began
wondering about the role of the curriculum in supporting the authentic inquiries children
were posing. Sofía asked me one time, “Teacher, why do we need to learn about the
clock?” Sofía was so right and I was so lost! Reading the analog clock, the circus, the
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planets, and the remaining two-week topics of our curriculum were not supporting
Sofía’s personal inquiries in powerful ways.
Given these experiences, I wanted to explore the ways in which a global
curriculum can impact the intercultural understandings of young children and their
inquiries about local and global communities. This chapter includes a description of
CREATE, the broader research project this dissertation builds from, an introduction to
the study, and the theoretical framework and related studies that guide this research:
education as inquiry, transactional theory and play as response, play as response, and
intercultural understandings.
CREATE: Background of the Study
A desire to better understand students’ play, stories, family funds of knowledge,
and a significant curriculum brought me to graduate school at the University of Arizona. I
had the opportunity five years ago to join the Early Childhood Education program as the
University of Arizona began a redesign through project CREATE: Communities as
Resources in Early Childhood Teacher Education. The project was framed around four
core principles:
1. Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural
communities.
2. Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self
and world.
3. Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.
4. Principle 4: Providing professional learning opportunities for educators across
community, school, and university settings.
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The five co-investigators of CREATE (each bringing a unique area of expertise),
along with a large team of staff, graduate students and community members, have
engaged in weaving the CREATE principles throughout all the experiences of the early
childhood teacher education program, including university courses, home engagements,
student teaching experience and community events, in order to analyze how individual,
community and institutional interactions impact the language and literacy development of
culturally and linguistically diverse children and families (Iddings, in press). As a way to
develop a co-teaching model during the student teaching experiences to position teacher
candidates as learners and true partners of their mentor teachers, the team created,
piloted, and implemented two literacy engagements that connected with the four
principles. My work in the project was connected to Principle 2: Encouraging story as a
meaning making process to understand self and world, involving two engagements, the
Family Story Backpacks and the Cultural Community Story Boxes. While the family
backpacks highlighted stories that come from home to school around themes that diverse
families often tell stories about, the story boxes focus on play and curriculum as a means
for developing intercultural understandings.
Through CREATE, I was involved in conducting research in three main areas: the
family backpacks, the story boxes, and the university course called Children’s Literature
in the Classroom: From birth to 8 years old. Chronologically, data was gathered and
analyzed through the university course in order to examine how the students’ conceptual
understanding of story shifted over time. These changes led to the creation of a dynamic
Framework for Professional Learning that represents evolving understandings of story
through anomaly-awareness-explorations-understanding-value- and action. The changes
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also encouraged the analysis of the characteristics of classroom engagements that seemed
effective in supporting students’ thinking: invitation, reflection, inquiry, and connections
(Kleker, Acevedo & Short, 2013).
Data collection and analysis have also been completed in order to understand
teacher candidates’ experiences with the family story backpacks, and to examine the
kinds of responses that children and families create in the family story journal inside the
backpacks. Narrative inquiry guided the data analysis as the teacher candidates’ stories
conveyed their conceptual understandings about story and funds of knowledge, their
strategies for classroom implementation, their views of families and their responses, and
the influence of the family backpack experience on their own values and beliefs
(Acevedo, Kleker, Pangle & Short, in press). Their stories, although initially considered
as tools for self-reflection, have transformed our understandings and practices as teacher
educators, and generated programmatic changes in CREATE. The analysis of the journal
entries has shown a wide range of responses, from school-based responses to a book to a
wide range of family stories, that together offer windows into children’s and family’s
funds of knowledge, and create spaces for family experiences to inform the curriculum in
authentic ways.
Our research team has also gathered and analyzed interview and classroom field
notes data in order to understand teacher candidates’ experiences with the cultural
community story boxes. The research conducted through CREATE has been presented
locally and nationally to teacher candidates, teachers, and researchers, allowing for new
inquiries to emerge including the development of this dissertation.
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Cultural Community Story Boxes
This study builds on my experience with the Cultural Community Story boxes.
The purpose of this classroom engagement is to explore diversity within cultural
communities through invitations and play. Books and artifacts that represent local and
global communities are shared in order to support young children in becoming aware of
the connections and differences shared by these cultural communities in order to avoid
narrow and problematic portrayals such as “all the same” or “exotic” or dualisms like
“us” and “others”. The story boxes connect with the four CREATE principles through:
 Building from children’s funds of knowledge in order to explore connections and
uniqueness across the students in the classroom and children and families in the
world and within particular communities.
 Sharing oral, written, artifactual, and play-based stories as means for developing
in-depth understandings of oneself and others.
 Providing co-learning, co-teaching opportunities for children, families and
teachers as they learn about each other’s stories, funds of knowledge and
practices, and as they explore and learn about the lives of children and families
through the literature, artifacts and cloth world map.
Each Cultural Community Story Box includes a cloth world map, 8-10 picture
books and 2-3 artifacts that are focused on a specific local or global community. The
children’s literature was selected based on the following criteria: 1) historical and
contemporary representations; 2) diversity of settings (urban/rural); 3) balance of
male/female main characters; 4) appeal and relevance to young children; and, 5) one or
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more bilingual or wordless books. The artifacts were selected based on: 1) connections to
the community being represented; 2) references across several books within the story
box, and; 3) potential to encourage story and play in the classroom. The eleven boxes
were classified as local and global. The Southwest, Mexican-American, American
Indians from the Southwest, and Mexico story boxes were classified as local, and the
India, East Africa, West Africa, Caribbean, South Korea, China, and France story boxes
represented the global communities.
Through CREATE, the story boxes are integrated into the student teaching
experience in Pre-K classrooms. This space provides teacher candidates and mentor
teachers with an opportunity to integrate these materials into their curriculum in various
ways from partial integration consisting of having the books and artifacts available for
free independent exploration and sometimes reading out loud a book, to full
implementation through either expanding existing units or creating new units around
themes relevant to the story boxes. Full implementation also included adding artifacts to
appropriate classroom areas or developing learning centers.
The story boxes were purposefully placed in preschool classrooms in order to
challenge strong beliefs around how young children think, and assumptions around what
it means to develop intercultural understandings with young children. The following
assumptions around young children, curriculum, and intercultural understanding emerged
as mentor teachers and teacher candidates initially explored the story boxes with their
students, and sometimes families:
 Assumption 1: Young children can only understand through connections to own
lives.
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We noticed that mentor teachers and teacher candidates often expressed uneasiness
regarding the use of global literature and artifacts with their young students because they
believed that the children would not be able to make connections to their lives. They
believed that if the stories presented in the books were not somehow connected to the
children’s immediate life experiences, then the children would not be able to use their
connections to understand the books. For example, during a CREATE orientation, a
teacher did not select the France box because she did not have any students with
experiences around this community.


Assumption 2: Explorations of difference are not developmentally appropriate.

A second concern raised by mentor teachers and teacher candidates was around exploring
the concept of difference with their students. The teachers worked hard on developing
cultural harmony in their classroom and understood difference as divisive and so a threat
to their goal. Some of them also thought that young children would be confused by
exploring differences. Teachers argued that young children make sense by bridging their
connections, rather than noticing differences. Exploring differences was seen as a
developmentally inappropriate practice in preschool classrooms.
 Assumption 3: Global explorations involve teaching ‘about’ a culture.
A third strong belief was that global explorations involved teaching about the culture in
the story boxes. The teacher candidates, probably building from their own experiences of
learning and understanding global cultures, were concerned with presenting and assessing
facts about the different communities among the students. Their fact-based “lessons and
activities” focused on visible aspects of the culture (the 5F’s). These facts highlighted
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differences between cultures, positioning the culture being explored as not sharing
connections with the students’ cultural family practices. The teacher candidates’ concerns
revolved around engaging children in teaching and recalling the facts that were shared.
The emphasis was on a recollection of facts rather than on developing a perspective.
These responses led me to this study in order to explore the potentials of the story
boxes for encouraging intercultural understanding through play and inquiry. I particularly
wanted to look at young children because of the current pressures on early childhood
teachers, particularly around implementing academic content and skills in preschool
settings in order to produce students who can succeed in a global world.
Introduction to the Study
In All Work and No Play, Olfman (2003) discusses United States’ need for
competing globally, and how this competition has caused a misguided emphasis on
standards, accountability, testing, and technology that do not support depth of
understanding, meaningful application of knowledge, or original thinking. Furthermore,
Olfman (2003) argues that teaching and learning for the test is culturally loaded with
white middle and upper-middle-class values for preparing for technology based industries
and societies. These misinformed and inappropriate practices have been replacing
significant learning opportunities such as play in the lives of young children. An
important and scary aspect of Olfman’s claim is that the child, as a human being, is being
left out of the learning process, substituting students and teachers with scores that are
isolated in nature and in practice. These practices are leading to the U.S. as country with
dehumanizing pedagogies aiming to stablish strong global partnerships.
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The emphasis on accountability, test scores and fact-based curricula have
gradually been moving down into preschool classrooms, where it clashes with theories
that have shaped early childhood educators for decades. Early Childhood Education,
particularly as it concerns very young children, has been strongly shaped by ideas from a
developmental perspective. Piaget (1970) proposed that young children go through an
egocentric stage that only allows them to focus on themselves and their immediate
surroundings. Although young children are interested in what is within reach, issues
arise when the egocentric stage is assumed to imply an inability to develop inquiries
beyond their familiar cultural communities, even in the highly culturally and
linguistically diverse classrooms that represent education in the United States and the
global society.
When young children are understood as accumulators of information whose
cognitive abilities are constrained by their immediate surroundings, their curricula will
probably ignore that 1) children’s interactions are culturally based and their experiences
act as lenses to interpret and make meaning of life events; 2) children notice similarities
and differences regarding cultural practices as they compare and contrast their own
family’s practices with those of close relatives or friends, and; 3) children might not use
reflection or sophisticated conventional oral/written language, but they engage in playing
as a way to respond and make sense of their experiences with similarities and differences
inside or outside of school.
The purpose of this study was to develop deep understandings of the role of play
and inquiry in young children’s learning, as they responded to multicultural and global
literature. This study also explored and analyzed young children’s intercultural
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understandings, and examined the impact of a global curriculum in encouraging and
supporting young children’s inquiries about local and global communities. Furthermore,
the study attempted to challenge the assumptions previously discussed.
In this study, I became a teacher-researcher and engaged with twenty-one
preschoolers in a global curriculum that focused on inquiry and play. Literature and
artifacts from two Cultural Community Story Boxes, East Africa and India, were used as
a vehicle for learning about self and about the world. Connected learning experiences
were developed in order to support the children’s inquiries about local and global
communities. I carefully analyzed play as a reader response strategy that these young
students used in order to transact with the stories they heard, going back to favorite parts
of the stories or parts that they wanted to better understand. Play was also the experience
children that referenced in future interactions. Rather than limiting the curriculum to only
experiences that directly connected to children’s lives, the curriculum encouraged
children to engage around global practices to connect to future conversations and
interactions.
Theoretical Framework of the Study
This section connects the research questions to the relevant professional literature,
and to the conversations currently taking place about education as inquiry, play as reader
response, and interculturalism. Given my interest in working at a Reggio Emilia inspired
classroom, an overview of education as inquiry is relevant, specifically as related to the
content and processes within young children’s explorations of cultural practices and ways
of knowing. Transactional theory is discussed in order to understand how readers
respond to texts and move to interpretations and deep understandings. Play as response
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expands reader response theory by documenting how young readers revisit, interpret,
reinterpret, enact, re-enact, negotiate and renegotiate surprising, challenging, favorite,
and compelling stories. While play, literacy, and reader response have separately been
carefully documented, their intimate connection has only recently been explored.
This study also looks at play as a socio-cultural activity, serving as means for
examining young children’s intercultural understandings. Scholars around the world
explore how to support students in becoming aware, understanding, valuing, and
critically reflecting about cultural practices and perspectives in the world, including their
own. Their significant work has looked closely at students’ and teachers’ responses
within elementary and secondary schools. Supporting preschool students as they engage
in learning about themselves and the world has not been documented with the same
intensity, particularly because it challenges what educators think young children can do.
Education as Inquiry
Inquiry is a philosophical stance that positions students as problem posers and
problem solvers (Freire & Macedo, 1987). Students are considered as co-researchers
capable and responsible for investigating issues that are meaningful to them. The
students’ tensions and questions are at the center of a curriculum as inquiry, and they are
given time to generate the questions that are significant in their lives and to investigate
those questions in systematic ways and with the guidance from their teacher, the school
and the larger community (Harste & Leland, 1998; Short, 1999). They are also problem
solvers as they engage in developing skills and strategies for investigation, and for life
within a curriculum that encourages a process of collaborative negotiation between
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teachers and students as co-learners. Learners’ active participation fosters their
confidence and agency, enabling them to make decisions and influence events in their
world (Touhill, 2012).
Inquiry requires teachers to carefully and systematically observe and follow their
students’ connections and interests in order to brainstorm potential paths of exploration
that can support children in moving beyond their current understandings and knowledge
(Monson, Monson & Harste, 1994)). Teachers do not control the patterns of inquiries, but
thoughtfully suggest venues of inquiry and meaning making that can be co-explored and
co-constructed.
The inquiry cycle provides an important frame for the context of this study
(Short, 2009). According to Short & Harste (1995), inquiry begins with learners
exploring connection to their own life. Learners immerse themselves in engagements that
allow them to build from their life CONNECTIONS as they broaden their knowledge and
perspectives.
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Figure 1.1 The Inquiry Cycle. Reprinted from “Inquiry as a Stance on Curriculum. In
Taking the PYP forward. S. Davidson and S. Carber (Eds.) (p. 19). Woodbridge:
John Catt Educational.

The educators observe and document students’ connections and initial interests
and inquiries and develop INVITATIONS to support students in expanding their
knowledge and perspectives and in going beyond their current understanding. Inquiry
fosters deep learning as learners purposefully and willingly engage with ideas, concepts,
and materials making connections and creating deeper understandings (Touhill, 2012).
Through these invitations and connections anomalies emerge in the form of surprises
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(curiosity, intrigue, amazement) or tensions (unease, discomfort, distress). Tensions and
compelling questions then create a need for further investigation and understanding.
TENSIONS emerge as students explore new ideas related to their inquiry focus,
particularly as those ideas challenge their own ones. Teachers then support students with
strategies to record their tensions and surprises. Based on Dewey’s pedagogy, “education
is based in preparing students not only to face these moments of vita experience when
habit is of little use, but to actually desire them and to enjoy them when they occur”
(Glassman, 2001, p. 10). The willingness to investigate comes from interest, which
according to Dewey and Vygotsky:
is the only true motivator that can force this type of confrontation, pushing the
mind from comfort to conflict. The only way to bring stability back to the
situation through activity is to reconstruct thinking about activity so that it meets
the needs of that situation. (Glassman, 2001, p. 10)
Key to the educational experience is getting the students to recognize that “this cycle of
interest-doubt-problem solving is beneficial and worthy or pursuit” (p. 11). Once
tensions have been identified and recorded, the students engage in in-depth explorations
of those tensions. The students then design their plans for INVESTIGATION, which
includes their questions, research strategies, relevant materials, and organizational and
social skills that allow them to identified peers who they can collaborate with. The
teacher’s ongoing observation and documentation of the process allow him/her to offer
DEMONSTRATIONS in the form of specific research strategies, tools, skills, or
information, as needed. Helm (2015) noticed that engaged children are likely to request
demonstrations and to connect to academic contents and skills in order to move their
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inquiries forward. Students engage in a reflective process that suggests a RE-VISION of
their ideas in order to find new patterns, new unity but also focusing on what is new or
different. Their new stories will guide subsequent inquiries. Inquiry occurs within a
collaborative community that also participates in the process of REPRESENTATION,
through which students share their learning experiences through the sign system that
seems the most appropriate to the meanings they want to make public. Transmediation
has an important role in inquiry as different sign systems express different layers of
meaning. Students can make connections, identify tensions, investigate and share through
different sign systems so that each has the potential of adding a new perspective to their
inquiry focus. Students need time to step back from their inquiry and look at it
reflectively in order to engage in a process of VALUATION to reflect on the contribution
of their investigations to their bigger inquiry about themselves and their world. Valuing
allows students to consider the different aspects of this inquiry in light of future inquiries.
As students value their inquiry experience they critically consider the “So what?” of the
inquiry, the ACTIONS that they want to take based on their new understandings, and on
new tensions that have emerged. Actions range from a change in their way of thinking to
a physical action such as writing a letter to request vegetarian meals for a small group of
families from a preschool classroom (Vasquez, 2004). In other words, through inquiry
individuals can look critically at previously accepted beliefs in the light of new
experiences” (O’Brien, 2002, p. 21).
Inquiry supports a type of engagement called invitations, which Van Sluys (2005)
argues works to:
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solicit people to come together and engage in an activity of mutual interest. Those
in attendance collaborate with others, valuing their perspectives and ways of
being. The activity is contingent on purpose, theme, those who gather, participant
experiences, questions raised, and available resources. (p. 1)
Curricular invitations are the various ways participants use language and other
ways of knowing to learn within the context of larger inquiries. The teacher has an
important role of suggesting inquiries, particularly when students are new to this
approach or kind of engagement (O’Brien, 2002). Curricular invitations are focused on
inquiry and provide or suggest tools to support initiating or organizing the exploration.
Invitations are different from an activity or a worksheet. Invitations are developed as
teachers carefully plan and anticipate potential paths of exploration based on students’
personal connections, tensions and wonders. They foster collaborative experiences,
welcoming and encouraging multiple interpretations, meanings, and products.
Collaboration allows students to consider multiple perspectives, as they also create their
own perspectives.
There is a fine line distinguishing between an invitation and an activity. Many
times, the difference relies in the flexibility and intention. One day I asked my
preschoolers to decorate their work with Popsicle sticks. The materials for decoration
were open-ended in nature (a bucket with buttons, small sea shells, pebbles, etc.) but my
purpose was close-ended, as every child was required to decorate so they would practice
fine motor skills and make their product more visually engaging. I also wanted to keep
them engaged for a longer period of time. How differently would children have
responded if I would have invited them to use the materials to think creatively about their
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Popsicle stick creations? Maybe the sea shells would have turned into windows or
seatbelts in Joseph’s airplane. The experience would have then supported a child’s
inquiry and artifactual story rather than my, questionably relevant, isolated, disconnected
objective.
Worksheets are similar to activities in preschool classrooms. They are
characterized by product-based, repetitive, isolated individual work, and are teacherrequired. They also come from a single perspective with one correct answer, lack context,
and are not responsive to students’ inquiries but to a mandated curriculum. Furthermore,
as Lesley (2003) discusses, worksheets support pedagogies of control, “worksheets are
designed to control not only the learning behaviors of students but also the teaching
practices of teachers” (p. 448). The author argues that worksheets are popular in
classrooms because they represent a “simpler” way of teaching, assessing students in
teacher-selected contents and skills, and supporting classroom management.
In an inquiry-based curriculum, children have the time, space and resources to
become deeply involved in their investigations. Invitations provide opportunities for
children to explore content and skills in meaningful and authentic ways that are strongly
connected to them as individuals (Helm, 2015; Katz & Chard, 2000). The physical
environment contains materials and spaces that encourage curiosity, investigation and
wonder. The daily routine allows children large blocks of uninterrupted time in which to
think, investigate and explore. Within this approach, academic subjects, literature and
artifacts become tools and perspectives that learners use to explore their inquiry focus.
Invitations also encourage multiple experiences with stories in order to develop deeper
understandings that can lead to change. From Rosenblatt’s perspective, every time
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readers transact with a book in these experiences, there is an opportunity for new
meaning making.
Related research.
Hyson (2008) discusses key dimensions and components that are associated with
“positive learning and developmental outcomes for children” (p. 18). These components
are representative of an inquiry approach. Hyson’s framework highlights two dimensions:
Enthusiasm for Learning and Engagement in Learning. Enthusiasm for Learning
encompasses interest, pleasure, and motivation to learn, while Engagement in Learning
includes attention, persistence, flexibility, and self-regulation. She considers emotions as
primary motivators of behaviors (actions), and describes enthusiasm and engagement in a
two-way relationship, which educators aim to foster in every single experience that they
create. Supporting children involves making connections, noticing tensions, and initiating
investigations. Connections can support engagement and enthusiasm as learners generate
excitement and passion when learning about something they care about.
Vivian Paley (2011), a teacher researcher, discussed her research on storytelling,
theater and play as tools for inquiry within a curriculum that is negotiated by students and
teachers. These stories are dictated and acted out to represent a scenario for posing and
exploring questions from multiple perspectives through efferent and aesthetic stances.
The role of the teacher is to support young learners in making connections that can reveal
characters’ intentions and feelings, and also cues about the plot and the setting that can
support the process of meaning making. The dictation and acting out address inquiries
related to writing, storying, and also the various themes, social issues and interests of the
children, making explicit that learning is inquiry and is social. Play as a frame creates a
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safe experimental space for students to imagine possibilities and take others’ perspectives
as their stories become highly complex and do not always have a happy ending.
Research on the Reggio Emilia approach highlights collaboration among teachers,
students, and families in order to select long-term projects that represent young children’s
interests and inquiries (Gandini, 1993). Rankin (1993) explains the processes she and a
small group of five- and six–year-old students followed as they engaged in an exploration
around dinosaurs. In order to decide on the theme to explore, the teacher, the atelierista
(art studio specialist) and the pedagogista (curriculum support for several preschool
centers) discussed their observations about children’s interests, questions, and actions.
They also brainstormed the possibilities, hypotheses, anticipate directions and developed
“provocatory” questions. The initial exploration consisted of children drawing a dinosaur
as they shared everything they knew about dinosaurs. A sense of community was valued
and students were supported from the beginning of each exploration in developing such
collaboration and relationships. The students explored their dinosaurs through various
tools and sign systems: books, oral storytelling among themselves or from a parent or
other community members. They also utilized clay and other materials to create
representations. The representations were not the final piece of their exploration but an
assessment strategy for the teachers and a strategy to deepen the exploration. The
students compared their drawings and representations with pictures from texts and
adapted them based on conversations with their peers. The teachers used documentation
in order to keep brainstorming possibilities and way to support students without
controlling context and direction. For this particular dinosaur project, teachers engaged in
analyzing transcriptions from children’s conversations in order to suggest the next step.
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The final shared project consisted of creating a life size dinosaur as seen in books.
Through negotiation, corroboration of hypotheses and dialogue, students and teachers
met their goal, which extended into a broader sharing that included children and the rest
of the school and families. Rankin (1993) highlights that time for children to pose
questions and to work on solving such is essential for learning and inquiring within the
Reggio Emilia approach.
Research in preschool classrooms has addressed inquiries around a wide range of
themes significant to the children. Each study emerged from children’s observations,
conversations and questions, from learning about babies (Harrison, 2012; Harden &
Verdeyen, 2008) to exploring diversity within spiritual beliefs (Mandell & Abo-Zena,
2010). Mandell and Abo-Zena (2010) argue that “guided explorations about difference in
beliefs are important because they help children develop healthy attitudes about spiritual
plurality, and they cultivate meaningful home-school relations with diverse families” (p.
12).
Teacher researcher, Mary Cowhey (2006), engaged her second grade students in
inquiries around social justice issues that emerged from the teacher’s personal stories, her
observations of the children, and children’s literature. The problems were posed by both
the teacher and the students. Her guided explorations are characterized by an expert’s
voice who is also a member of the community. The students took action in direct or
indirect ways, ranging from engaging the school community in understanding the
importance of voting as a right in a democratic society to revisiting their own
perspectives regarding killing ants after engaging in conversations about Buddhism and
respecting life.
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Working with very young children, teacher researcher Vivian Vasquez (2004),
engaged three-to-five year-old students in critically reading everyday texts through a
critical literacy curriculum. She balanced the mandated curriculum with social issues that
mattered to the students, instead of treating the latter as unconnected additions. Their
inquiries emerged from texts or artifacts that the teacher had previously selected, issues
within the school context like the French Café event to which Vasquez’s children were
not invited, causing mixed feelings that developed into a new inquiry. Other times, issues
arose from outside of school such as the elections or an analysis of McDonald’s
marketing strategies to sell their Happy Meals. Vasquez (2004) utilized the audit trail,
which consists of a public display of artifacts gathered by teachers and students to
represent their thinking about different issues and topics. It also serves as an assessment
and learning tool that allowed students to revisit texts and artifacts in order to expand
their explorations as they considered multiple perspectives.
Vasquez (2004), Frantz Bentley (2011), Boutte, López-Robertson & PowersCostello (2011) and Quintero (2005) argues not only that young children can think and
talk about social issues, but also that they learn about issues such as racism “through a
variety of avenues such as interactions among adults in social settings, television (even
children’s television), children’s books, and many other covert and overt ways” (LópezRobertson & Powers-Costello, 2011, p. 336). For this reason, these authors argue for
spaces and opportunities for young children to begin formulating and questioning their
initial understanding as a way to challenge the otherwise unavoidable development of
understandings based on colorblindness and other ways of racism.
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Van Sluys and Reinier (2006) engaged in collaborative research focused on
invitations for fourth to sixth graders in response to multicultural literature. The
invitations included art and technology as sign systems to create meaning and engage
students in developing identities that support school success. Through the use of visual
arts, students had the opportunity to create meaning beyond the possibilities of language,
to construct and claim identities. After discussing a story, three students discussed the
story in different languages. They utilized art to transfer their conversation. Their
drawings represented a deeper understanding, including thoughts, actions, experiences,
and emotions, than they could have been able to produce utilizing words (Thompson,
2005), particularly English as the only language to mediate meaning.
Transactional Theory and Play as Response
The idea of literature and play as experiences is explored in this study. Rosenblatt
(1938) argues that readers transact with texts and engage in creating meaning at different
places and times. Rosenblatt (1938) explained transaction as a process in which the
reader and the text contribute together in creating meaning. Readers engage in a process
that Rosenblatt described as a transaction between the reader and the “signs in the page”,
the text. She explained that the term transaction emphasizes a dynamic process in which
“the meaning is being built up though the back-and-forth relationship between reader and
text during the reading event” (p. 160). The essentiality of each other rests on the belief
that the meaning is not in the text itself or in the reader, but in the transactional event that
results in the creation of a poem or text. The poem is the new meaning created through
the transaction. Every time the reader transacts with the text new meanings emerge.
When readers transact with a text, they choose or take a stance to approach the text
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somewhere along a continuum of aesthetic and efferent stances. The aesthetic stance
consists of the responses characterized by emotional, personal and affective associations
evoked as readers experience and “live through-the moods, scenes, and situations being
created during the transaction” (p. xvi). The efferent stance focuses on accumulation of
ideas, information that is carried away, initially through personal connections and
followed by critical interpretation and evaluation (Cai, 2008). Rosenblatt’s aestheticefferent continuum along with a parallel critical stance provides an effective frame for
engaging readers with literature.
According to Cai (2008) scholars have misunderstood the large scope of
Rosenblatt’s transactional theory by implying that it lacks a critical stance, and limiting
aesthetic response to simply “reading for pleasure”, particularly when reader respond to
multicultural literature. Cai reminds us that “the reader’s personal response can serve as
the matrix for analyzing the social cultural influences on the reader” (p. 215). In this
sense, a particular critical lens is not initially imposed by the teacher, because it is
assumed that readers approach the text with previous experiences, histories, interests and
inclinations that will guide the critical reading. The teacher then assumes the role of
facilitator and catalyst, as he/she invites readers to critically analyze their own responses
and assumptions as well as those in the text. Rosenblatt (1995) argued that making
personal connections with literature is necessary, but not sufficient. The reader needs to
move into dialogue with others to critically analyze how the meaning created from/with
the literature informs his/her life and the world. These perspectives serve as lenses to
respond to the text, and simultaneously allow for new meaning and even deeper
understandings to develop.
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Rosenblatt’s transactional theory has focused on language (written/spoken) as the
primary sign system for responding to literature, making literature circles the preferred
reader response strategy in classrooms. Teachers have utilized Short and Harste’s (1996)
literature discussion strategies in order to support students in responding to different
kinds of texts as they follow their inquiries. However, reader response theory can also be
used to describe learners’ encounters and transactions with a text, artifact or experience.
These transactions offer learners opportunities “to reflect on what they have done
previously; plan for what they are going to do in the future; and have the opportunity to
discuss, rethink and change their plans as they go, their learning and thinking becomes far
more complex” (p. 4). For example, scholars such as Medina (2001, 2004) and Wilson
(2003) expand the repertoire of literature response strategies through inviting students to
respond to literature through the sign system of drama and strategies such as tableau.
Drama along with storytelling as a response to literature requires a broader definition of
text – a chunk of meaning that has unity and can be shared with others (Short & Harste,
2005).
Related research.
This section includes studies that highlight the use of multiple strategies in
responding to literature and other kinds of stories. The strategies include literature circles
in the classroom and at home, as well as the use of drama as response.
Fain (2008) found that multiage, first and second graders passionately discussed
issues about language diversity, discrimination, racism and culture as they participated in
literatures circles. Through personal narratives they analyzed the ways they have
experienced language discrimination, and how they positioned themselves as not part of
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”the “white” past that has perpetuated slavery” (p. 205). In a similar study, DeNicolo &
Franquiz (2006) explored the participation of a fourth-grade bilingual student and how
critical encounters with multicultural literature gave her the ability to use language for
communicating thoughts about taking positions and questioning the inferential reasoning
of others (p. 165).
Laman (2006) followed a critical inquiry journey about issues of power and
segregation that emerged from students in their multiage classroom (first through third)
after listening to the read aloud Wiles’ (2005) Freedom Summer. The classroom
community moved from students inquiring into their individual interests, to critically
inquiry on “larger systems of meaning and connect the personal with the political […]
Critical inquiry weaves critical literacy practices throughout the curriculum and offers
children prolonged engagement with issues that are important to them and important to
democracy” (p. 204). Laman focused on cultural models as units of analysis and utilized
discourse analysis to better understand the cultural models that shape the students’
discussions and that guided and shaped their inquiry. Laman reminds the reader that
inquiry is not about creating isolated activities, about immediately answering students’
questions or correcting every single misunderstanding that the students might have.
Inquiry is about welcoming tensions and “mistakes” as learning opportunities from which
new questions and inquiries emerge as students and teachers move toward a more just
world.
Martínez-Roldán and Lopez-Robertson (2000) found that bilingual first graders
utilized scary stories as cultural tools to make intertextual connections, to process
feelings, and to share collective understanding. They also noticed that the bilingual
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children engage in more storytelling that their English monolingual classmates, who
focused on literary analysis. The stories children told functioned as windows into
children’s lives and their families. In related studies, López-Robertson (2004) found that
bilingual second graders engaged in literature discussions tend to share stories about
experiences that have affected them personally, and sometimes they used those stories to
question the text or as a means for clarification. As part of this research, families were
invited to read and respond to the same selection of books at home. The conversations
that took place at home influenced the children’s discussions at school, as they pulled
from their parents’ and other relatives’ stories to inform their interpretations and to
mediate their participation in the literature circles. Stories were mediated by the language
students decided to respond to the literature.
Fain (2006) discussed how partnership with families could be developed and
fostered through family literature circles. The research highlights how children and
parents constructed mediated meaning by purposefully including their native language as
they engaged in conversations that addressed issues around literacy, positionality within
society, and resistance to structural inequality. These interactions also provided parents
with opportunities to share with their children about the importance of knowing and
teaching more than one language. Families moved from conversations around a school
model of Initiation-Response-Evaluation format into “meaning-based dialogue” (p. 313).
Families reflected and transacted with the text-world and their own world. For example,
issues of power addressed in the books generated conversations and connections as
parents related to the experience of supporting their families socially and emotionally.
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Furthermore, these family-led discussions were based on their own strengths and
experiences.
Working also with families, Quiñones (2009) analyzed the dialogue of five
bilingual Latino/a students and their parents while talking about books at home.
Quiñones found that parents and children engaged in personal connections and storying
to support children’s comprehension of the story. Parents believed that children will
better understand the story if they could relate to the character’s actions. Family stories
were then shared to support comprehension. The conversations around books also
provided parents with a space to share stories grounded in life lessons and the family’s
core values. Even though, Quiñones did not observe these children sharing the
experiences of discussing literature with their parents in their classrooms, like in LópezRobertson (2004)’s research, this research informs the kinds of talk and dynamics that
can potentially influence students’ literature discussions when parents are invited in the
process.
The majority of the studies on response highlight the use of literature circles.
Scholars such as Medina (2001, 2004) expand the repertoire of literature response
strategies through inviting students to respond to literature through the sign system of
drama. Drama along with storytelling as a response to literature requires a broader
definition of text. Vasquez (2004), whose extensive work focuses on inviting young
children to critically explore their world, argues for a broad definition of text as
“everyday texts”, which includes “texts that are written or spoken as part of everyday
life” (p. 7). Since these texts are extremely common, their deep and subtle messages
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about the world usually pass unnoticed because their ordinary nature makes them almost
unquestionable, and positions them as truth.
Medina (2004) found that her culturally diverse students negotiated meaning
between the text world, their own worlds, and the larger society. While responding to
Alzaldúa’s (1997) Friends from the Other Side, the students experienced drama as a tool
for analyzing different ways of experiencing borderlands as dynamic processes. They
also had the opportunity to explore, consider and understand other people’s identities as
they engaged with drama techniques such as role play and improvisations. Through
drama students went beyond the limits of the written story into actively creating and
performing images that represented complex understandings and interpretations of the
story and how it has been integrated and processed through the students’ own lives.
Drama as a canalizador facilitates the load of violence and emotions that the text
provoked in the students’ interpretations. Students also had the “freedom to let emotions
out but also a safe framework within which to ground their interpretations” (p. 203).
Medina and Campano (2006) explored drama as a “space to expose power
relationships and adjudicate between competing beliefs and values, which become alive
and tangible through role-play […] a vehicle for children to mobilize their cultural/social
identities” (p. 340). Through teatro (a form of political theater), two fifth grade
classrooms responded to My Diary From Here and There/Mi diario de aqúi hasta allá
(Perez, 2002) through drama as “critical world-making” (p. 333). Students were invited
and guided into creating meaning, engaging issues and audiences meaningful to them,
and negotiating diverse perspectives and cultural/social identities. They discussed issues
around language, literacy and learning through an on-going process of reflecting and
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transacting with the text and selves. A dynamic between spaces to explore the text and
spaces and to explore their own lives developed as students responded through drama.
Building from drama, Wilson (2003) invited her first and second grade students to
respond through the theatre convention called Tableau. The students met in small groups
and selected a part of Henkes’ (1996) Lily’s Purple Plastic Purse to create a “still, silent,
performance” (p. 375) that reflected some action and created a three-dimensional
representations. The strategy allowed the students to evoke emotions and used those to
connect and understand the characters. Wilson also noticed how the students took
different perspectives and negotiated their meaning in order to design their Tablaeu.
Scholars concerned about responding to literature through different sign systems
have invited students to engage with artistic responses. Bolasky (2008) invited her
students to respond utilizing Sketch to Stretch. This engagement differs from a drawing
because its purpose is to convey a symbolic representation from a text and not a direct
retelling. For example when third graders in Bolasky’s classroom utilized this strategy to
respond to Ryan’s (2000) Esperanza Rising, they did mostly retellings because they were
not familiar with the strategy. However some of them included symbols that were
significant for them, but they did not know how to verbally explain their ideas. On the
other hand, (Short, 2011a) described how fourth and fifth graders, already familiar with
the strategy, responded to D’Adamo’s (2005) Iqbal through symbolic representations in
which every shape, line, color and design conveyed their connections and understandings
to the character’s actions.
Working with an older group of students, Alexander (2008) engaged a group of
teachers, who did not consider themselves as writers, in drawing neighborhood maps.
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This tool became a strategy for creating community by sharing personal stories,
becoming storytellers, and using their cultural backgrounds as resource. I included this
article because response to a text includes life itself as a multi-layer text. For these
teachers, many of their stories were represented directly and symbolically in their
neighborhood maps.
These studies of response provide a context for exploring the ways in which
young children use play as response.
Play as Response
Rowe (1998) briefly describes three types of play that are significant to this study:
1) constructive play: self-regulated creation of a product as a solution to a particular
problem, such as when Yaniel, Anthony and Juan built a ranch for their toy animals to
sleep at night); 2) exploratory play: involves children in acting on objects, people, and
social situations to experiment with their reactions, such as when Joseph wrapped a baby
doll in a rebozo on his back as a way to connect and live somebody else’s experience,
and; 3) Dramatic play: characterized by children’s use of make-believe transformation of
objects and role-playing to act out scripts and stories they invent (p. 13), such as when
Irene buckled up her two “sons” with a rebozo and pressing her feet down as she makes
car engine sounds and drives everybody to their new house. Furthermore according to
Rowe (1998), generally held characteristics of play include its nonliteral nature, which
responds to a cognitive process in which children begin to act independently of what they
see. In other words they detach meaning from form, such as when a white rebozo
becomes a bubble bath. Play highlights means rather than ends. Play creates a positive
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affect as it is flexible, voluntary, and supports children’s development of internal control.
In Vygotsky’s (1978) words: “a child greatest self-control occurs in play” (p. 99). Play
also creates a space where children invent and negotiate their own rules as they play
instead of following guidelines already created by others for a particular play or game. In
this regards the more experiences we provide for children, the richer their play. Finally,
play creates a zone of proximal development because children always behave beyond
their average, above their daily behaviors, such as when a child plays “mom” or the “post
office delivery guy”.
The collaborative nature of play enables storytelling with others as children also
“stop and work out the roles and meanings of their shared narratives and materials”
(Wohlwend 2013, p. 80). Pahl and Rowsell (2013) describe artifacts as objects used in
play that bring in everyday life and represent culture. They become sources for meaning
making, opening up stories and also providing opportunities for telling stories, creating
access to meaning and stories created in everyday spaces. These are objects that are
physical and available, valued by meaning-makers, and signal people, stories, thoughts,
communities, identities, and experiences. Collective and social memories are also
brought into new spaces through family stories and artifacts. Artifacts are linked to
timescales and evoke particular spaces and places, providing connection to lived
experiences, and meaning and direction for lives lived in communities.
When integrated into the classroom, artifacts give opportunities for telling stories
and hearing unheard voices, opening an equitable meaning making space. When an
artifact carries many stories, they also encourage multiple perspectives. Welcoming
multiple kinds of artifacts and stories through artifacts can encourage children to respect
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diversity. In this sense, artifacts can also open up new worlds of experiences. They can
also connect and travel between contexts (home, school, community, and world). They
can go across spaces that are international and transnational and that cross linguistic and
cultural boundaries. Artifacts can encourage children to find points of commonality and
difference along with a respect to respect diversity. They can open new worlds that bring
in new identities (Pahl & Rowsell, 2013).
Wohlwend (2013) defines play as a “social and semiotic practice that facilitates
pivots to imagined contexts by recontextualizing classroom realities and maintaining a
not-real frame” (p. 80). Play as literacy creates a live-action text that takes the child into
an imagined world. Play creates a child space that is safe and a world from which
children can explore other cultures. Play is a site for cultural convergence as
interconnected cultures (schools, playgrounds, homes, neighborhoods, communities,
consumer markets, technological flows, and transnational networks) and discourses come
together opening “access to children’s familiar cultural contexts, resources, and ways of
knowing” (p. 81) as they play in order to make sense of their cultural worlds, and other
cultural spaces that are increasingly complex.
When it comes to very young children, experiences responding to books have
highlighted comprehension over interpretation, highlighting retelling and other text-based
experiences in preschool classrooms. While educators often focus narrowly on what a
text says and the evidence from the text to support a perspective, young children develop
their interpretative skills as they produce, co-play and co-write highly complex and
dynamic texts during their play. During play children “reflect, replay, and record their
lived experiences, negotiate and collaborate to create shared narratives, access and
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appropriate familiar cultural resources to use with literacies, interpret, produce,
improvise, and resemiotize a range of texts and artifacts, and connect with others around
meaningful texts” (Wohlwend, 2013, p. 90).
Related research.
Rowe (1998) broadens the scope of strategies for responding to literature by
utilizing ethnographic tools to investigate how preschoolers spontaneously made
connections between dramatic play and the meanings they encountered in books.
Building upon Rosenblatt’s transactional theory, Rowe utilized both efferent stances
(focus on book meaning, continuing explorations; questions about the world as how they
connect with the book) and aesthetic stances (enjoyment, connections between the book
and the world (school/home) to frame and identify the following characteristics of play as
response to literature:


Connections: provide a space to make connections between books and child’s
world



Ownership: Exploring literacy in their own terms.



Flexibilities: Play as a flexible medium to learn about and from the books.
Motivated by children’s interests and expertise with the books



Openness: Free from rules imposed from the outside. Based on connections to the
child’s experiences with the world.



Multiple Sign Systems: Through dramatic play children simultaneously use oral
language, gestures, movements, props, wardrobe and set design.
o This complexity contributes to the aesthetic “living through” experience.
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Transmediation: Expressing book related meaning in new sign systems. For
example, drama requires inventing dialogue, props and actions.



Community: Connections between home, school and community. Even those
children who play alone, ask others to play as audience or co-players.

During play, sometimes children need to use their metacognitive skills and shift roles
in order to explain to other players the expectations of the roles and the play itself. Rowe
(1998) identified patterns regarding how preschoolers responded to literature through
play. Children’s connections ranged from reenactment to improvisations. Sometimes
their book reading event included locating and holding toys (same or similar). These toys
provided a concrete link, characteristics that the 2-dimensional book did not provide,
such as movement. Finally, Rowe found that adult-initiated responses usually asked
children to play the whole story, during child-initiated responses children tended to play
out parts of the story. These parts were of special interest for children due to either
enjoyment or tensions. They also served a variety of purposes such as repeating scenes,
focusing on a character, exploring problematic aspects of the book, reliving favorite
scenes and/or refining their interpretations. Rowe (2007, 2008, 2010) found that twoyear-olds shift from comprehension to interpretation as they represented book meanings
using play as a sign system.
Riojas-Cortez (2001) observed twelve Mexican American four and five-year-olds
enrolled in a Two-Way Bilingual Program. She found that children “during sociodramatic
play, children practice the cultural behaviors transmitted by their families and use them as
resources to enhance their play” (p. 36). Beyond cultural behaviors, the children
displayed their family’s funds of knowledge, which included skills and knowledge about
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the following themes: Child care (Giving the baby her bottle), Household care (Keeping
strangers away), Friendship (Visiting a friend’s house), Education (Doing homework),
Scientific knowledge (A tornado is coming), Ranching & farming (Branding animals),
and Construction (Building a house), etc. This study expand the notion of using play as a
response to literature to include children’s spontaneous responses to multiple kinds of
texts and stories that have relevance at home and school.
Sometimes there are teachers whose beliefs strongly align with utilizing inquiry
as an approach for curriculum, but their school has a different set of teaching and learning
beliefs. Still, they are able to identify their students’ personal inquiries and how they
engage in those through play, which might be considered as an inappropriate behavior or
being “off task”. Wohlwend (2009) found that even within the constraints of a curriculum
that emphasize print-based experiences children (and sometimes teachers) create spaces
to engage in spontaneous play that contributes to their meaning making process.
Wohlwend observed how five, six-, and 7-year-olds used their knowledge of technology
to guide their play. Using paper and pencil, the children created cell phones, iPods, and
even designed and played video games on paper. Their collaborative play represented
their knowledge about the genre of video games and new literacies, ”the new literacies
values of sustained collaboration and collective cohesion are embodied by multiple
players cooperating with interactive media to sustain a fluid and reactive text, in which
print is almost absent and actions communicate as much information as images” (p. 134).
The children created a space to respond through play to their experience with technology
outside of the classroom, and to their literate identity as developing learners and curious
explorers.
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Intercultural Competence-Towards Intercultural Understandings
Defining the concept of culture and situating it within the field of early childhood
education provides an important starting point for this study. Culture has always
influenced early childhood education. This claim can be proved by looking at how
different countries have adapted historical models in order to fit their beliefs and
practices related to ideals of truth, beauty, materialism and work, spiritualism and
religion, individuality and freedom, community and power, family and sexuality, and
equity and justice (Spodek & Saracho, 1996). These beliefs into action constitute the
curriculum (Short & Burke, 1991) calling for specific practices and strategies to be used
as part of the curriculum having consequences for every individual involved.
Understandings of culture are particularly important in order to support the wide range of
linguistically and culturally diverse children and families that come to school every day.
While action has been taken in developing practices that can support all children
succeeding, nationally recognized initiatives, such as the guidelines for developmentally
appropriate practices continue to “perpetuate the assumption that only particular types of
environments are appropriate for children” (Hennig & Kirova, 2012, p. 227). The
problem with these suggesting universal practices is that they do not consider diversity
within cultural communities as relevant or connected to children’s learning experience.
Furthermore, these practices could also represent issues of power that position cultural
practices from one cultural community over others. Scholars who understand that the
cultural context heavily influence child development by arguing for culturally
appropriate/relevant practices.
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Young children are exposed to cultural practices and beliefs either explicitly or
implicitly within their communities. Children’s interactions within cultural communities
vary tremendously from one household to the other. Given the rapid demographic
changes in the United States and other countries and the global society that we live,
understanding how children move towards intercultural competence and how educators
can support children’s journey through the curriculum is becoming increasingly
important.
When looking at how scholars from different fields have conceptualized the
movement toward intercultural competence, it is important to begin the conversation with
culture as a concept. Gonzalez (2005) discusses the changes that “culture” has
experienced and how these new understandings can be connected to the actual classroom.
Culture has been biogenetically defined, resulting in racial hierarchies that position
populations from one race as superior to other. Gonzalez reminds the reader that Franz
Boas challenged this notion of culture by looking at societies within historical
circumstances, and noticing that some societies create traits while others borrow those
traits. Gonzalez also explains that the field of anthropology had described culture as a
“holistic and integrated view (p. 32), viewing each culture as a package with highly
visible bounds and composed of multiple traditions and ceremonies. This description
does not help teachers in classrooms who need to know their students because the
concept of the package does not consider all the differences within that group, making it
almost impossible to really understanding the unique students in the classroom. Gonzalez
describes the most recent contributions to the notion of culture, which suggests culture as
a set of inquiries and a procedural approach that considers multiple perspectives and the
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everyday life experience of students and their families as funds of knowledge (p. 39-41).
Gonzalez reminds the reader that the concept of funds of knowledge serves the following
purposes: respectful relationships between school and classroom; shared culture in what
people do and what they say they do; pedagogical validation of household practices at
school; and, supporting teachers in becoming researchers.
Perspectives on Intercultural Understanding
These concepts of culture influence definitions of intercultural understanding.
Kramsch (2002) highlights “the desire to make sense of and cope with differences and
connections in worldview, interactional patterns, and discourse preferences of people
who didn’t use to come into contact within one another, but now increasingly do, both in
real or virtual environments, is what makes the concept of intercultural communication so
timely but so difficult to define” (p. 276). Research fields such as social psychology,
social and cultural theory, communication studies, interactive sociolinguistics, language
policy and applied linguistics have described intercultural understanding and how it
might be taught. These fields also use different terms for intercultural understanding
including intercultural competence and global perspective.
Hanvey (1982) from the field of education discusses five dimensions of a global
perspective:
o Perspective Consciousness: The individual recognizes that he/she has a world
perspective that is not universally shared, and that this view is constantly shaped
by influences that sometimes escape conscious, and that others have different
views of the world. Hanvey distinguishes opinion from perspective. Perspective
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been the usually unconscious influence mostly taken for granted. Opinion, what
we think about it.
o “State of the Planet” Awareness: Awareness of prevailing world conditions,
trends and developments, as well as circumscribed local surroundings. Media and
technology have made it possible for people to know about the world almost
instantaneously. However, most of the stories in the news media only highlight
extraordinary events, causing “limits and distortions in the view of the world” (p.
8). Political ideologies and the technical nature of the world data also generate
very specific ways of sharing information that limit the kinds of stories that are
shared in terms of their content but also their genre. The school can become a
place to challenge these limited stories.
o Cross-Cultural Awareness: Awareness of diversity of ideas and practices, and
how they might be different from each other, but with limited recognition of how
those ideas and practices might be viewed from other perspectives. Includes
accepting the humanness in everyone (p. 164-65).
o Knowledge of Global Dynamics: Knowledge of key traits and mechanism of the
world system, as well as theories and concepts that might increase global change.
Knowing how the world works, and its interconnected nature. Cause and effect,
simple events ramify. Changes that we want but seem unattainable, and changes
that we don’t necessarily want.
o Awareness of Human Choices: Awareness of individual and nation choices, and
the consequences of such choices for the individual and the collective.
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Bennett (1986) from the field of sociology, created a developmental model for
intercultural sensitivity along a continuum, organized upon the concept of difference:
Development of Intercultural Sensitivity

Difference

Experience of
Denial

Defense

Minimization

Acceptance

Adaptation

Integration

Ethnocentric Stages:

Ethnorelative Stages:

Own culture is central

Own culture seen in relation to other
cultures

Figure 1.2 Bennett scale of the Development of Intercultural Sensitivity. Reprinted from
“A developmental approach to training for intercultural sensitivity,” by M. J.
Bennett, 1986, International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 10(2), 182.

The stages in the scale are as follows:


Denial: Indicated by an inability to recognize cultural differences. Extreme denial
can dehumanize outsiders.



Defense: Involves attempts to counter a perceived threat to the centrality of one's
view. This will manifest itself by denigrating other groups (race, religion, age,
gender) or assuming the cultural superiority of one's own culture.



Minimization: People attempt to bury difference by focusing on the similarities
and on what they see as universal rules or principles. (Focusing on similarities)
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Acceptance: Cultural differences are both acknowledged and respected and
difference is perceived as necessary and in fact preferred. Bennett identifies two
levels of acceptance, first with behavior and second with values.



Adaptation: Behavior and thinking adapts to the cultural differences. The most
common form of adaptation is empathy. Another form is cultural pluralism where
a person can shift between two cultural world views.



Integration: This describes the person who is constantly in the process of
becoming a part of and becoming apart from a culture, stepping in and out of a
cultural worldview. An integrated person is able to evaluate phenomena relative
to a particular cultural context and sees difference as an essential and joyful
aspect of life (Bennett, 1986, p. 184-186).

Case (1993) from the field of education suggests the following cognitive and affective
attributes that should be part of a global perspective:


Open-mindedness - Being open-minded indicates a willingness to base decisions
on evidence and then change a stance or judgment based on the new evidence.
This implies learning to live with ambiguity, understanding that there may not be
one single correct position and that different people see the world differently.



Anticipation of complexity - Looking beyond simplistic explanations or answers to
big problems. Looking at the world as interconnected and as a system that helps
students resist seeing issues as simple and localized. Looking at the complexity of
an issue helps avoid seeing issues as dualisms.



Resistance to stereotyping - Case acknowledges how easy it is to create
stereotypes even while trying to teach with a more global viewpoint and he points
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out that stereotypes have been used to fuel political agendas and hate, and can
lead to paternalistic or condescending attitudes.
o One is looking at a group or region as a single entity. This happens when
Latinos are described as a monolithic group.
o Another strategy that can lead to stereotyping is a focus on exotic features
of a culture, commonly known as 5F's: food, fashion, folklore, festivals,
and famous people.
o Looking at the world in dualisms can create an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ mentality
that positions the home culture as the norm.
o A focus on differences between countries leaves out possible similarities
and shared values. Another consequence of highlighting only differences
is that it portrays cultures as exotic and too remote for students to develop
an interest and to inquire. At the same time a focus on only similarities
supports the misleading idea that “We are All the same”, while leaving out
the rich cultural and political diversity of a country or region. A balanced
emphasis on both the human and cultural diversity within a country and
the universal 'humanness' its citizens share with the students helps avoid
damaging stereotypes.


Inclination to empathize - Case explains that empathy does not require that
students directly experience situations other people have gone through, but that
students try to understand the way someone has felt about a situation. Case again
highlights the potential of stories in sensitizing students to situations or challenges
others have experienced.
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Nonchauvinism - Case defines chauvanism as an excessive devotion to one's own
group, which can be based on traits such as gender, race, nationality, and
citizenship. This is similar to Piaget’s egocentrism of the young where life
revolves around their needs and wants. Case mentions three ways in which
chauvinism manifests itself. The first is ethnocentrism where one's own culture is
held up as superior. The second is fanatical patriotism, holding national interests
over any moral obligations to the global community. The third form of
chauvinism is the preoccupation of the current needs with no foresight into the
needs of future generations.
Banks (1993), founding Director of the Center for Multicultural Education at the

University of Washington in Seattle, identified four approaches that can potentially move
students in the direction of intercultural understanding. The first, the contribution
approach, is characterized by the 5F's mentioned above. The second is the additive
approach where teachers add ethnic content, themes, units, and perspectives to the
regular curriculum such as having a Native American unit or Black History week. The
transformative approach changes the curriculum so that students see concepts, issues,
events and themes from various ethnic or cultural perspectives. An example is looking at
Thanksgiving from Pilgrim and Wampanoag perspectives. In the fourth approach, the
social action approach, students interact with important social issues and are motivated
to take action to solve the issues (p. 22).
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Figure 1.3. The iceberg concept of culture. Reprinted from Intercultural learning in the
classroom: Crossing borders (p. 14), by H. Fennes & K. Hapgood, 1997,
London: Cassell.

Helmut Fennes (Austria) and Karen Hapgood (Great Britain) developed a model
of culture as an iceberg (Figure 1.3). The elements above the water refer to the 5F’s food,
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fashion, festival, folklore, and famous people. These visible elements also lead to a
tourist view of a culture. The elements below the water constitute the system of values,
beliefs, and ideologies such as notions of beauty, childhood, body language,
conversational patterns, notions of logic and “common sense” that informs the more
visible practices.
Fennes and Hapgood (1997) proposed that intercultural learning happens on a
continuum (Figure 1.4), beginning with the stance of ethnocentrism and heading towards
learned intercultural competence. The first step is to become aware that there are other
cultures, progressing to understanding how and why a culture is different. This can
involve becoming aware of prejudices and stereotypes and how those can affect behavior
and thinking. Acceptance and respect takes place when a person accepts another culture
without judging it against his/her own culture, even when the cultural practices or values
may be in direct opposition to each other. When a person begins to appreciate diversity as
an asset and a resource, he/she progresses towards change, which is the development of
new attitudes, skills or behavior as a result of the intercultural experience. Their
continuum moves from: Ethnocentrism-Awareness – Understanding - Acceptance and
Respect - Appreciation and valuing – Change - Intercultural Competence (Fennes &
Hapgood, 1997).
One final model comes from international school educator Michael Allan (2003).
While many models follow a more linear pattern, the model Allen proposes is dynamic
and recursive. Students arrive with their own set of concrete experiences and
assumptions, and quickly meet dissonance due to cultural misunderstandings and unmet
expectations. Given the chance to reflect, this may lead them to modify their behavior
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and expectations, which are then used in more interactions with classmates and
professors. At this point several outcomes are possible.

Figure 1.4. Allan (2003) Intercultural learning spiral. From “Frontier crossings:
Cultural dissonance, intercultural learning and the multicultural personality,”
M. Allan, 2003, Journal of Research in International Education, 2, 103.

The student may enter into another cycle of dissonance and reflection, moving
towards developing intercultural understanding. Or a student may also make some
fundamental misinterpretations, which could lead off the spiral into learning that does not
lead toward greater intercultural understanding. Instead the student could adopt a form of
(1) ethnocentrism, i.e. remaining isolated or forming monocultural enclaves, (2)
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adaptation where the student develops coping strategies with no real change, or (3)
assimilation, where the student absorbs the dominant culture and abdicates original
cultural characteristics (p. 102-104).
The attractive feature about this model is that it reflects the recursive nature of
learning. As students engage with new data, they draw conclusions that are then
supported or challenged by new experiences. One additional reason for interest in this
model is the way it resembles Louise Rosenblatt's (1995) theory of reader response. The
concern of this research is developing understanding through literature, and this dynamic
view reflects Rosenblatt's idea of the different stances taken while reading a text multiple
times. Readers return to a text as a different person, changed from the first encounter with
that text.
Researchers have also described intercultural understandings (Short, 2009) and
interculturalism (Ponciano & Shabazian, 2012) as an orientation, an approach to teaching.
Short (2009) explains that within intercultural understandings learners:
o Explore their cultural identities and develop conceptual understandings of culture.
o Develop an awareness and respect for different cultural perspectives as well as the
commonality of human experience
o Examine issues that have persona, local and global relevance and significance.
o Value the diversity of cultures and perspectives within the world
o Demonstrate a responsibility and commitment to making a difference to, and in,
the world
o Develop an inquiring, knowledgeable, and caring perspective on taking action to
create a better and more just world (p. 3)
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Short argues for interculturalism as a lens or orientation that goes across the
curriculum just like Cowhey (2006) uses social justice as a lens; Vasquez (2004) focuses
on critical literacies as a lens; and Souto-Manning (2013) describes multiculturalism as a
lens. All these scholars challenge the notion of interculturalism as a unit of study or as a
single book in a collection. They argue that this kind of practice contributes to the
maintenance of stereotypes and to the development of others. “Simply reading more
about the world can actually negatively influence the development of intercultural
understanding” (Short, 2009, p.2).

Figure 1. 5. A Curriculum that is International. From “Critically reading the world and
the world: Building intercultural understanding through literature,” by K. G.
Short, 2009, Bookbird, 47(2), 3.
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Short (2009) argues that this stance can be used to create a Curriculum that is
International through the following components:
o Personal Cultural Identities: Explorations to highlight that we have a perspective,
and that it has been, and is influenced by our cultured identities.
o Cross-Cultural Studies: The purpose of cross-cultural studies is to explore the
similarities and differences within cultural communities beyond superficial tourist
views that focuses on the 5fs: food, fashion, folklore, festivals, and famous
people. Building from looking at personal cultural identities is essential in order
to support meaningful connections and reflecting upon life experiences from new
perspectives.
o Integration of intercultural perspectives: While cross-cultural studies focus on
diversity within cultural communities, the integration of intercultural perspectives
across the curriculum highlights diversity in the world, and the multiple points of
view that a theme such as journey can have.
o Inquiries on global issues: Explorations around issues, such as violence, human
rights, language loss, or hunger, can allow students to look at the local and global
stories that shape each theme. Short’s example shows how the inquiry always
begins with a personal connection. When talking about human rights, the students
map places in their school where “unfair” situations took place. Bentley (2012)
employed the same strategy with her preschool students. When she asked fourand five-year-olds about justice, she only received responses such as: “Um,
there’s a song that has justice in it”. But when she asked them about the word
‘fair’, she says she “hit the jackpot” (p. 196).
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o Critically reading the word and the world: Problematizing and raising “issues of
power, oppression, and social justice” (Short, 2008, p. 8). This is a stance that
frames the entire curriculum. In other words, students are invited to critically
looking at their own assumptions, and perspectives on global issues and cultural
identities. Critical reading also involves reading and responding through multiple
sign systems because each add different layers of meaning.
Ponciano and Shabazian (2012) shared a similar approach to interculturalism as
they discuss the importance of an intercultural approach to teaching in the classroom of
young children. They describe this approach as “individuals learn from each other and
engage in an ongoing exploration of the historical and cultural contexts that influence
individual development” (p. 23). Children, teachers and families learn from each other,
from their sharing of their cultural contexts, rather than a top-down model where adults
teach children facts about cultures. Learning in authentic ways about each person’s
experience acknowledges differences within cultural communities, and avoids
assumptions around the homogeneity of cultures. Ponciano and Shabazian describe how
young children begin forming their cultural identities and awareness regarding racial,
gender, and linguistic differences as they compare themselves to others around them.
Case (1993), Short (2009) and Ponciano and Shabazian (2012) have greatly
influenced my approach to intercultural understanding as developing a perspective that
considers reflecting upon our own cultural practices and stories as important as exploring
other ways of living in the world. We can develop deep understandings of commonalities
and differences within and across communities through students’, teachers’, and families’
lived lives in communities.
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Related research.
Studies examining students’ intercultural understandings have focused on the
elementary grades. Across this research global literature has served as vehicles for
building bridges across cultures and supporting young children in imagining global
experiences beyond their own (Fox & Short, 2003). The classroom teachers and
researchers selected children’s literature with broad concepts that their students can
connect to, beyond the culture/ethnicity represented in the story. For example, Griffith
(2007) shared You Be Me, I’ll Be You (Mandelbaum, 1990), a book from Belgium, with
her second graders because of two compelling themes she thought her students would be
able to connect to: a strong relationship between a child and her father, and sense of
belonging as feeling different and uncomfortable because of physical appearance.
Teacher researchers Thomas and Short (2007) explained that their emphasis in a
cross-cultural study around South Korea with kindergarten students was the read aloud
strategy in order to support students in responding to global literature. The focus of their
inquiry was the students’ comments and connections to everyday life stories. Their
purpose was to avoid a tourist-level curriculum that accumulate facts without
understandings and could contribute to the development of stereotypes and not to
intercultural understandings. They wanted to encourage a curriculum in which students
could reflect upon their own and others’ cultural values and ways of living and thinking.
Within this study, they noticed that including bilingual books and stories written in
Korean supported the students in developing deeper understandings about the culture as
languages convey ideologies, beliefs over time.
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Also working with kindergarten students, Cohen’s (2009) study supported
children in developing “sensitivity to and awareness of diverse cultures” (p. 72). She
developed several project inquiries about classmates’ Jewish, Indian, Mexican, and
Chinese cultural heritages. Play had a major role in these inquiries as children had the
opportunity to interact with a range of cultural artifacts focusing on differences among
cultures. Her study also incorporated global languages, family and community
participation, and stories as means for learning about the cultural heritage of some
families in the classroom.
Carey (2014) and a group of teachers used persona dolls in order to support their
third to fifth grade students responding to global issues, especially as they “communicate
depersonalizing memories and sensitive issues that might be difficult to discuss”. The
process is relevant for therapists, educators, and human service professionals. Carey
argues that the persona dolls allowed her students to move towards perspective taking as
they engaged in developing voice, connecting and going beyond dualism, such as us vs.
the “other”, and exchanging narratives.
Research looking at children’s intercultural understandings and multicultural
awareness at the preschool level highlights the role of artifacts in promoting multicultural
awareness (Huber 2000, 2004). This research also explores personal communalities and
differences in order to “recognize human differences, teachers can help them develop a
foundation of respect and inclusion” (Ponciano & Shabazian, 2012, p. 23). In addition,
children’s home culture is encouraged as the dominant one in the classroom to
consolidate learning “from both home and school environments in a manner consistent
with her cultural background” (Henin & Kirova, 2012, p. 226). Huber (2000) argues that
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the dramatic play area is the ideal space in the classroom for the integration of global
artifacts because it is the “one place where children learn about themselves and the
world” (p. 236). She encourages educators to reevaluate their own beliefs, participate in
the children’s play in order to foster their explorations around the artifacts, give students
time to interact with the artifacts, and provide concrete experiences involving the
artifacts, since only having them displayed is not enough. Huber also suggested educators
increase their own cultural awareness “by reading and exploring one culture at the time”
(p. 235). Similar to Cohen (2009) these studies shared a learning about approach.
However, Huber (2000) argues that in the cultural complexity of classrooms “children
still need to learn about how they are similar to and different from other children” (p.
237).
The theories and studies in this literature review have guided this study. These
theories frame this study and interpretations of the data.
Overview of Dissertation
I decided to include the theoretical framework and related studies as part of
Chapter One because of their connectedness to CREATE and to the multiple experiences
that led me to this study. Chapter Two introduces my methodological approach, framed
by a commitment to deeply understanding teaching and learning from children’s
perspectives, and to challenging longtime beliefs among educators of young children. A
description of the global curriculum and the school in which this study was situated are
provided, along with an introduction of the classroom and the twenty-two participants of
this teacher research. I also describe my approach to data collection and analysis. Chapter
Three presents findings from the data organized by categories that examine what these
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young children inquire about related to local and global communities, the process they
engaged with in order to pursue their inquiries, and the intercultural understandings they
develop through their inquiries around various cultural communities. Chapter Four, the
final data chapter, carefully looks at the global curriculum and analyzes the classroom
engagements that were most effective in supporting students’ inquiries and intercultural
understandings. Chapter Five provides a summary of my primary findings, makes
suggestions for further research and practice, and addresses the most important questions
of all… so what?
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY

The goal of this study is to document young children’s inquiries, their processes
for inquiring, and their intercultural understandings as they engage in a global
curriculum. The global curriculum was framed through an interculturalism and inquiry
approach. Interculturalism has been described by Ponciano and Shabazian (2012) as “the
sharing and learning across cultures that promotes understanding, equality, harmony, and
justice in a diverse society” (p. 23). Kathy Short (2009) discussed inquiry as a stance in
which students are encouraged to explore in-depth issues that they find compelling.
Together both lenses can support young children in developing and engaging in their own
inquiries around local and global cultural communities.
This chapter describes the research design and the significance of a qualitative
approach, the setting and the participants, the global curriculum developed for this study,
and the methods used to gather and analyze data, and the trustworthiness and parameters
of this study.
The Research Design: Why Teacher Research?
This study is teacher research that uses qualitative methodologies. Qualitative
research, based on a holistic approach, explores how new hypothesis and explanations
emerge from the phenomenon under study, rather than testing hypothesis. The focus is
the in-depth study and detailed description of actions, relations, materials, situations,
processes, and ideas (Lucca & Berríos, 2003).
Teacher research is grounded in qualitative inquiry, beginning with questions or
interests that are compelling and relevant for teachers in an attempt to understand in
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profound ways their teaching and children’s learning, rather than searching for quick easy
conclusions and solutions. Henderson, Meier, Perry, and Stremmel (2012) argue that
teacher research studies “provide unique insider perspectives on meaningful issues in
early care and education settings” (p. 2). Teacher research is participatory, inclusive and
democratic in nature, and has been compared to good teaching, reflective, imaginative,
and transformative teaching that seeks to understand classrooms, teaching and learning
from students’ perspectives, while teachers also learn about themselves as teachers, and
position children and families as active participants and co-researchers. Cochran-Smith
and Lytle (1990) define teacher research as “systematic, intentional inquiry, by teachers,
[that] makes accessible some of the expertise of teachers and provides both university
and school communities with unique perspectives of teaching and learning” (p. 2).
Inquiry is a stance for teachers, a way of thinking and being in the classroom that frames
every aspect of the teaching and learning and every level of education (Cochran-Smith &
Lytle, 2009).
Teacher research is an act of resistance; an opportunity for teachers to
systematically document, interpret, analyze, and share with others what works in their
classrooms, as they “resist prepackaged, laminated, hole-punched, teacher-proof,
curricula, attitudes about teaching-to-the-test”, and other mandates that oppress teachers
(Chiseri-Strater & Sunstein 2006, p. xvii).
Teacher research requires teachers to carefully and systematically gather, analyze,
and share their data, which is rich in close observation of student work, artifacts,
classroom anecdotes, and stories that “constitute critical tools for illuminating the deeper
theories or rules governing the way a classroom community works” (Shagoury & Power,
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2012, p. 2). In this study, the data collection methods included field notes, video and
audio recording, teacher journal, and artifacts that students create during these processes
in order to capture the interactions, play and dialogue that emerged as the students
engaged in the global curriculum. Through interpretation, teacher researchers examine
their findings and take action to improve their teaching, and the lives of their students.
Through this study, I hope to contribute to the field of early childhood education,
especially how young children think and make sense of the connections and differences
across and within local and global cultural communities. However, and more importantly,
as explained by Chiseri-Strater & Sunstein (2006), this research has enabled me to
become a better teacher –over and over again.

Research Context

Sonora Head Start: The Setting
This study was conducted at Sonora Head Start, South Tucson. The site is part of
the Child-Parent Centers, Inc., which is the Head Start grantee for southeastern Arizona.
Head Start, as described by Souto-Manning (2010) is a federal program created by the
Johnson administration to provide early educational intervention to children coming from
families of color and or/ from a low socioeconomic status, which are believed to provide
inadequate home environments for the children, and “lack the skills and experiences
deemed necessary to succeed in school” (p. 152). Over the years, Head Start has
represented a deficit paradigm concerned with fixing the families they serve, and creating
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inequalities based on the idea that these families must adapt to mainstream culture,
practices, and believes.
Sonora Head Start follows a Reggio Emilia inspired curriculum, negotiating
children’s interests and Head Start’s requirements. Through classroom observation and
five home visits that teachers complete to recruit students, and follow-up visits with
families, teachers determine students’ interests and needs from their own perspective as
well as from the families. They use this information to develop their curriculum, and
align it with specific Head Start achievement and assessment tools such as Alignment of
the School Readiness Goals for Infants and Toddlers in Head Start and Early Head Start
Programs with Teaching Strategies GOLD Objectives for Development & Learning Birth
Through Kindergarten. Children attended school from Monday through Thursday.
Fridays are reserved for teacher preparation time, including staff meetings and home
visits.
Sonora Head Start has a maximum capacity of 220 people. The one unit building
includes a main office, three shared classrooms, three outdoor playgrounds, each shared
by two classrooms, three staff rooms, the Studio, a kitchen, staff kitchen, and a garden.
The surroundings include a High School, a Junior School, an Early Childhood Learning
Center, a cemetery, and a fuel and food convenience store from a popular chain that the
children referenced in their play. The year of the study, Sonora had a total of 112 students
enrolled in their various programs, and a total of 23 staff members:
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Table 2.1. Student enrollment in Sonora programs
Program

4yrs
old-part
day

4yrs
old-part
day

4yrs oldfull day

3yrs oldfull day

3yrs
oldpart
day

Early
Head
Start

Early
Head
Start

# of students

20

20

18

17

17

10

10

per
classroom

Arcoíris Classroom: The Participants
The participants of this study were the teacher and the students in the Arcoíris
classroom: the classroom teacher, Mrs. Lara, and twenty-one four and five year-old
children, eight girls and thirteen boys (all names are pseudonyms). Teacher Lara (her
school name) was born and raised in Tucson. She was bilingual in English and Spanish,
English being her first language. She had four children and a baby boy grandson, who she
enjoyed telling stories about and sharing pictures. Teacher Lara had been a preschool
teacher for 24 years, sharing 15 of those years with her co-teacher, who retired right after
this study was over. Teacher Lara graduated with her bachelor degree in ECE in May as
this study was concluding. Throughout the study we exchanged ideas and books that
supported her course work.
I had previously collaborated with the teacher in a mentor teacher-student teacher
supervisor relationship. During the spring semester prior to this study Teacher Lara
observed and experienced how the teacher candidate in her classroom integrated local
Cultural Community Story Boxes into the classroom curriculum. She and her students
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participated of classroom engagements around the Southwest story box and a partial
implementation of the American Indians from the Southwest story box.
Teacher Lara and I engaged in informal conversations around the development
and implementation of the global curriculum. We also exchanged observations regarding
the students’ responses to the books and the classroom invitations. Teacher Lara
integrated books and experiences from the global curriculum into the classroom
curriculum as seemed appropriate in order to support children’s inquiries. She also
participated in classroom engagements supporting children’s responses, connections, and
wonderings and questions. Our interactions throughout the academic year allowed me to
better understand classroom dynamics, the children and their families, and the multiple
points where the global curriculum and the classroom curriculum came together.
The twenty-one children represented Latino (80%), African American (10%), and
Caucasia (10%) students, with several biracial families. The vast majority had previously
attended Sonora Head Start, and had older and/or younger siblings who had or were
attending Sonora. Five of the children received speech therapy interventions every week
by a speech therapist who interacted with the children while others were at the
playground. Several of the families were originally from Tucson, others migrated from
cities and towns from Sonora, Mexico.
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Figure 2.1 Children at the Arcoíris classroom

The African American and Caucasian students were English monolinguals. The
Latino students were emergent bilinguals, representing a wide range of proficiency in
English and Spanish. Both languages were used in the classroom although English was
clearly the language of instruction. Spanish was used in order to support, socially and
cognitively, emergent bilinguals with little/low/limited English proficiency. Children who
regularly would speak to their teachers in English could be seen using Spanish words and
short phrases during play time as they interacted with their peers and once in a while, also
with their teachers. During the study one of the children left the school and a new child
became part of the study.
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The classroom was selected using purposeful sampling guided by the following
criteria: 1) understanding the dynamics and curricular negotiations within a Head Start
program, also inspired by the Reggio Emilia approach; 2) a flexible classroom structure
to allow me to implement a global curriculum based on invitations and play as means for
making meaning and as reader response strategies; 3) a classroom with a strong Latino
representation, as I wanted to explore Latino and Latina young children’s strategies for
inquiring about local and global communities as they develop intercultural
understandings building from their family’s and communities’ practices, and funds of
knowledge; 4) a teacher with a strong interest in exploring students’ intercultural
understandings and inquiries through a global curriculum developed from Cultural
Community Story Boxes, particularly representing global communities.
This was a good site for my research because the classroom followed an emergent
curriculum and already offered opportunities for individual and collective inquiries. The
students represented a diverse population that I wanted to work with and the teacher was
particularly interested in exposing her students to global communities and practices. As
she explained during our first meeting: “this school is primarily Mexican, and so in this
center we don’t have many African American or Asian families, so my kids don’t get to
see those cultures”. These reasons confirmed the viability of using these participants.
Teacher Lara and I discussed the ideas of collaborating in this study towards the
end of May 2013. I explained the purpose of the study, the ways in which I would collect
data, and the specifics about consent procedures. I explained that I would be creating a
consent form for her and the students’ parents to sign, that this research was voluntary
and that participants could drop at any time. Likewise, I clarified all the procedures of
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confidentiality, in terms of using pseudonyms; protecting all data collected in a secure
file box at my home; and not exposing teachers, students, or families to risks as part of
any procedure or technique used to gather data. I also notified Teacher Lara that she
would receive a written consent form to be signed and returned; one copy to keep so she
could contact the principal investigator if she needed to clarify information or had doubts,
or if she wanted to suspend her participation in the project.
At this point, while Teacher Lara had informally agreed to participate, she did not
have the power to provide me with official access into her classroom for the intended
period of time. Getting access to Sonora required formal written consent of several
“gatekeepers” (Creswell, 2007). The first formal consents, which secured access into
Sonora were granted by the children’s services director and the recruitment and
onboarding specialist of Child-Parent Centers, Inc. As I met with the recruitment
specialist, I enrolled in their program as a “Long Term Volunteer”. This permission
allowed me to visit the classroom more than five hours each month. An additional
permission was granted by Sonora Head Start director.
I engaged in my “field entry” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011) during fall 2013. I
visited the classroom twice a week. I used this time to become familiar with the context
and for students and families to become familiar with me. My rationale for an extended
field entry was working towards a successful consenting process. I strongly believed that
I was going to have more parents consenting their children if I was a familiar face who
they could talk to in English or Spanish and who their children were probably storying
about at home. I attended one parent meeting and briefly introduced myself to the
families in English and Spanish. During a second parent meeting towards the end of the
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semester I introduced the study and told them that I would be contacting them in January
with all the specific information. In order to consent the children, I sent home a cover
letter (Teacher Lara suggested the language that each family would feel more
comfortable reading, including a bilingual version) attached to the consent form. The
spaces were parents/guardians needed to take action were highlighted to facilitate the
understanding of the document. I talked to parents and relatives as I handed out the
document, explaining the document and encouraging them to ask questions. I also
collected the vast majority of the consent forms. I used this opportunity to again invite
parents to ask questions and thanked them for their consent. Every child in the classroom,
including those who came in during the semester, had permission to participate in the
study. In terms of the students, I became Teacher María in the classroom, and I explained
to them that we were going to read books and play together. They were content with the
idea.
The time invested in the field (232 hours) allowed me to gain deep knowledge
about the children and the classroom. This knowledge supported the implementation of
the global curriculum and how I interpreted the children’s responses, play, and other
kinds of data. The lengthy field entry allowed students and families to see me as part of
their classroom. Without spending considerable time in the Arcoíris classroom, I would
have limited understandings regarding the complex dynamics, interactions, and inquiries
that took place in the classroom every day.
Ecology of the Classroom
The classroom is spacious with a door that leads to the main hallway, a door that
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leads to one of the staff rooms, and a door that leads to the outdoor playground. This last
door has a glass window that allows the sunlight to illuminate the classroom. The room
also receives light from a set of windows leading to the playground and a square glass
panel located in the dramatic play area that leads to the main office. The main furniture
includes a child-level sink and counter, two rectangular tables that can sit up to eight
children each, a smaller rectangular table, and a round table that can sit up to five
children. Different types of storage shelves are used as classroom dividers creating a
dramatic play area, literacy, science and math areas (which include several
manipulatives), the rug, usually for large group interactions, and where children play with
different types of blocks and large group meetings, and a new area with two overhead
projectors located on top of a low-mobile storage shelves. The storage shelves contain a
variety of materials from baskets and glass containers with art supplies to magnetic
letters. Other baskets and colorful boxes containing books are placed on the floor by the
rug.
Documentation is at the heart of a Reggio Emilia inspired classroom. Two big
bulletin boards constitute the primary space for documentation. One is titled “Images of
One Day” and the other one closer to the main door entrance is dedicated to display the
“Interview Photos”. This artifact constitutes a photo of the child with one or more family
members along with a statement from that parent or guardian regarding his/her first
impressions as they walked into the classroom on the first days of school. This statement
usually includes a brief description of the child and the parent/guardian’s hopes and goals
for their child. Finally, on top of both bulletin boards, touching the roof, is a black and
white portrait picture of each child in the classroom (morning and afternoon groups)
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taken by the teachers at the beginning of the semester. Children’s daily creations would
dry (when needed) on a blue rack by the main door. Every day, the preschoolers took
home anything they created in the classroom, especially during free exploration time.
Teachers’ notes, comments or dictations were entered on the children’s journal, which
they used occasionally as part of the drop-off time, as an alternative for puzzles and
books.
During my time in the classroom, a couple of shelves were added to the wall
between the two bulletin boards. They contained clay sculptures created by the children.
Children’s dictations sit by each sculpture. The shelves were added as teachers prepared
their classrooms for a special exhibitory event in which outside educators visited Sonora
Head Start. Morning and afternoon groups share the same space and materials in the
Arcoíris classroom. Therefore, materials (books and artifacts) implemented in the
morning session are removed right after the children leave. These logistics in terms of the
use of space, might explain why a learning history (in terms of print, books, artifacts,
etc.) regarding the inquiries and themes that the children might be exploring as part of the
documentation were not present in the classroom. From a visitor’s perspective, the
available documentation served a long-term decorative purpose, instead of artifacts as
opportunities for ongoing reflection and learning, as students and teachers would build
from explored processes and inquiries.
One Day in the Arcoíris Classroom
Teacher Lara turns on the classroom’s lights around 7:45am. This signals to one or
two parents waiting in the hallway that the classroom and teachers are ready to receive
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their child. As the adults (mother, father, both, grandparents, uncles, aunts, older siblings)
and the child enter the classroom door, Teacher Lara welcomes them in English or
Spanish. The adult signs the drop off document. Short interactions between family and
teacher take place around different themes, such as activities done over the weekend;
follow up regarding family’s moving plans and other family stories; classroom reminders
“to sign here giving permission for the field trip”. The teacher directs children to put their
backpacks in their cubbies and “go wash your hands and find your name”. Finding your
name means that the child identifies his/her name on a name tag and puts it by the picture
and label of a chore that he/she would like to help with during the day. The options are
breakfast / attendance / book / cart / light or lunch helper. After completing this selection,
children finds their journal where they write their first name two times and show it to the
teacher, who writes the date on the journal. Afterwards, children select between a puzzle,
a book, a manipulative that might be on the table, or one of the two classroom computers.
Teacher Carmen arrives around 8:00am or earlier with 4-5 children who take the bus to
come to school.
Around 8:10am Teacher Lara sings the Clean Up and tells children to meet her at
the rug. The morning routine consists of singing a Good Morning/Buenos días song,
taking attendance, and counting the children in the classroom and those absent. While a
minimum of five children are called to set the tables for breakfast, the rest of the group
engages in a teacher guided activity. Teacher Lara shows the children a letter and asks:
What letter is this? How does it sounds? She puts the letter away and repeats the process
with as many letters as time allows. She progressively also calls out students to wash
their hands and sit at the tables for breakfast.
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As children finish breakfast they go to the rug and find a book to read/browse
independently or with a friend. Once every child finishes breakfast, Teacher Lara sings
“Time to put your books away” and 1-2 book collectors come around the rug collecting
books and putting them away. Then the whole group is divided into two small groups for
teeth brushing and a read loud the reading program, Opening the World for Learning
(OWL).
The school adapted the OWL program, developed by Judy Schickedanz and David
Dickinson in the Charlotte Mecklengburg Schools. The teachers’ adaptation consisted of
each teacher reading to a small group of 10 children. They structured small group
sharing, since “this is a very active group, the children concentrate better in small
groups”. One group sat next to the other divided by a low storage cabinet and a white
board easel. Each teacher read a different book (both suggested by the program). Each
book was read three times total. As described by the lead teacher, the first reading was a
“normal” read aloud. During this sharing the teacher would support students in
identifying complex words and would support reading comprehension. During the second
reading, the teacher’s questions encouraged retelling of the story, “you know, like filling
the blanks”. The third time the book was read, the teacher would invite the children to act
out parts of the story. I did not observe children acting out the stories read by the
teachers. They acted out when a curriculum specialist visited and read Ray’s (2001) Mud,
and when I read Axtell’s (2007) We Are Going on a Lion Hunt. If time allowed, the
fourth reading consisted of a math based book. The teachers sometimes read these books.
Other times, they substituted with a title they felt strongly about.
During the read aloud, children who “are having a hard time listening” might be
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asked to sit on a chair apart from the small group until he/she “is ready to listen”, “to
concentrate on the story” or to “control his/her body”. The children refer to this time as
“time out” even though I have never heard the teachers using that language. Children
state “I’m ready teacher” when they want to come back to the meeting groups. Outdoor
play follows OWL reading.
Back inside the classroom, the children meet at the rug again. This time Teacher
Lara plays songs from a CD that the children already know. Then she calls child by child
asking which classroom area that they would like to go to for free exploration. The
options usually area circle table, “La Casita”, blocks, computers, a guided experience
with one of the teachers, toy animals. The circle table might have clay, paint, different
kinds of beads and wire. Other option might include free space to explore the wide
variety of materials available on shelves next to the table. “La Casita” refers to the
dramatic play area, which has several furniture representing a kitchen. It also has a couch
and a crate with clothes and blankets. The teacher guided experience could be drawing a
“Self-Portrait”, exploring butterflies, or creating a Happy Birthday postcard for a guest.
Teacher Lara asks the children playing with wooden blocks and those at the
“Casita” to start cleaning 2 minutes before the rest of the children clean up their areas.
After two minutes, Teacher Lara sings the Clean Up song and helps children put away the
materials they were playing with. As children finish cleaning up they meet at the rug for a
third time. This time one of the teachers plays more songs or an audio book or reads a
book. Children and teachers follow the same process they did in order to get ready for
breakfast.
As children finish their lunch they move into the rug and browse a book. They
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show the teachers that “they are ready” to go outside by been seated quietly browsing a
book. Once the teachers observe this behavior, they call the child to go outside and wait
for his/her family member to pick him/her up or ride the bus back home.
Table 2.2. Classroom schedule

Time

Routines

Comments

8:00-8:10

Greetings/Sign-In

Table time, includes name writing

8:10-8:15

Large Group/Set tables

Good morning song, attendance

8:15-8:20

Wash Hands

Helpers set table for breakfast

8:20-8:40

Breakfast

8:40-8:50

Tooth Brushing

8:50-9:05

OWL Readings

9:05-9:55

Outside Play

9:55-10:00

IMIL

10:00-10:55

Exploration

10:55-11:00

Clean Up

11:00-11:05

Set tables/Music Movement
/Story

11:05-11:15

Wash Hands

11:15-11:45

Lunch

11:45

Departure

Dialogic reading, books preselected

Music and movement engagement

Some flexibility on book selection,
radio with CDs children know

The Global Curriculum
The classroom experienced two different although intertwined curriculums: The
classroom curriculum based on the Child-Parent Centers curricula, drawing from a social
constructivist theory, which also included the OWL curriculum described by the teacher
as “structured reading”, and the global curriculum developed for this study. The global
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curriculum consisted of a series of classroom engagements that I created in order to
explore global and local cultural communities with a focus on connections and
differences across and within cultures. The engagements were integrated before and
during Free Exploration time in order to align with classroom routines and an invitational
approach. The whole group experiences consisted of book sharing and/or experiences that
built from an already known story. Connected Learning Experiences were introduced to
the students as additional options within Free Exploration. Given the Reggio Emilia
approach which supports emergent curricula and the flexibility provided by the teachers,
the global curriculum was woven into the children’s interests and explorations and also
fostered other teacher initiated explorations.
In order to guide the reader through the global curriculum, I discuss the purpose
and rationale for developing the curriculum, along with the broad theme driving the
curriculum and the origin of the resources (books and artifacts) shared in the classroom. I
also introduce the experiences implemented, organized into two areas: a) Literature (brief
summary, connection to classroom context and sharing strategy); and b) Connected
Learning Experiences (a description and examples of children’s responses).
Developing the Curriculum: Purpose, Central Theme and Resources
The purpose of the global curriculum was to provide students with opportunities
to explore social interactions, practices, and knowledge from global cultural communities
in India and East Africa, as they also explored their own cultures. Stories, inquiry,
invitations, and play framed the curriculum. Stories were shared in different forms (oral,
written, artifactual, visual) as tools for experiencing familiar and less familiar cultural
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communities. Connected learning experiences (mostly invitational in nature)
characterized as open-ended, process based and deeply connected to the meaning of the
story were developed utilizing classroom materials and additional resources. These
experiences also encouraged multiple perspectives, social interactions, and stories
through the role of the teacher as facilitator. The majority of the connected learning
experiences were integrated into the dramatic play area, the block area, and “the circle
table” (school name), which was the designated space for the exploration of materials
such as clay, play dough and other arts and crafts.
In Early Childhood Education explorations around global cultural communities that
seem remote to the life experiences of the children in a classroom tend to be minimal
given the emphasis on children’s learning and understanding about their immediate
contexts. When explorations around less familiar communities take place, they tend to be
thematic and constrained by time units like weeks or months, which is a common practice
in early childhood. They also focus on factual and visible aspects of the culture that
represent noticeable differences between cultures such as flags, food, folklore, fashion
and festivals. These iconic representations, usually seen as exotic, can generate interest
and engagement in children. On the other hand, the same exoticism can also represent a
challenge for engagement since students might have a hard time making connections to
artifacts and facts so remote from their lives and because they can easily become
stereotypes. I struggled with developing a curriculum that could support these children in
using their own experiences to inquire about the life of children with a different range of
stories.
The curriculum was developed around a theme I described as: Differences within
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Unity. The purpose of this theme was to support young children’s developing
understandings around shared connections and differences within their classroom and
also with children whose experiences represent global cultural communities and/or live in
other countries. The word “connections” was used instead of “similarities” because when
these concepts are utilized to talk about people the word similarities has been associated
with specific ways of being the same, which contributes to a limited understanding of
how people relate to each other. It can also align with processes of “othering” those who
are not the same, and forces sameness as defined by a dominant group. On the other
hand, the word “connections” suggests broader, deeper and more flexible ways of relating
to each other. Connections are rooted in finding relations and unity within a range of
differences. While I preferred the word connection, the word similarities and same were
still used by the classroom teacher and myself as the children explored numbers, letters,
shadows, houses, and as they sorted and classified objects. A broad theme around
connections and differences facilitated the implementation of the global curriculum, as it
also provided opportunities for children to deepen understandings and develop skills
strongly tied to their classroom curriculum.
The Cultural Community Story Boxes (CCSB) were the primary resource of high
quality picture books and different kinds of artifacts for young children to explore global
and local cultural communities. Countries in East Africa, and India constituted the global
communities explored through the curriculum. The classroom teacher showed strong
interest in the books in the India story box, especially Annanth’s (2011) Rangoli because
of the possible connections to mathematics in the school curriculum. Her interest was an
uncommon experience since the educators we had worked with before using the CCBS
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usually selected and implemented boxes that directly related to their students’ live
experiences. Sharing literature from cultural communities that their students might not
have much experience with, suggests finding broader, deeper concepts to connect with.
The teacher thought that connecting with the school curriculum would be a step into
identifying connections that go beyond the cultural features in the books.
Integrating the Global Curriculum into Existing Classroom Routines
The curriculum was implemented during the spring semester 2014 through two
existing classroom routines. The first routine consisted of a whole group meeting (1015minutes) and transition time from outdoor play into indoor free exploration. Prior to
the implementation, the teachers used this time to practice breathing techniques along
with music and movement experiences, usually from a CD that was already popular
among the children. The primary use of this space was for sharing literature and
introducing artifacts and invitations.
The second classroom routine was free exploration (40-45minutes). During free
exploration students played in different areas of their classroom, and with a variety of
materials that supported individual and/or whole class interests or thematic units. In this
classroom, children rotated eagerly through the different areas. However, the most
popular exploratory spaces and materials were: “The Casita” (dramatic play area); the
circle table (especially when clay and play dough were been used); two computers, and;
the block area with different kinds of wooden blocks and jumbo Lego people. Individual
children also enjoyed a basket with wild animals, and a bucket with small Lego pieces
that were introduced around March. I integrated the invitations into three areas: the
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dramatic play area, the block area, and “The Circle” table. These areas were selected
based on popularity, flexibility and adaptability.
Preschoolers Exploring Maps
Geography and the use of maps are an integral component in the social studies
curriculum and a common reference in academic and non-academic exploration around
places, in general. Young children’s understandings about geography and maps are well
documented as emergent given the abstractness of these concepts, and others such as
distance and space. Despite the emerging understanding, young children love maps and
globes. They enjoy spinning an earth globe and hearing facts about maps, such as labels
of places.
In order to honor young children’s curiosity around maps, but also respecting and
fostering their emergent understanding of this tool, the fabric world map was used as a
reference tool and a resource to elicit stories and possible connections. The map was
introduced to the whole group along with the other materials from the story boxes. They
were used to represent children’s knowledge after being asked: Do you know where do
you live? This question generated answers that ranged from “in my house” to “United
States of America”. In order to make the map interactive a fishing line with a paper
airplane was attached from the United States to countries in the East Africa: Ethiopia,
Ghana, Tanzania, Kenya. The students could move the airplane back and forth and place
the fishing line to reach the countries they had heard in the books. They could also move
the ends of the fishing line to reach other places on the map with the airplane. The map
was also used as part of other invitations, which included classroom and story box
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materials to encourage free play. Further teacher guided engagements around the world
map were not the focus of this study. However, the world-map could also be utilized to
invite families to share stories about places they have lived in, visited for diverse reasons,
or are somehow interested in.
Shared Inquiry: Shoes
The purpose of the global curriculum was the exploration of the broad theme,
Differences within Unity. However, after consulting the beginning of the curriculum with
my dissertation advisor, I decided to invite the children to explore a theme that was
already significant in their lives and which could allow us to move into the stories from
the story boxes. Through previous observations and conversations I noticed that the
children naturally told shoe stories every day. Shoes were an important point of
conversation among these students. I developed experiences around sorting and
classifying (by color, shape, special features, purpose), central to preschool literacies.
Children compared shoes, got excited when they noticed that two girls wore identical
shoes, and were proud to show and talk about their new shoes. Shoes became our
concrete and familiar theme to support children’s conceptual understanding about
Differences Within Unity. The following books were read out loud during whole class
meetings:


Litwin, E. (2011). Pete The Cat: I’m Rocking in My School Shoes



Litwin, E. (2010). Pete the Cat: I Love my White Shoes



Salas, L. (2007). Whose Shoes Are These?



Morris, A. (1998). Shoes, shoes, shoes
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Swinburne, S. (2011). Whose Shoes



Onyefulu, I. (2011). New Shoes for Helen
The first two books were selected for their entertaining quality: rhyming text,

song easily available, and the shared experience of wearing shoes to school. Books that
students could easily connect with were introduced to elicit children’s personal
connections that could guide the subsequent book selection and invitations. The third and
fourth books were chosen for conceptual and global representations of shoes, adding to
the students’ experiences with different kinds of shoes and their purpose. Given the
books read and other classroom experiences such as the development of a shoe store in
the dramatic play area, conversations around why people usually wear shoes, reasons
children wear shoes to school, places for buying shoes, and why animals at the zoo do not
wear shoes emerged.
Connected learning experiences: Shoes.
Along with the literature the children were invited to trace their feet and shoes,
classify their shoes by similarities and differences, and document their findings in a
whole group graph. While tracing their feet and shoes was a small group invitation during
free exploration time, the experience of graphing everybody’s shoes was a teacher guided
engagement with the whole group of students at the rug. The more invitational
experiences were integrated into the dramatic play area and the circle table:
1) Shoe store - The shoe store included a variety of shoes (from babies to adults),
shoe boxes, rulers, pictures of local shoe stores in town, and cash register. The
shoe store began as a temporary addition to the “Casita”, but the teachers decided
to leave it there based on their observations of children’s play and enjoyment.
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The shoe store included: the texts read; a couple of “baby shoes”, high and lower
heels, different kinds of boots, slippers and other casual shoes; shoe boxes for the
majority of the shoes; cash register with “pretend money” dollars and coins; a
white board with pictures of each pair of shoes, in which children regularly wrote
the prices of the shoes. The afternoon classroom teachers created two signs for
the shoe store: “Welcome/How may I Help You?” and “Open/Close”. The
children were invited to share their knowledge and inquiries about shoes through
language, art (including clay) and play. The various new artifacts opened up
more spaces and roles for boys and girls, such as police officer, astronauts and
spaceships, and a fishing man. The use of the play money evolved from being
used only to buy shoes at the shoe store to pretend going to Circle-K to buy gum
and baby food.
2) Creating representations of shoes with clay - The integration of clay was
negotiated with the teachers to create spaces in which both “curriculums” could
merge. Yearly, the teachers and staff at the Head Start decide upon a material that
they will explore in-depth. This year the material was clay. The lead teacher spent
considerable time at the clay table documenting the children’s processes,
introducing and modeling tools, and suggesting strategies and ideas to foster their
inquiry. Since the emphasis on exploring clay was part of the school curriculum,
in-depth explorations around this specific material were developed throughout the
academic year.
In order to transition from shoes into cultural communities on East Africa, I read New
Shoes for Helen, which served two purpose: engaging children in making connections
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about the experience of buying new shoes, and introducing and beginning this teacher
initiated inquiry around East Africa countries, with books set in Ethiopia, Kenya, and
Tanzania.
Shared Inquiry: Connecting with Families (Visiting Families)
Given that the character from New Shoes for Helen lived in Ethiopia, I decided to
introduce the concept of connecting with family and visiting family. This theme
generated stories around the kinds of family experiences that children enjoy doing or
were part of the children’s everyday lives, with their different family members, including
the transportation mode that they use in order to visit their relatives.
In order to provide another perspective around visiting family, I read Rylant’s
(1993) The Relatives Came. A small family is being visited by their countless relatives
who fill their house with stories, hugs and togetherness. This book was chosen for the
text’s potentials for engaging the students in thinking about times when they have
traveled (by foot, car, airplane) to visit family members. Since the preschoolers had been
thinking about events when they could need special shoes, such as a wedding (New Shoes
for Helen), they could also think about wearing different kinds of shoes to visit their
relatives. This book became significant in the classroom because one of the children
frequently visited cousins in Florida. This child moved to Florida during the middle of
the semester but his classmates remembered his story throughout the semester, and when
interacting with the world map. The book also encouraged children to make predictions
about how people move from one place to another, do they walk? Bike? Swim? Fly an
airplane? Drive?
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Connected learning experiences: Connecting with families (visiting families).
Besides inviting children to share stories around visiting their family and
relatives. The children also drew in order to share their stories. For two days, the children
were invited to use a pre-cut airplane and car paper shapes to somehow integrate into
their story and expand on them. While some children used the shapes and drew
themselves and other relatives “driving” the car or “flying” the airplane, other children
choose not to include the pre-cut shapes in their story. The following example shows the
difference between using the pre-cut shapes or creating your own shapes.

Figure 2.2 Comparing picture using pre-cut
shapes and children’s drawings.

Shared Inquiry: Countries within East Africa (Houses, Homes, and Schools)
Since family, relatives, and households are highly significant concepts in the life
of young children, I read out loud Onyefulu’s (2011) Omer’s Favorite Place. This is the
story of a little boy, living in Ethiopia, who tours the reader around his house introducing
his house, members of his family and community and how people interact in those spaces
and among each other, until he finally shares his favorite place at this house and how he
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likes playing there. The children shared stories about playing and owning marbles, and
along with their teacher, they also talked about their various favorite place in their
houses. This book is important because it provides a contemporary representation of East
Africa that could resonate with the students’ lives.
Building upon the stories shared around the children’s favorite place in their
houses, and the popularity of the block area and the Casita, I shared four texts that
focused on houses and households.
1. A short video entitled “Little Human Planet S01E15 Homes Around the World”
retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wi-li6hprCs This video was
shown for two reasons: First, children’s interest in technology, specifically their
constant comments and questions about my Ipad, including “Teacher Maria has
an Ipad!?” “Do you have movies teacher? “We want the song again, but with
your Ipad”. Second, the video consists of a serie of short stories narrated by an
adult and a child (not present in the video). The constant presence of children the
same age as the students can potentially increase their interest and connections.
2. Houses and Home by Ann Morris (1995) – Building from the children’s interest in
technology, their responses to “Little Human Planet S01E15 Homes Around the
World”, and their connections in the block area, and playing at the “Casita”, I
created an adaptation of this book in a Power Point format, in which I followed
the writing style but included more contemporary photography.
3. Rain School by James Rumford (2010). This was the third book shared from the
East Africa Cultural Community Story Box. The reason behind sharing this book
was the theme of building a school, and also the idea of introducing clay as
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another possibility for building and playing houses/households, and now school.
Given the length of the text, I decided to storytell the narrative utilizing artifacts
that the children were familiar with. I created clay bricks, walls and a roof, and
utilized different shades of Duplo Lego figures to represent the characters. The
clay pieces were passed around based on a child’s suggestion. As the story
evolved, the clay pieces were connected and different Lego figures were used to
represent the characters’ growth in the story.
4. Rain School retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKcr7OC-4YM.
Given the students’ and teacher’ interest in building houses and schools with
wooden and plastic blocks, and clay, I shared this online read aloud of the story.
The students responded by making connections to the previous experience with
the clay and the Lego figures.
Connected learning experiences: Countries within East Africa (houses, homes,
and schools).
The first invitation consisted of inviting the students to build houses with the
classroom wooden blocks. This was a common practice among boys. However, after the
invitation was made during whole group meeting, I noticed more girls building houses,
castles for people and animals. Other times, they explored a male classmate’s
construction.
Creating houses and schools with clay - Rain School motivated an interest in building
houses and schools with clay, which became a simultaneous invitation. Throughout the
days, boys and girls stopped by the table to create houses with bedrooms, doors,
windows, bathrooms, and living rooms to welcome friends from school, and houses with
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“stuff” inside such as chairs and tables. Some schools included students and teachers,
while others had only chairs and tables similar to their own classroom. This inquiry
included knowing how to answer questions such as: How many walls do you need to
make your house? Or school? Do you want a door/window? How can you make one?
How thick does your walls need to be for them to stand up? How do you do that? How do
you measure the walls and make them at least similar? How do you keep the walls and
roof together? How do I make clay people? How can I preserve parts of my creation to
finish it during the next day? These questions required information around materials,
techniques, and math, among others.
I keep focusing on processes and building from the students’ interest in houses.
Conversations focused on who lives inside those structures and the social interactions
within family members. Children begin caring for the characters in the stories, knowing
that they “live far away”.
Shared Inquiry: Countries within East Africa (Caring for Babies)
The children explored the ways in which adults and older siblings care for their
younger children and babies, especially how they incorporated and utilized cultural
artifacts in similar and unique ways. I decided to share several stories from the East
Africa story box. The lead teacher and I also read aloud two books from the MexicanAmerican story box to support the inquiry. Since the East Africa story box includes
books from different countries in that region, the following books highlighted family
practices around caring and carrying babies around the world. They also focused on
pieces of fabric and clothing as significant artifacts:
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1) I’m Just Like My Mom/Me parezco tanto a mi mama by Jorge Ramos (2008) - The
teacher read this book from the Mexican American story box to support the
children in a teacher initiated engagement around creating self-portraits. These
self-portraits were part of the final documentation that is given to families during
the last day of the academic year. The book was first read to the whole group and
then used individually as each child worked with the lead teacher in the
engagement.
2) Lala Salama by Patricia Maclachlan (2011) - This book depicts the way a family
lives in a village by the coast in Tanzania. Different settings and animals are part
of the illustrations as this family moves throughout the day. This story was read to
spark connections and wonders about the family’s life style and that wild animals
and people share the same space. The story also highlights the way the mother
carried her baby by wrapping him with a piece of fabric while she completes
different tasks. When I read the book, I also introduced the piece of fabric inside
the story box and invited the preschoolers to share their ideas for the use of the
fabric.
3) Mama Elizabeti by Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen (2005) – Set in a rural village, this
book depicts the relationship between a girl and her baby brother as she takes care
of him while trying to complete other household chores. The girl employs
different techniques to carry her brother with the same fabric (representing the
baby’s growth into a toddler). When I read the story, I pretended to be the girl. I
used a baby doll from the “Casita” and the fabric from the story box and acted out
scenes from the story as I also read and showed the illustrations.
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4) What Can You Do with a Rebozo?by Carmen Tafolla (2008) – This book, from
the Mexican American story box, was shared in order to support the students’
conceptual understanding of ways in which families and relatives (children and
adults) use different pieces of fabric. I also wanted to bring a story that might
elicit more personal connections knowing that “rebozos” are a common piece of
clothing among Mexican and Mexican American women. Still, the word “rebozo”
was not as common to these children as the word shawl was. During the read
aloud, I wore a rebozo and utilized it to act out the story. The lead teacher helped
transforming the rebozo into a slide.
5) Carry Me by Star Bright Books (2009) - This board book was read to support
conceptual understanding and global connections by representing adults and
children carrying babies and younger siblings around the world. While reading
this book, the lead teacher and I invited students to take turns and volunteer to act
out the examples in the story. The lead teacher also acted out parts of the book
with some of the preschoolers.
Finally, Pinkney’s (2009) wordless book The Lion and the Mouse was shared because it
was also part of the classroom curriculum. I purposefully did not highlighted the
concept/topic of animals within the global curriculum because I wanted to move beyond
the common focus on Africa as the land of wild animals.
Connected Learning Experiences: Countries within East Africa (Caring for
Babies)
Learning experiences around communities in East Africa included music
explorations, Ethiopian games, and ways in which mothers and older siblings, and other
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family members took care and carried babies around as they completed their daily chores.
1. Ethiopian children’s games (teacher guided, whole group) – The day after I read
Onyefulu’s (2011) Omer’s Favourite Place, I utilized the book to introduce two
kinds of games described and played in the story: Korkis (similar to playing
marbles), Atamata (clapping game). Utilizing caps that were part of the classroom
materials, I modeled a quicker and easier version of how the game was played in
the story. Then the children took turns to play the game. A girl volunteered to
play the clapping game, while the rest of the students sang and practiced the
movement around the girl and myself. Finally, I played the Ethiopian song Taytu
performed by Aster Aweke ft Yegna (about challenging gender roles) and let the
children suggest dance steps and also move freely on the carpet.
2. Artifacts in the Casita –As the children showed interest in the dramatic play area,
both the “Casita” and the shoe store, I added artifacts to support the exploration
around the use of fabric. Three different rebozos (orange, white, black/gray) and a
piece of fabric with African patterns and designs were added, along with the
books with specific pages marked. The rebozos and fabric were used as dresses,
skirts, blankets, a dog blanket, carrying babies, and as an ornament for the head.
A plastic bucket was added to the “Casita” after I invited the children to notice
how in several of the books read, some people preferred to carry their bags and
other belongings on top of their heads. The plastic wild animals from the cultural
story box were added to the existing toy animals in the classroom.
3. As the lead teacher prepared the children to create their self-portrait, an invitation
was added to the “Casita”, inspired by Ramos’ (2008) I’m Just Like My Mom/Me
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parezco tanto a mi mamá. This engagement consisted of looking at a mirror and
drawing what you see. Pictures of each child playing in the classroom were added
as a frame to encourage conversation. The students talked about who was in each
picture, what they were doing, and sometimes what they were wearing. They also
drew themselves, members of their family such as older sisters, and intriguing
characters like vampires.
4. Connected to the mirror invitation, the lead teacher engaged each child in creating
their self-portrait. Each child had two pictures. The first one was a baby picture
contributed by his/her family. The second picture portrayed the child participating
in the classroom. The child and teacher talked about both pictures. Then the child
copied first the baby picture, then the second picture with a black permanent
marker. Color was added at the end. The child dictated a text about each picture,
which was prompted by questions, such as: What could you do when you were a
baby (or little)? What can you do now that you’re bigger?
Shared Inquiry: India (Family Practices around Cooking and Rangoli)
The inquiry around India began in May. The inquiry developed towards the end of
the academic year. Classroom routines were slightly restructured to accommodate daily
practices and the creation of artifacts for the End of the Year Program, and the
completion of assessment tools.

The following literature was shared in small and large groups:
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Rangoli by Anuradha Ananth (2011)– Set primarily in a rural village, the
characters learn about the art of rangoli designs and its value as a decorative form
in order to embellish houses and communities during the time of special
celebrations. Towards the end of the story, a simpler form of rangoli is introduced
as an alternative for those who live in places with limited space, such as
apartments. The lead teacher read the book and highlighted math concepts during
the experience (colors, shapes, numbers). After the read aloud, she invited the
children to recreate the rangoli design on the back of the book, which explains in
four steps how to make a rangoli. She drew 25 dots and each child took turn to
draw a line connecting two of the dots. At the end, she compared the rangoli on
the book and they have created.



What Should I Make? by Nandini Nayar (2009)– In this story a boy is
thoughtfully creating animal shapes while his mother cooks Indian flat bread,
chapatis. In order to provide a more engaging experience, I gave each child a
piece of homemade play dough and invited them to follow the child and try to
copy his creations.



One, Two, Tree by Anushka Ravishankar (2004)– This concept book illustrated
through a specific Indian art form was shared to a small group of children while
they explored play dough. The book was connected to What Should I Make? as a
way to provide children with more possibilities in terms of knowing about
animals that were common in India and those they could also create with play
dough.
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Monsoon Afternoon by Kashmira Sheth (2008) - A boy and his grandfather play
and share stories about the monsoon. The lead teacher read this book one day
after outdoor play. This day she decided to pick a book from the story box as the
whole group was reading, since they had completed the required books for the
Dialogic Reading time.
Connected learning experiences: India (family practices around cooking and

rangoli).
The exploration and integration of the India story box resulted in a partial
integration since it started in May, too close to the end of the semester. Teachers and
children everyday practiced their end of the year programs for families. This new routine
altered other classroom structures, including the children’s time in the dramatic play area.
For this reason, the three invitations described below were integrated in other areas of the
classroom:
1. Making rangoli – the children were invited to utilized different classroom
materials (plastic caps, and long and short paper tubes) to create their own
rangoli. The idea of creating something special to decorate the classroom for the
special event of the End of the Year Program did not move forward. The children
were not interested in having their own space and materials to create something
they could take home, which they did creatively.
2. Responding through play dough – I invited the children to utilized homemade
play dough at the circle time after reading What Should I Make? The experience
became popular and was mediated by the book. The children repeatedly asked to
read the story or browse specific pages that they wanted to represent with their
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play dough. The materials utilized in this invitations were the book and three
images of real chapatis. Similar to the exploration with clay, this experience
involved learning about tools and techniques to utilized when creating different
artifacts. The book added additional techniques for those who wanted to create a
cat, a mouse, a snake, Indian bread, and even a lion. The children’s play with clay
went beyond the stories read to incorporate other experiences such as connections
to foods such as “tacos”, and “tortillas”, and the inclusion of media characters like
Olaf from Disney’s (2013) movie Frozen.
3. Exploring family interactions – The children were invited to observed illustrations
from about family and specially grandparents in the books:
a. Sheth, K. (2008). Monsoon Afternoon
b. Bertrand, D.G. (2010). The Party for Papa Luis/La fiesta para Papá Luis
c. Stewart Konrad, M. (2010). Grand
d. Small, I. (2005). My Nana and Me
e. Prodeepta, D. (2010). Geeta’s Day
Children also played with two sets of finger puppets. Each set included two
children, two adults, two elders. The invitation also included paper and colored
pencil.
These explorations served as a transition for me to slowly phase out of the classroom.
The last day of classes I attended the end of the year program. I had the opportunity to
thank the families for welcoming me in their classroom and allowing me to see how their
children responded to stories and artifacts that represented different communities. The
parents took pictures of me and their child, one after the other. I remembered my long
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field entry at the beginning of the year, connecting and consenting children (and the
families). The children had probably talked about me at home. Now I was given the
opportunity to share about what we learned with the larger world community.
Data Collection
This teacher research involved different types of qualitative data collection
methods, such as a teacher journal with observational notes during play, field notes,
video/audio recordings of the children’s play and read aloud experiences, and artifacts
created by the students during the process. These data helped me capture the interaction
and dialogue in which students engaged while participating in the global curriculum.
As teacher researcher, I visited the classroom from mid-January to mid-May
2014, Mondays through Wednesdays from 9:00-11:30 am (four months). This window of
time allowed me to: 1) set up materials and invitations while the children participated in
outdoor play; 2) greet them and share stories at the playground; 3) transition with them
into our whole group meeting time; and, 4) transition, observe and engage with them
during free exploration. I collected data during the whole group meeting and free
exploration time as those became the “official” spaces to integrate the global curriculum.
Throughout this period, I video and audio recorded the read aloud experiences and
demonstrations twice a week and a selected classroom area during free exploration. The
camera moved from the dramatic play area to the block area to the circle table as the
invitations changed. The videos were recorded in High Definition MP4 format, and I
made two backup copies of all videos as a way to avoid losing data due to technical
difficulties or any other unexpected situation. Each week I transcribed the videos and
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marked segments of dialogue or interactions that seem relevant to the research questions.
After the transcript I listed highlights from the video for future in-depth analysis.
Along with the recoding, and during the process of recording, I took observational
notes and field notes as the children engaged in the follow-up experiences integrated
during free exploration. In my notes I included: 1) the date; 2) the participants’ names; 3)
a brief description of the classroom area or invitation being explored; 4) a description of
children’s play and dialogue that captured my attention at the moment (usually
representing surprises and/or tensions); 5) highlights from the day, and; 6)
methodological notes brainstorming ideas (and questions) for future consideration in
order to foster children’s inquiries and as a way to make relevant changes to the
curriculum. My role taking notes and filming resulted in some field notes being more
detailed than others.
I also kept a teacher journal that included my thinking as a teacher and theoretical
notes as I went back and forth from theory to practice. The journal was a place to reflect,
analyze, and make decisions about the implementation of the global curriculum. This
journal guided me in analyzing and evaluating the students’ responses and ways of
engaging in the whole group and invitational experiences, what was missing in the
process, and issues for future consideration. This was the place where I also recorded
informal conversations with the teacher regarding the curriculum and the children’s
responses. Since I became a third teacher in the classroom, I was part of multiple
classroom conversations and teachers’ inquiries not directly connected to my research
questions, but still highly significant for our classroom community. Some of these
conversation addressed concerns about individual children, classroom management
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strategies, stories from our personal and professional lives, and working with parents and
families. Finally, this journal also included notes and analysis from informal, although
regular, meetings I had with other educators who supported me in developing the global
curriculum and making sense of the children’s responses throughout the semester. The
teacher journal helped me to track decisions as a way to evaluate what worked and what
didn’t.
In addition, as a way to triangulate my data, I collected artifacts that the students
created each week as they experienced the invitations during free exploration. Their
artifacts varied even during the same day as children followed their explorations.
Children’s play focuses on process, rather than a product. For this reason, I relied more
on the video and audio recordings and photographs of the children’s artifacts as
secondary data. Another reason for the photography and artifacts being supportive data is
due to my responsibilities managing the recordings and writing observational notes. In
the Arcoíris classroom, documentation has a significant role. Every day Teacher Lara
rotated through the various classroom areas taking pictures to represent the ways children
engage and play. She became an important contributor in photographing the children as
they engaged in the global curriculum. We also exchanged photographs in order to have
better understandings of the students’ engagement and responses. I organized the photos
by date and with the video recording from the same event in order to generate a more
complete representation of the event. I also included photos on the field notes for the day.
Data Analysis
Since the analysis was framed in grounded theory, I constructed categories through
comparative methods of analyzing data (Charmaz, 2011, p. 100). Shagoury and Power
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(2012) constant comparison is defined as “a data analysis method developed by Glaser
and Strauss (1967) to ‘enable prediction and explanation of behavior’; involves deriving
categories from data over time, and then using categories to build theory” (p. 143). The
analysis and development of codes followed an inductive and deductive approach. An
inductive approach emerges from the analysis of the data. Berg (2007) stated that an
“inductive approach begins with the researchers ‘immersing’ themselves in the
documents (that is, the various messages) in order to identify the dimensions or themes
that seem meaningful to the producers of each message” (p. 311). Deductive codes were
adapted from research studies such as Hennig and Kirova (2012), Ponciano and
Shabazian (2012), Short (2010), Crawford, Ferguson, Kauffman, Schroeder and Short
(1998), Rowe (1998), Case (1993) and Van Sluys (2005), among other studies related to
play as response, curriculum as inquiry, and intercultural understanding in young
children. The coding process helped me identify patterns throughout the data collected.
I transcribed 68 High Definition MP4 format video recordings of books and
invitations. I identified each video with the date I recorded, the book title or the name of
the invitation. The videos were organized in files by months (January-May). Having
previous experience with transcription companies that usually charge for “heavy accent”
or “excessive background noise”, I decided to transcribe my own data. I made a
preliminary analysis of each video and selectively transcribed parts of the interactions
and engagements that seemed more relevant and connected to the study.
In the preliminary analysis, I created a chart in which I identified the date and name
of the video (by book title or invitation), the name of the participants and a brief
description of their participation. Children’s play varies tremendously and is always
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dynamic and changing. Therefore, description within a thirty minute video included the
wide range of small inquiries that a child might have explored within a classroom area.
The notes also included the times when each child would leave the dramatic play area
and came back or was replaced by another child. As I listened and watched the videos, I
wrote words, phrases, parts of dialogue and actions that caught my attention. I went back
to the dialogue and actions that I was most interested in and wrote ideas (a word, a
phrase, sentence, and question) that could support me in understanding the processes the
children were engaging in, and the meanings they were building.
I color coded the data organized in this chart with three colors representing three of
the research questions (What do young children inquire about local and global
communities? Yellow; How do young children inquire about local and global
communities? Blue; and, What kinds of intercultural understandings do young children
explore? Green). The exercise of watching, describing the videos, taking notes about
important ideas, concepts, and events, and then coding for each of the research questions
allowed me to identify initial categories for each of the research questions. The artifacts,
mostly photographs of the children at play, were revised and analyzed whenever they
became significant to the categories found during this preliminary analysis.
When the school year ended, in-depth analysis and coding for all transcripts was
initiated. The classroom teacher and I met during this process of in-depth analysis in
order to look at the emergent categories from a new perspective. I also met with the
members of my dissertation committee (some were also CREATE’s principal
investigators). Initial findings and methodologies from this study were shared during the
Literacy Research Association conference in November 2013 as another way to receive
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feedback from other colleagues in the field.
In the first round of preliminary analysis, the videos revealed that young children’s
strategies for inquiring around local and global communities showed noticeable
difference when compared to strategies that scholars have documented as they support
older students’ intercultural understandings. In light of this development, Case’s (1993)
distinctions between the substantive dimension “the range of global topics about which
people should be informed” (p. 319), and the perceptual dimension around “intellectual
values, dispositions, and attitudes” for global education, along with a frame on
perceptions and relationships became important in guiding my analysis of the rest of the
data. These dimensions, especially the perceptual dimension, were helpful in examining
how very young children explore connections and differences they notice within a global
curriculum. Expecting differences, becoming aware of their own perspectives and family
practices, and establishing relationships with book characters who have different set of
lived experiences became a more useful lens to explain preschoolers’ understandings than
a dimension that highlights factual information. General ideas related to knowledge and
perspective were noted and then became categories. On subsequent analyses,
subcategories were created within these areas. For example, I noticed that within the
students’ intercultural understandings as perspective, responses tended to fall within the
areas of anticipation of uniqueness, a need for understanding a situation, and an
inclination to empathize with others.
Young children’s use of play as a means for exploration and response suggested the
relevance of professional literature on play as reader response (Rowe 1998) bringing
together reader response theory and play and literacy, and also professional literature on
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curriculum as inquiry to also inform and guide the analysis, especially as related to what
children are inquiring about. For example, when children played with connections, their
connections involved referring to previous texts in order to understand a new text,
making connections to family members and events, and utilizing these connections to
compare and contrast the experiences encountered through the global curriculum.
Literature around inquiry as a stance and curriculum supported the findings answering the
question about how children inquire. For example, similar to the inquiry cycle, these
young children made personal connections, explored tensions, sought demonstrations
when needed, learned with and from each other, and in some cases, constructed
representations of their new understandings that put together the different perspectives
considered.
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Table 2.3. Research Questions and Analysis Matrix
Research Questions

Data Analysis

Primary and Secondary
Data

What do young
children inquire about
in local and global
communities?

Primary: Field notes,
transcripts of videos,

Examination of data to develop
categories.

How do young
children inquire about
local and global
communities?

Primary: Field notes,
transcripts of videos,
Secondary: Teacher
journal and artifacts
created by students.

Adaptation of processes in
Short (2009) around inquiry.

What intercultural
understandings do
young children
explore?

Primary: Field notes,
transcripts of videos,
teacher journal

Adaptation of categories for
intercultural understanding in
Short (2010).

Secondary: Artifacts
created by students.

Adaptation of dimensions for
global education in Case (1993)
around knowledge and
perspectives.

What are the
characteristics of
classroom
engagements from the
global curriculum that
seem to support
children’s intercultural
understandings?

Primary: Field notes,
transcripts of videos,
teacher journal and
artifacts created by
students.

Analysis of children’s
intercultural understandings.

Secondary: Teacher
journal and artifacts
created by students.

Adaptation of interpretative
strategies in Rowe (2007)
around play as experiential
response.

Identification of five most
effective vignettes, based on
richest data.
Development of categories
based on shared characteristics
of children’s intercultural
understandings.

Parameters of the Study
The first parameter of this study was the expectations of a shared classroom
between two half day groups. The organization of the classroom, integration of artifacts,
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invitations, and samples of documentation were limited by the fact that the afternoon
session was utilizing and shared the same space and materials. Transforming the
classroom to reflect global explorations was not appropriate since this group of children
were engaged in other inquiries. The bulletin boards assigned for each teacher left no
room for including experiences related to the global curriculum. These were decorated in
very specific ways for the special tour event during the spring in which educators from all
over Arizona visited Sonora in order to observe a Reggio Emilia inspired classroom.
The second parameter was that I did not observe the children in an informal
setting, such as home, in order to explore how they might have expanded their inquiries,
processes, and intercultural understandings emerging from the global curriculum in their
daily life. The school was a formal setting and during the classrooms hours I was able to
document some impact of the global curriculum and the theme of Differences within
Unity. Still, this impact did not represent how the children’s inquiries around local and
global communities fit within the community they are living (e.g. lunch hour, field trips,
and in their family and community life).
A third parameter in this study was the limitation of family partnerships within
the global curriculum, preventing deeper understandings about how children used home
experiences and knowledge in order to develop intercultural understandings as they
explored their own perspectives and also became aware of new perspectives in the world.
While Sonora moves from a traditional Head Start model, their initiatives for familyschool partnerships are still emergent. Families are welcome to volunteer once a week,
Wednesdays. In my time in the classroom, only two mothers volunteered in the
classroom throughout the academic year. One once and the other one three times. The
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content of the schools letters sent home included information about field trips reminders
about school events, and Head Start requirements for families to complete. My time in
the classroom was not conducive to extensive conversations with parents and families
because I was in the classroom after classes started and before classes finished.
Conclusion
This chapter presented the methodology that I used for this study. I discussed the
process that explained the conceptualization of the study, the teacher research methods to
collect the data, and the theories around intercultural understanding, inquiry, play and
reader response that supported the analysis of the data and answered the research
questions.
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CHAPTER 3: YOUNG CHILDREN’S INQUIRIES

Children’s inquiries are windows into what really matters in their lives. Their
inquiries allow educators to examine the prior knowledge children bring into the
classroom as well as the narratives, discourses and big ideas they are working to
understand. When inquiry guides the curriculum, teachers and students become equally
invested and involved as they each develop deeper understandings by consulting and
collaborating together (Katz & Chard, 2000). Educators have felt uneasy about inquiry
given institutional pressures mandating them to “cover and prepare” for the test, or in the
case of very young children, “covering” material and standards “required and expected”
for kindergarten (as a backwards strategy for the test). Teachers who take an inquiry
stance, however, argue that inquiry allows space for standards and explorations of
children’s deep interests to come together in powerful ways. In this regards, Helm (2015)
argues that when young children are fully engaged in their explorations they “often ask
their teachers to help them apply basic academic skills in the service of their intellectual
pursuits” (p. vii). In other words, children engage others, either peers or adults, through
language, in inquiry acts as a way to move towards new understandings (Lindfors, 1999).
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The first section describes and
analyzes the inquiries the young children in the Arcoíris classroom pursued around local
and global communities. Four themes were observed as the students responded to oral,
written, and visual stories and explored and played with related artifacts within classroom
invitations: 1) The significance of place, 2) Societal rules and regulations, 3) How things
work, and 4) Building community. Each category explores concepts regarding a broad
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idea of community that weaved together local and global communities through universal
themes.
The second section focuses on how the students pursued their inquiries,
particularly the processes and strategies they utilized. The following five strategies were
identified: 1) searching for connections, 2) engaging with tensions, 3) using play to make
sense of new experiences, and 4) learning from and with others, and 5) creating a
representation of learning. These categories show children’s abilities for engaging and
continuing their inquiries around conceptual themes that are relevant not only to their
classroom and immediate environment, but to children living “far away”. While they
engaged in the kind of inquiries we typically see with young children through the global
curriculum, they also pursued deeper complex explorations by considering multiple
perspectives within the themes they already had many connections with. The authenticity
and variety of their inquiry processes and strategies highlight the importance of providing
children with meaningful classroom experiences that welcome different ways of meaning
making and that encourage personal connections and stories as starting points for caring,
valuing and sustaining inquiries.
Young Children Inquire about Local and Global Communities
Young children naturally inquire about themselves, their families, classrooms and
surroundings. The global curriculum supported students’ current and new inquiries. For
example, through the classroom curriculum some children inquired about building
different structures in the block area. Through the global curriculum, the inquiry
expanded into how houses and homes around the world are made with different materials
and how children in countries like Chad build their own schools. The following
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categories and patterns emerged as the students engaged in classroom experiences within
the global curriculum.
The Significance of Place
Places hold history, battles, memories, cries of triumphs or despair, and stories
from multiple voices and perspectives. Places and the people who inhabit them have
reciprocal relationships as they transform through each other. Geography and place are
terms that go hand in hand, and they are a common reference for studying “cultures
around the world”. Israel (2012) reminded his readers that within place-based education
“understanding a place requires attention to events and activities that occur at sites far
removed from the place: the local is neither isolated nor autonomous” (p. 79).
Interpreting preschoolers’ explorations of place from a place-based education perspective
includes inquiries around not only the geographical aspects of a place, but also the
connections between the school curriculum and the surrounding community and natural
environment. These connections can “change the way students feel about and act in the
places of their everyday lives in order to promote a more just and sustainable world” (p.
76). The preschoolers in the Arcoíris classroom explored a broad notion of place,
strongly influenced by the kinds of family interactions that happened in each place and
the potential for connecting to other people’s stories.
One of the ways in which the children inquired about the significance of place
was by sharing about the places that they visited with family, relatives, or by themselves.
For example, after reading Rylant’s (1985) The Relatives Came, the children constructed
a wide range of narratives. Ariel dictated the following narrative: “I’m going to Florida to
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visit my cousins Budah, Tony, Yuyu, and I have a lot more cousins… teacher María, my
mom say I’m going to Florida and not coming back to school” [Ariel has watery eyes as
he shares his narrative]. Ariel’s awareness of geographical place is emergent as he
experiences his extended family living in a place that he needs to fly to. In Ariel’s
narrative, places are important because of the family stories they carry, highlighting a
sense of togetherness, the maintenance of family connections and tangled identities and
emotions. Ariel and his peers described place in relationship to the family members they
usually interact with either in real life places, such as a grandma’s house, or a place that
might be part of their play, like “the jungle”.
The students also connected places with family by describing artifacts and
services they have experienced in different contexts, from buying shoes to having a
haircut. One morning, the classroom teacher asked: “Where do you go to buy shoes?”
The students answered: “the swap meet, Walgreens, Penny’s, the market, the super
market, at the mall, at the shoe store, at Walmart”. The children also inquired about
places for purchasing items during their free explorations. Irene asked Ariel: “You want
to buy Skittles at Circle K?” Irene would also “go” to Circle K to buy bubble gum and
baby food. The children seemed to be developing an awareness of different kinds of
stores and how each targets specific products and audiences. These experiences around
family practices and consumption become lenses to explore and think about places, not
only from a geographical perspective but also from a connection to significant family
stories.
A third way in which the children inquired about place was acknowledging and
sharing their own knowledge about Tucson as their place of connection. For example,
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during a whole group meeting, as I introduced the fabric world map and pointed to
Tucson, the following sharing took place:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Leilany: “We live in Tucson, teacher”
Anthony: “I live in Tucson too”
Sebastian: “me too”
James: “yo también vivo en Tucson teacher”
Irene: “Tucson is in Arizona… and Arizona is a State”
Me: “Yes, and Arizona is a state in the United States…”
Yaniel: “…of America”

Educators of young children know that distance and geography are developing concepts.
An adult’s answer to the question “where do you live?” is very different from a child’s
response to the same question. While adults might answer this question with the name of
a street, county, city or country, a young child, like Irene, will answer: “in my house”.
The significance does not rest on the children’s ability to recall the name of a place, such
as Tucson, but in recognizing that places are important in the lives of young children for
the meanings and stories that they carry. In this classroom, place as connection
represented an opportunity for children to share their knowledge and become aware of
place as a space that can be shared with others in English or Spanish. Tucson, Arizona,
and the United States of America become starting points to explore how people living in
this place are connected and unique from each other.
Societal Rules and Regulations
Pretend, fantasy, or dramatic play allows children to explore and acquire
knowledge regarding values and rules of social life, as they also develop social and
cultural identities (Cohen, 2009). Through dramatic play children engage in inquiries
around societal rules and boundaries as they learn. In the following examples the children
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played “not by examining the behavior of others, but by extending themselves into the
place of the other to explore how they might understand and respond to the world”
(Wohlwend, 2013, p. 69). They also created spaces of autonomy and resistance as they
challenged and renegotiated institutional knowledge and practices within their play
(Hudchby, 2005). Preschoolers at the Arcoíris inquired about school regulations and
other societal expectations and rules. The examples in this category are grounded in
cultural values and beliefs that move between home, school, and the larger society.
One way the children explored societal rules and regulations consisted of
examining households’ practices across cultural contexts. When listening to Onyefulu’s
(2011) Omer’s Favorite Place, the children were interested in a photo showing Omer
seated upside down on the sofa in his living room. I asked, “What do you think that the
family told Omer about playing on the sofa?” The children responded, “his mom is going
to spank him”, “lo van a castigar”, “they will smack him”, “they are going to slap him”.
The children’s faces looked particularly serious and certain about their comments. After I
read the text, “I like playing in the living room, but everyone says, “Omer, you’ll break
the sofa!” (p. 7), the children’s faces were puzzled as they seemed not to believe that
Omer’s consequences after his action were different than the ones they anticipated.
Furthermore, the children were not concerned about the couch at all; it probably never
occurred to them that Omer could break it. What mattered to the children was that being
upside down or jumping and playing (like some children recalled during a rereading)
were socially unacceptable at home and it was a well-known punishable action. The
children connected to Omer’s experiences at home: playing mischievously on a couch,
his mom as an authoritative figure who sanctioned his behavior (even though she
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responded surprisingly different from their parents). Other points of connections emerged
as Omer walked the readers through his house, showing that he has older and younger
siblings, an aunt, a mom and a dad. For these children, it did not matter that Omer lives in
Ethiopia, 9,007 miles from Tucson. Ethiopia could be by the Circle K present in the
children’s play, only three blocks away from their school.
Another way children inquired about societal rules consisted of exploring the
relationships between home and school rules and expectations. In the Arcoíris classroom,
when a child is not “ready”, which translates to showing appropriate (expected) behavior,
the child is removed from the whole or small group engagement to “breathe and relax”
(as described by the classroom teachers) until he or she announces “I’m ready”. During
the following example of dramatic play, Sebastian, the son, is sent to “his room” (the
couch at the Casita). He integrates a classroom strategy to ends his punishment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Irene: “No! you’re not going to get more dessert! Kids, stop!
[Adrian pretends to burp, then exclaims]: “excuse me”
Irene-Sebastian: “you’re being a bad boy”
Sebastian: “do I go to my room?” [Irene nodded seriously]
Sebastian: “Oh, now I’m grounded [he moves to the couch, which now was the
bedroom. After a minute, he announces]: “I’m ready” [then he stands up and
continues playing. Irene looks at him and approves]

Sebastian, Irene, and Adrian negotiated family rules as they played. Sebastian knew the
consequences of being a “bad boy”. He suggested that he be punished and sent to his
room. Irene agreed. Sebastian decided to use a classroom behavioral strategy to take
ownership of his punishment, but simultaneously to show respect to another rule he and
Irene are familiar with. Irene recognized the strategy and approved its use. When Ariel
and Leilany were playing, the “I’m ready” classroom strategy was not integrated:
1. [Leilany hits Ariel on hands with butter bottle]
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2. Ariel: “now I have to go to time out” [while he finds a spot on the couch]
3. Leilany: yeah! You go to time out, no room, no anything, no TV, no money
for you, nothing to eat, no boxes and only the pillow [while she gives him a
pillow from the dramatic play area]
4. Ariel: Am I staying here for a hundred days?
5. Leilany: Yep!
Ariel who is playing the baby, interpreted Leilany’s action (playing mom) of “hitting”
him with a plastic bottle as a sign of punishment; and (2) as an invitation to explore the
household’s regulations. Leilany accepted the invitation and through connections to her
own experiences, she extended the exploration by suggesting parameters of the “time
out”. Ariel inquired about the concept of time and numbers. A “hundred” might be the
biggest number he is aware of and “days” his familiar concept to express time. Leilany
accepted Ariel’s conceptual understanding of “time out” as she answered with a solid
“yep!” Since Ariel did not utilize the classroom “I’m ready” strategy, he is following an
interpretation of “time out” in which it is the adult, not the child, who terminates the
punishment. His decision made him aware that the concept of “time out” is interpreted
differently across contexts.
The children also explored rules through enacting social issues such as stealing.
The following episode took place at the dramatic play area that was a shoe store:
1. Sebastian-Jamal [Jamal is holding four shoe boxes on his arms]: you’re
stealing that/ I’m going to call the police [Sebastian dials the numbers on his
pretend phone, his hand] Police! [One shoe box falls on the floor] SebastianJamal : Look what you have done to my shoes/ Leave my shoes alone
2. Sebastian-Nydia: did you call the police? [Nydia holds a red shoe box to call
the police] “police, someone stealing our shoes from the shoe store”
3. Jamal [laughing]: “that is not a phone, it’s a box” [again, laughing]
4. Sebastian-Nydia: “hey talk to them / I’m going to call 911” [on his hand
again]
5. Jamal [pointing to a blue jacket he was wearing from the Casita]: “hey, I’m a
police officer”
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6. Sebastian-Jamal : someone stole our shoes… there he is [pointing to the
distance] get it!!!!
In this classroom, children would claim that classmates had stolen their wooden blocks
during free exploration. The lead teacher also talked to the children about the
consequences of stealing after some Lego blocks disappeared from the classroom and
were reported by a parent who found them in his child’s pockets. The teacher removed
the Lego pieces in order to teach the children that stealing was an unacceptable action
that could lead to serious consequences for the individual, the victim, and people around
them. Sebastian, Jamal, and Nydia are aware of stealing as taking something without
permission. They have experienced taking peers’ materials without permission (causing
issues around sharing) but their play at the shoe store represented how in “real life”
taking something without permission is severely punished. In fact, it threatens the
victim’s security, which requires victims to ask for emotional and physical support from
emergency assistance by calling 911. The students are also aware of the protocol, which
includes calling when an emergency is identified to provide details of the location (“shoe
store”), the nature of the emergency (“someone stealing our shoes”), and a physical
description of the person who might have committed the crime (“there he is!”).
Wohlwend (2013) argue that “players’ collective imaginings converge cultures in
ways that align with their personal goals, family histories, media passions, and school and
peer expectations” (p. 91). Students in the Arcoíris classroom are developing an
awareness and understandings of the complex concept of citizenship and what it means to
be a “good citizen” through their collectively produced narratives around societal rules
and expectations. They are exploring and making sense of the rules and expectations,
they are sharing and applying the rules, and when the rules are being threatened by
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people who ignore them or deliberately break them, they do not hesitate to seek the
support they need to restore social order and harmony.
How Things Work
Young children establish, test, confirm, and reject hypotheses and make
connections in order to understand how “things in their daily world work”, how and why
they move (properties), and how they are used (social functions) across contexts. This
category describes how children inquire about objects that were new in their classroom
and family practices and were not part of the child’s immediate experiences. Their play
shows that when the artifacts explored were unfamiliar, some children still connected to
the function of the artifacts, not necessarily to the physical characteristics. Exploring and
understanding how things work requires children to make connections between prior and
new knowledge. The more experiences around a given concept the children are exposed
to, the more chances children will have to make connections that can foster their learning.
This premise has two important considerations: first, as discussed by Dewey (1997),
some experiences might be enjoyable yet mis-educative and not conducive to supporting
a child’s connections and understandings. Second, knowledge is constructed as learners
engage in a wide variety of interconnected experiences, not solidly determined by a stage
of cognitive development.
One way the children explored how things work was through the use of a fabric
world map (a common classroom practice usually for older students). They wondered
about the different colors on the map, the names of the different countries, the concept of
distance and the idea of children and families living in different places on the map.
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1. Yaniel: “Let’s put this one here in the yellow… we live here. [He then decides
to move the end to a purple spot and says] “I live here… I live in O-pa-thi-a”
2. Ariel: “I live in this country” [moving the other end to the yellow spot, United
States].
3. Yaniel: “I’m gonna visit you” [while he moves the airplane from where he is
to where Ariel is making airplane engine’s sounds]
4. Yaniel: “This one in this country” [moving one end] “this one has to go in the
water” [moving the other end to a piece of land colored dark blue] “Let’s
pretend that we live here and we go to the water” [bringing both ends closer]
“now on the ice” [moving one end to a lighter blue signaling water. Minutes
later Yaniel is pointing to places on the map and asking me to identify the
places].
5. Yaniel: “This is a big one” [pointing to Russia] “I want to live here” [pointing
to another place] “I want to see how is it that they look like”
6. [Minutes later Joseph asks] “this is another place?”
7. Me: “Yes, it is another place where more children and families live”
8. Joseph: “I want to go where we live” [moving one of the ends to the yellow
spot for United States] “I want to go to my house and lay down”
9. [Joseph has built a Lego house and says] “This house is here” [pointing to
Iran] “in this place… in this country”
The students explored the fabric world map and other texts, such as Fanelli’s (1995) My
Map Book. As they played “maps” inside and outside of the classroom, I noticed multiple
layers of understandings. The children played following a path “we need to find the X,
there is a treasure under”, following lines and escaping from “traps” as they played a map
from a video game. Audrey drew the route and street to go to her aunt’s house passing by
a McDonalds. This time the world map encouraged them to think about maps in terms of
tools to show where other countries are. Having two points of reference, the United States
and Ethiopia, fostered their exploration of living and moving from one country to
another. It also seemed to fuel Yaniel’s awareness of people living around the world and
the curiosity to explore beyond his immediate surroundings.
The students also explored how the research camera worked. Being familiar with
the teachers taking pictures throughout the day, the children did not seem to have a need
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to adapt to having a camera in the classroom. They wondered about the difference
between taking a picture and recording but I did not encounter the issues of children’s
responses being shaped by the presence of a camera like researchers working with older
children have experienced. The children, as shown in the following excerpt, incorporated
the camera into their play as they felt necessary, enacting their previous knowledge about
video cameras:
1. [Leilany stands behind the camera talking to Ariel]: “Show me a fashion,
show me a fashion… and I’ll take you good videos… do a fashion… is like a
fashion show… you gotta dance… sing!... ok, do it!”
2. [Leilany stands behind camera]: “Now it is Julia’s turn… hit it girl! hit it
girl!... this is not… what are you doing?”
3. [Leilany stands in front of the camera, while I’m behind]: “Teacher you check
my video… No Julia!... oooooh this is how I rock, and this is how she rocks,
everybody rocks”
4. [Leilany stands again behind the camera]: “Okay… that’s enough of the
magic show, thank you… next, who wants to take a video?” [Miriam raises
her hand]
5. [Leilany talks to Miriam]: “Okay, you sweetheart, show me what you got”
[Miriam only stands in front of the camera and Leilany says] “Miriam, okay
ya no! you’re not good enough for videos, you’re out!”
Leilany seemed to be the only child with previous experience in filming videos. During
my time in the classroom, she took the role of a video director or photographer, always
behind the camera and indicating what her participants should do in front of the camera.
She asked them to do things like be a bird, sing, dance, jump, and even read a story. As a
director she also evaluated the participants’ performance and determined if they were
good enough.
A third area of inquiry around how things work relates to new artifacts and
experiences directly encouraged through books and artifacts from the Cultural
Community Story Boxes. Some of the artifacts explored were the rebozo, the pictures of
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chapatis, the modeling of the Ethiopian game, korkis, experiences carrying a variety of
objects on one’s head and building schools with mud. This last experience fostered
questions around house construction and materials. Questions such as, How do you build
a house or school? Why do houses need roofs? How can we use clay techniques to build
houses?, guided their explorations. The following excerpt took place as I told the story of
Rumford’s (2010) Rain School:
1. Teacher María: “Why do you think they need roof?
2. Ismael: “Because if it rains they get wet”
3. David: “Because if you’re watching TV and it rains… then the TV gets wet
and the wires don’t work”
4. [I described the process of “mud slumping and dissolving” our clay school as
I pressed it all down and together, and children exclaimed]: “Noo!”
5. Teacher María: “The rain dissolved the mud school”
6. Yaniel: “That’s not going to happen to my school because it’s not make of
mud”
7. Teacher María: “What is this school make of?”
8. Sebastian: “Cement and wood”
The children also inquired about how things situated beyond their personal experiences
work. They were not familiar with schools made of mud and the experience of having to
build your own school, but understood that if it happens to other children, it could happen
to them as well. This concern could have motivated Yaniel’s comment affirming that
since their school is built with other materials, they should not worry about their school
dissolving like in the story nor losing important objects to the rain. The children then
explored not only the physical properties of materials and elements, but also how
materials are used to build safe places and how atmospheric phenomena can affect a
community’s priorities and values.
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Building a Community
This fourth category describes how the students inquired about the different areas
that people, including themselves, explore and negotiate within a community and a sense
of belonging among peers, but also with the world around them. The children explored
the ways in which a community is built in their classroom (among peers and teachers)
mostly through teacher led experiences. Two main themes around community were
explored by the students: 1) connections within a community, and 2) uniqueness within a
community. In both lines of inquiry, students talked and played around connections and
uniqueness regarding physical characteristics, possessions, personal interests, and broader
family and social experiences, such as family, music and languages.
Connections to others within a community.
Ponciano and Shabazian (2012) argue that exploring personal commonalities and
differences is at the heart of an intercultural approach. While sharing differences builds
on understanding the richness and uniqueness of people’s experiences, overemphasizing
differences positions communities as remote, exotic and strange with little to no
possibility of connections among communities. Connections are needed in order to
challenge stereotypes and misconceptions that emerge from a lack of understanding and
superficial experiences. Connections can support the development of a sense of caring,
empathy and a real purpose behind better understanding ourselves and the world.
One way students explored connections within a community was by identifying
and sharing commonalities and connections with their peers and teachers to important
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people in their lives regarding physical characteristics (and possessions) utilizing the
prompt “we all have” bones, hair, face, knees, feet, teeth, a nose, eyes and bones. They
compared and contrasted and engaged in processes similar to sorting, which they were
familiar with through classroom experiences. Besides physical characteristics, students
also commented on their possessions, such as “we all have” shirts, shoes, and pants. A
whole group conversation around personal interests was elicited by the classroom
teacher, “we’re going to talk about how people are the same and different… vamos a
platicar las personas que son iguales y diferentes… same and different, okay?... there’re a
lot of things that people have the same of… and there’s a lot of stuff that makes us
different”. This comment facilitated a conversation around connections. The children
talked about how they were the same because they liked Legos and Spiderman. Their
dialogue highlighted personal interests, which is similar to other kinds of sorting the
children had experienced in the classroom.
The children also explored how they could connect to each other and to other
children through broader family and social experiences. One day as the whole class
watched the YouTube video Children Around the World, Jamal shared, “Teacher, that’s
how I do when I go somewhere” (referring to how the children in the short documentary
waved their hands to say hi and goodbye). James made a personal connection to the song
La Bamba while listening to Tafolla’s (2008) What Can You Do with a Rebozo?: “¡Ese es
la canción de mi apá! The children explored the theme of family and maintaining family
ties and building closeness and togetherness. They also explored how family is a priority
in different kinds of families and family structures. After reading Rylant’s (1993) The
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Relatives Came, Onyefulu’s (2011) New Shoes for Helen, and looking at other texts
around houses, Alex engaged in the following play:
Joseph, who has shared previously “sometimes I take car to visit my family”
today told me that he wanted to build houses again. I told him that today I was
going to be at the clay table, but that he could build as many houses as he wanted
at the block area. Around ten minutes into free play, Joseph approaches the clay
table with an artifact made with Lego that included colored blocks at the bottom
and was organized in different levels with Lego people on top. According to
Joseph, he had made an airplane, “They are going to visit their families like the
girl (Helen) when she visit her family”. Joseph then added that José (a
Mexican/Cuban/African American boy, who recently left the school) also flew to
visit his family. I responded, “You’re right Alex, José flew to Florida to visit his
family. That’s why he is not with us anymore”.
Later, during free exploration Joseph called me to see his new artifact. He built
“all these houses/ some are small (pointing to a small house on the extreme right)
“Joseph, it seems that you went from little to medium to big houses. “Yes!” He
said, “Look teacher, this family has many, this one is little”. I reassured: “Yes,
some families are large, and other families are small”.
In this example Joseph connected to several experiences and concepts. He remembered
his friend José who traveled by plane and recently moved to Florida to visit and now take
care of his family. Joseph seems to be exploring the idea that just as José and Helen
might fly to visit their families, other families might do the same. Helen actually lives in
Ethiopia and in the book there is no mention of her traveling to visit relatives. However,
we talked about us visiting Helen and a pretend journey if Helen ever wanted to visit us.
Regardless of our conversations, Joseph’s play is more inclusive as he is exploring how
other families might visit their relatives, how they might be structured and how their
houses might look.
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Explorations of differences within a community.
Cultural diversity and differences are within and across communities. However,
these two words, especially “differences” many times seems to be associated with narrow
understandings that suppose concerns and challenges in the process of building
community. Ruíz’s (1984) orientations for language planning can be used to think about
the concept of difference. Ruíz discussed the distinctions between “language-as-problem”
and “language-as-resource” as orientations. Seeing language as a problem makes it
difficult for language policy makers to understand the social, economic and cognitive,
intrinsic and extrinsic value of languages and of being bilingual for individuals,
communities and for the country. Instead Ruiz argues for viewing languages as resources
and languages as rights. (Ruiz, 2010).
Thinking about difference-as-problem could emerge from feeling threatened
because differences highlight ideas that might challenge the “norm” or that seem divisive
to some people. So a point of conflict emerges when (in this case) classroom teachers feel
uneasy about how to bring these perspectives (children’s, families’, their own, the
school’s, and the larger community’s) together in harmony.
The concern about using the word “difference” seemed to be present in Arcoíris
classroom as the teacher reaffirmed: “People are very different […] and that’s okay,
right? that’s what make us different […] sometimes we can like the same things and
sometimes we don’t have to like the same things”. In the work my colleagues and I have
done around teachers’ perspectives regarding children’s intercultural understandings, we
noticed that they were concerned that introducing the concept of “differences” to young
children can generate confusion as they are not ready to talk and think about experiences
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that can potentially challenge their developing perspectives around their immediate life
situations. Irene challenged this assumption when she quickly answered, “but we’re
different”, after his teacher asked “How are we the same?” It was clear that young
children were aware and very attentive to differences among themselves. Like children’s
author and illustrator Molly Bang (1991) has discussed, “contrast enables us to see” (p.
80). Leilany was also aware of differences. She explained “It’s different, but it’s the
same, but it’s different, but it’s okay”. Her argument around how people’s lips look
different as they grow older found a middle ground between acknowledging differences,
but also echoing adults’ talk (school and/or home) about how to process diversity in
socially acceptable ways. The children’s awareness of differences suggest the need for
supporting them in developing orientations that look at difference-as-resources for
intercultural understandings.
One way the children explored uniqueness within their classroom community was
by looking at physical characteristics, possessions and interests. The students described
how their shirts, pants, shoes and earrings were different (e.g. some have shirts with long
sleeves and others wore shirts with short sleeves). They noticed that physical
characteristics change over time and can generate differences among people. Leilany
explained that growth can lead to physical differences: “Only when you grow (your lips)
it’s different”. Although we cannot assume to know Leilany’s criteria for measuring how
lips change over time (size, shape, color), she has expressed an awareness regarding the
relationship between growth and change. Joseph’s sharing around difference describes
how choices about one’s appearance can foster differences within a community: “Paint…
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the thing you put on if you want your hair different… first you put it on black and then
you turned it into a different color, my sister didn’t like her hair and she change it”.
The classroom teacher and the children also talked about differences in terms of
their personal interests:
1. Teacher Lara: “People are very different in other ways and in their looks
but how else can people be different? I’m going to show you how people
are different… I love to read books, but you guys might like to read
books”
2. Children: “Nooo!”
3. Teacher Lara: “No, right? And that’s okay, right?... that’s what makes us
different… okay so who love to read books? [Sebastian raises his hand,
although he had shouted “no” before]
4. Yaniel: “not me”
5. Teacher Lara: “so Sebastian and myself are the same because we like to…
what?”
6. Children: “read books”
7. Teacher Lara: “But Yaniel and I are different because… he doesn’t like…
what?”
8. Irene: “Books”
The teacher created a welcoming context for exploring differences within their classroom
community as she shared that it is okay to be different. The concept of differences in this
scenario could be interpreted as focused on a static simplistic view of differences. No
further dialogue dug into the complexities around those differences, such as how dynamic
interests can be as we engage in new experiences, how differences can enrich the
classroom dynamics or what kind of bigger connections can be drawn. Having different
interests means that we are all experts in something we care about and we can share what
we know with our friends and they can learn from us as we learn from them and we all
have something we care about, want to learn about, and share about. From the above
conversation, Yaniel is unintentionally positioned as an outsider, not only from the
majority of his peers, but most importantly, from his teacher. This symbolic opposition
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can lead to difficulties in developing a teacher-student relationship and establishing a
community of mutual respect and understanding.
The students not only noticed the connections to each other, to their families and
to other people in the world, but also identified uniqueness within social experiences,
such as music and language use and family dynamics. For example, one day as we
listened to an Ethiopian song, Nydia exclaimed, “Teacher, that’s Japanese!” Nydia made
a connection to the concept of “difference”. She knows that Japanese “is different” so
anything else that might sound different, should be Japanese. This anecdote reminded me
of my five year old niece born and raised in Puerto Rico. The first time she met my
husband, whose Spanish accent is from Madrid, Spain, Rocío looked at him puzzled and
asked: “¿Estás hablando en Inglés?” Rocío is learning English. She was aware that she
could understand some words, but not all, just like when my husband was speaking. Like
Nydia, Rocío categorized her experience with a new Spanish accent in her category for
“new languages”. Next time Rocío and my husband met, she asked him: “¿Ya hablas
Español?”
Also related to family connections, music, and language use, a small group of
children engaged in the following conversation around what each of them call their father
as we read Patricia MacLachlan’s (2011) Lala Salama: A Tanzanian Lullaby:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Teacher María: “Do you know how the baby call his father? Baba”
Children: “Baba?”
Teacher María: “Yes, it’s different, right? How do you call your father?”
Leilany: “I call my dad Daddy”
Joseph: “I call him Papa”
Sebastian: “I call him Papi
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The students found calling your father Baba a new experience. However, they engaged in
comparing and contrasting how each of them call their father in a unique way despite the
fact that every child in the classroom speaks English and/or Spanish. This represents an
important starting point not only to signal that what matters is the meaning and the
emotions conveyed by each word, but also to challenge deficit views around languages
and language policies at schools.
Pat constantly played being the mother at the dramatic play area and was very
familiar with how to carry her baby dolls around. One day she was exposed to
illustrations depicting mothers and older siblings in Tanzania and other countries in East
Africa carrying their babies but their pieces of fabric look slightly different and are called
a different term. She commented, “This is a kanga blanket, where you wrap up your
babies with it”. Following a similar inquiry, Joseph wrapped a baby doll with the black
rebozo over his neck and around his chest. He spent about 10 minutes holding the baby.
He stood in front of the mirror, while adjusting the rebozo and the baby. He showed his
baby to each teacher and then sat at the Casita table holding his baby close and tight.
Other family practices explored included the processes of doing laundry. When
the children observed Elizabeti washing her clothes using a bucket with water in Mama
Elizabeti, Nydia commented: “My mom put the cloth inside the machine, but not on my
house, but on my nanas”. Iván then explained that his mom washes the clothes at home
and that he has “two machines, one up and one down”. Both children agreed that
mothers do the laundry, not the children, as suggested in the story. They shared
differences in terms of whose households own wahing and drying machines (Iván’s and
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Nana’s), including how extended family members support the process, and how the
machines look.

Summary
What children in the Arcoíris classroom inquired about related to local and global
communities changed my understanding of young children. Although I have always been
a strong believer of young children as thinkers and believe they know and notice more
than what adults can sometimes explain, examining the areas that they felt compelled to
explore reminded me of how humans inquire in order to better understand the cultural
contexts and worlds around them, rather than accumulating information. It also put in
perspective the potentials of a curriculum that puts learning “in the hands of students”
(Harste, Short & Burke, 1988, p. 37).
While educators many times approach communities and cultures solely from a
geographical perspective, these young children inquired instead about the significance of
place, as an artifactual narrative in itself, allowing for family stories to be told. I am not
arguing against geography in the early childhood curriculum, but highlighting how the
children appropriated the concept of place by exploring family stories, and ideas around
togetherness as they related back to local and global places.
As part of understanding their world, the children engaged in carefully traveling
between contexts (home, school, communities) as they inquired about societal rules and
regulations. Sometimes they negotiated household practices in an ongoing process of
comparing, contrasting, accepting and rejecting. Other times they inquired about their
peers’ perspectives on specific classroom rules as they integrated those into household
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contexts in their play. They also explored issues from the larger community and beyond
the classroom walls. These intense explorations around societal rules and regulations
positioned these young children as active participants in their communities, willing to
bring critical issues influencing school, home, community and the world into the
curriculum. They almost seemed to be saying, “don’t worry teacher, we can handle it”,
supporting the power of understanding curriculum as negotiated and not imposed (Short,
Harste & Burke, 1996).
Everyday teachers of young children observe how students inquire about how
things work as a way to understand their contexts. In this study, they explored the new
artifacts introduced as part of the global curriculum. They specifically examined what the
artifacts were called, the different languages used, the physical characteristics of people,
and how people around them (in the real world or in the story worlds) interacted and
utilized the artifacts. The integration of new artifacts encouraged new venues into their
inquiries, as some children began questioning the purpose of existing artifacts in their
classrooms by attributing new potential uses.
Building community became a significant inquiry for the children. They explored
how people within communities share connections but also unique ways of thinking,
living and being. They noticed physical characteristics and interests that were shared
across their classroom community and with the characters from the global stories.
Becoming aware of how people connect within and across communities and families
brought the Arcoíris families and global families closer together. While the connections
were important, the children also inquired about what made them unique. Again, they
examined physical characteristics and interests that made them stand out from each other.
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They also noticed differences in terms of family practices (washing clothes and carrying
babies) and new languages being spoken. Inquiring about different perspectives allowed
children to develop an awareness and anticipation for differences within communities.
What the children inquired about in local and global communities reflected their
curiosity and eagerness to develop deep individual and collaborative understandings
about their lives.
Young Children’s Processes of Inquiry
The previous section described what the students at the Arcoíris classroom
inquired about related to local and global communities. This section focuses on the
processes and strategies that the children utilized to inquire. Inquiry is how humans, as
young as babies, make sense of the world. I found one of the most useful descriptions of
acts of inquiry in Lindfors’ (1999) Children’s Inquiry:
Acts of inquiry stand as the ultimate acts of going beyond: going beyond present
understanding (intellectual); going beyond self to engage (the help of) another
(social); but ever going beyond as self (personal). (p. 14).
Lindfors explains that since inquiry is about moving into something new, it also
requires being creative, imaginative, and courageous. The inquirer moves into a beyond
that is unknown but acknowledged and it is also new. Creativity, imagination and
courage are needed in order to believe in the existence of this going beyond current
understanding and the process of building and meaning making that moves inquirers
beyond. Lindfors discusses that language acts, whose purpose are inquiry, are not only
represented through interrogations. Children’s inquiries go beyond their questions, as
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they use a variety of language functions to inquire with others to make sense of the
world.
The preschoolers in the Arcoíris classroom inquired about the significance of
place, societal rules and regulations, how things work, and connections and uniqueness
within a community. They used language and play as means for information-seeking and
wondering (Lindfors, 1999). The children inquired individually and collectively, for short
and for long periods of time. They inquired by making different kinds of connections;
engaging with tensions and curiosities; exploring new connections through dramatic play;
learning from and with other peers, teachers, families and community members; and
constructing a representation of their knowledge. Scholars interested in inquiry cycles
have identified and described very similar categories. However, since most of their work
has been with older students, the enactment of their inquiry cycle is quite different from
how preschoolers inquire.
Three times a week, I observed children moving freely between the two
curriculums. The classroom curriculum, mostly guided by the classroom teachers,
explored shadows, butterflies, and self-portraits. The global curriculum engaged these
young children in exploring connections and uniqueness among themselves, and with
global cultural communities in East Africa and India. Both curriculums shared existing
classroom areas, such as the dramatic play area and the block area, “the office”, the
“circle table” mostly used for arts and crafts, the computer area and the light table. The
majority of the inquiry processes described below were observed during free play
(exploration time) at “The Casita”, the circle table and the block area, as each of them
integrated an invitation specifically related to the global curriculum. Other inquiries
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emerged as the children explored the fabric world map, and literature and artifacts from
the Cultural Community Story Boxes during whole class engagements.
Searching for Connections
Inquiry starts with connections. Myhill and Brackley (2010) remind readers that
connecting prior knowledge to new knowledge is at the heart of learning as “our
understanding builds and accumulates upon prior knowledge” (p. 264). Searching for
connections allows students to share understandings about a theme and to develop
curiosities that emerge when new experiences somehow challenge their prior knowledge.
Children make connections to create a shared perspective and to guide and foster
individual and collective inquiries. The teacher’s responsibility is in creating experiences
that “enable connections to be made between the ‘already known’ and the ‘new’, and to
acknowledge how what the child already knows might impact upon how he or she
responds to new information or ideas” (p. 265). Dewey (1938) argues that educative
experiences are those that allow children to make further connections. Experiences that
are disconnected from children’s experiences would be considered as mis-educative, and
not conducive to learning. The teacher’s role goes beyond simply providing new
information to help students see the connections, to include offering challenges and
support in constructing new meanings and knowledge.
One strategy that students used to search for connections was to associate a new
text to a familiar one. In this process, remembering Onyefulu’s (2011) New Shoes for
Helen or just Helen became an important connection as children explored people living in
Ethiopia. One day Joseph commented: “Teacher, it’s like the girl in the book” after I
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mentioned that Omer, from Onyefulu’s (2011) Omer’s Favorite Place, also lived in
Ethiopia. Intertextual connections, connecting texts for meaning making, also included
connecting to texts that represented the children’s pop culture. Irene, for example,
responded: “Teacher, a big red dog” as she and her classmates pretended to be flying over
Ethiopia and looking out the airplane’s windows. When I asked her if she was referring
to Bridwells’ character, Clifford, she nodded.
Another strategy of searching for connections emerged as the preschoolers
connected to important people and home experiences in their lives in order to understand
the new experiences they engaged with through classroom invitations. A small group of
children reread the book Omer’s Favorite Place. Challenging the naïve belief that young
children do not see skin color, the children connected with a classmate in order to
understand a difference in terms of Omer (story character)’s skin color, their peer, and
themselves:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Audrey: “That look like Jamal ”
Teacher María: “How is that?”
Audrey: “He is brown”
Teacher María: “Okay, so how is Jamal?”
Julia: “He is brown”
Anthony: “Black, he is black”
Teacher María: “Is his skin color darker then?”
Julia: “No, lighter”
Audrey: “Lighter”

The children in the Arcoíris classroom were comprised of a wide range of skin colors,
Jamal having the darkest skin color. Connecting, comparing and contrasting Omer’s and
Jamal’s skin color opened a space for exploring words that could best describe their
observations (brown, lighter) and others that are more accurate with social use (black). I
did not hear this kind of conversation in other play episodes. Still it shows that young
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children, again, are aware of differences among themselves, including those around skin
color. Noticing skin color implies that discourses around discrimination are also
developed as they explored, by themselves or with a teacher, conversations around skin
color and maybe race.
Julia and James played at the Mirror invitation, in which they were invited to
look in the mirror and draw themselves. Pictures of their classmates doing different
things at school framed the mirror. The invitation connected to the classroom curriculum
experience around making self-portraits, and also to the global curriculum as the children
looked at each other and explored connections and uniqueness among themselves. Joann
helped James complete a picture of his mom. James was drawing the head and the eyes,
when Julia shared a connection and comparison between James’s mom and herself:
“Pelos! hácele pelos… así no es el pelo de tu mama James… es así como el mío” [as she
held up a lock of her hair to show him].
Connecting to important people in their lives and home experiences included
describing cleaning and decoration routines and Christmas traditions. The conversation
emerged while rereading Ananth’s (2011) Rangoli. While the first read aloud of Rangoli
focused on the importance of shapes and procedures related to how to make a rangoli, the
rereading focused on why people create this Indian folk art, which led into a detailed
description of how mothers and fathers have different role expectations at home:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher María: “Why do you think people in India make rangoli?”
Anthony: “To décor”
Teacher María: “Why would you décor your house?”
Sebastian: “To make it shinny… so the dad is happy”
Teacher María: “What do you mean?
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6. Sebastian: “The dad is at work and when he come home he see it
pretty, shiny and clean”
7. Teacher María: “Then who cleans?”
8. Children: “The moms!”
9. Audrey: “My mom and dad put a Christmas tree but I don’t help”
The children connected their home experiences around cleaning and decoration in order
to explain why people in India might decorate their houses with rangolis. Even though,
not every child in the classroom might shared Sebastian’s detailed account of fmaily
practices, they all agreed that mothers are in charge of cleaning, and therefore decorating
their houses. Interesting enough, in the rangoli story, the majority of the adults depicted
as involved in the process of creating the rangolis are all females, which could connect
back to Sebastian’s story, solidifying his and his classmates’ understandings about
parents gender roles and expectations.
Another strategy of connecting took place as the children utilized their
connections to compare and contrast between familiar and new practices. They utilized
their connections as a tool for making sense of the new experiences, and further their
conceptual understandings: “Teacher, you know my mother makes chapatis?” The
students made connections to family practices such as cooking, showing how their
connections encouraged understanding less familiar practices. One day as the students
looked at an illustration in Omer’s Favorite Place, Anthony commented, “It’s pancakes
because they are always like that”. With a different interpretation, Julia said, “No it’s
pizza”, which prompted Audrey’s idea: “Oh! It’s chicken and here is the oven… you can
put the chicken there”. Anthony replied, “No, mine (referring to the oven) is a square
one”. Connecting and comparing and contrasting new experiences with familiar ones
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served to identify and understand how families share cooking practices but can also use
different utensils and different names for food.
Engaging with Tensions
Young children are naturally curious about the world around them. Their
curiosity encourages them to take risks in their journey. Short, Harste and Burke (1996)
argue that inquiry begins when a child or a group of children “express an interest in
something that attracts their attention” (p. 70). They inquire by seeking new information,
clarifying, confirming, rejecting, connecting and applying things that surprise, intrigue,
and puzzle them. Anomalies emerge as surprises or tensions. Tensions are most likely to
develop into inquiries since they represent a challenge between their prior knowledge and
new knowledge. Tensions, then, represent questions and uncertainties that move learners
into in-depth explorations of new ideas and experiences. Lindfors (1999) describes how
students use a variety of language functions to share and develop their inquiries beyond
the common expressive interrogative form.
In this study, the children use verbal and non-verbal communication to engage
with their tensions. Their tensions fit two categories discussed by Lindfors: seekinginformation and wondering. Children carried their inquiries at different paces and for
different amounts of times. The children’ tensions guided the global curriculum, which
intended to follow an inquiry-based approach. However, as reported by Parker (2007),
not all of the children’s tensions and inquiries were developed in-depth through the
curriculum. Some of their questions required simple and quick answers that once found
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led children to move on to something else. Other times, “the questions we hear kids ask
are not necessarily what they really want to know” (Parker, 2007, p. 15).
One way children used language to inquire was for seeking information.
Sometimes they used when, where, why, who questions, which Lindfors classifies as
inquiries’ “favorite forms” (p. 69). Children sought information about the fabric world
map: “Is this another place?” “Can the airplane go to all the places in the map?” One
morning Nydia and her classmates watched the brief YouTube documentary “Homes
Around the World”. She observed an Indigenous community making houses in a jungle
in Africa. The narrators explained that “everybody has a job” and showed children
helping to roll leaves together to make their homes while the grown-ups put the biggest
leaves on top of the houses to make the roof. Nydia exclaimed: “but the leaves are gonna
fall!” Her prediction (also suggesting concern) can be considered an inquiry as it could
also be interpreted in the following interrogative form: Wouldn’t the roof fall is it is made
of leaves? Similar to Nydia, Yaniel inquired about how people look like and live in
different countries and parts of the world, as he played with the fabric world map: “I want
to live here/ I want to see how is it that they look like” Yaniel’s utterance could be
considered as product oriented, as he works in finding answers that can help him move
forward.
Seeking information also included questions about language. The Arcoíris
classroom included 81% English dominant speakers and 19% Spanish dominant
speakers. The children had specific ideas regarding the use of language in different
contexts. Fifty-three percent of the English dominant speakers shifted to Spanish when
speaking to their parents, grandparents and peers. In the following inquiry act two
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bilingual students interacted with a Spanish dominant peer in translating for each other in
order to continue their play:
1. Yaniel (English dominant) – Juan (Spanish dominant): “Este se va a
bañar… you know how to say it?”
2. Anthony (bilingual): “Take a shower”
Yaniel was not observed talking in Spanish to any of his teachers or other
classmates. He knew who to engage in his inquiry in order to answer his question. He
knew that Juan (an English language learner, less fluent than Anthony and Yaniel) spoke
Spanish so he asked him. However, it was Anthony, also playing with them, who
answered, rather than Juan. The translation allowed the children to continue playing with
the toy animals.
Another strategy the children used to inquire was to wonder. Lindfors explains
that seeking information and wondering are different inquiry purposes. While seeking
information is focused on “moving toward a specific end” (p. 40), wondering focuses on
process and exploring, considering, reflecting, and playing with possibilities. During
different play episodes Joseph wondered about the use of the new artifacts integrated into
his classroom. Joseph sat with Irene at the table with 10-12 soda caps. These were
previously introduced as artifacts to play korkis, an Ethiopian game mentioned in Omer’s
Favorite Place. He looked at the caps and asked Irene: “What can we do with these?” In
a different play episode while playing at the Casita Joseph asked while playing with two
peers, “Hey, how about we use it like a scarf? while his peers played “dogs” with the
other rebozos. He came to me and announced, “Teacher look it, I have a scarf, I use my
imagination”. His inquiry could have been influenced by an earlier read aloud of What
Can You Do with a Rebozo? In order to introduce the book and the artifact, I asked
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several children, including Joseph, to think about how they could use the rebozo. Joseph’
first idea was: “like a cape, so you can be a wizard” Framing the exploration of the
rebozo as an opportunity to consider a wide range of possibilities through the teacher’s
language (Lindfors, 1999) could have influenced Joseph’s purpose for inquiring and
learning about the new artifact (Johnston, 2004).
Few utterances were found in which the children inquired for wondering.
Choosing a seeking information stance over wondering could be connected to the
teachers’ use of language. Even though in these two examples I used phrases that
supported wondering over searching for specific answers to “teacherlike questions”
(Lindfors, p. 58), in many other instances, both teachers asked questions that might have
addressed our own inquiries, not necessarily the students’. The questions fostered
learning based on what we as adults considered important for the children to learn: 1)
Eliciting stories: “Where do you go to buy shoes” 2) Clarification: “How is that?” 3)
Recalling information: “Do you remember who lives in Ethiopia?” 4) Cause and Effect:
“Why do you think they need a roof?” 5) Choice and decision making: “Do you want to
make a clay school by yourself or do you want your friends to help you?” 6) Comparing
and contrasting: “How are we the same?” “How are we different?” 7) Participation:
“Who else would like to share something” 8) Reading comprehension: “So what’s a
rangoli?” These purposes and questions addressed objectives of an early childhood
curriculum, but they did not necessarily supported the students’ personal inquiries
consistently.
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Using Play to Make Sense of New Experiences
In the category of searching for connections, children engaged in connecting to
familiar texts, to meaningful people in their live and to their own family cultural practices
in order to make sense of a new experience. This category of making sense of new
experiences describes play episode s in which the literature and play were the experiences
that children used later to connect to new ideas. Literature can be a vehicle to better
understand ourselves and the world as it allows readers to navigate known and unknown
worlds from a safe comfortable place. Dramatic play is an ultimate meaning making
experience and an example of a zone of proximal development as children’s play tends to
be above what a child can do by himself or herself. The mediation of artifacts and the
safety embedded in the notion of “pretending” allows for risk taking that fosters
children’s inquiries (McNamee, 2015).
The new experiences from the following examples were introduced through
literature, and followed by free exploration. The new experiences were embedded in the
artifacts and invitations that were part of their play. One strategy that children used to
explore new experiences was to carefully analyze an artifact in order to create a
representation. Julia and Joseph engaged in the following argument while utilizing a
picture of a chapatis to create a representation of this Indian bread with homemade play
dough:
1. Joseph: “I’m going to make two chapatis [pressing his fingers on the play
dough to make holes] “Look it! I have two chapatis”
2. Julia: “No, that’s not a chapatis”
3. Joseph: “Look, in the pictures, the chapatis has holes everywhere”
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The initial experience with chapatis was through Nayar’s (2009) What Should I Make?
Then, as part of the invitation with clay, the students had the book at the table and three
pictures that depicted the process of making chapatis. Julia has been studying the pictures
and using them as models for creating her own representations of chapatis before Joseph
approached the table. Joseph’s and Julia’s experiences with chapatis came from the
materials introduced in the classroom, rather than from prior life events. They still
utilized connections as a tool for inquiry, which allowed them to share their inquiry
regarding how to create a representation of Indian bread and how to interpret the pictures
in a supporting way. Were the spots on the chapatis holes or burned marks?
In similar explorations, Joseph explored new ideas around how houses are built as
he played in the block area: During free exploration Joseph called me to see his new
artifact. Joseph built his artifact this time on top of a storage unit. He said “I build all
these houses/ some are small (pointing to a small house on the extreme right) “Joseph, it
seems that you went from little to medium to big houses. “Yes!” He said, “Look teacher,
this family has many”. I reassured: “Yes, some families are large, other families are
small”.
While Joseph was familiar with houses, he explored how some family structures
varied and how the houses where they live are also different. He did not seem to explore
a familiar idea about houses but what caught his attention from the texts we had shared
about houses around the world. This is another example of how children are driven to
notice differences that build from something they already are familiar with, even though
they might not have a direct life experience to relate to.
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Another strategy that children used to explore a new experience was by giving a
new meaning based on a new experience with an existing known artifact. Audrey and her
classmates have listened to Star Bright Books’ (2009) Carry Me about how older siblings
and adults carry babies around the world. One of the photos showed an adult carrying a
baby using a backpack. During play time at the Casita, Audrey approached me and said,
“Look teacher, for the baby”. She had taken a black purse that has been part of the
dramatic play area since the beginning of the school year. She put a baby doll inside and
put each arm through each handle to carry the purse like a backpack. Audrey found a way
to explore a new form of carrying babies using her knowledge and experience with bags
and backpacks in order to sustain her inquiry and imagine new possibilities.
Another way the children explored new experiences was to explore the potentials
of an artifact. While Tafolla’s (2009) What Can You Do with a Rebozo? presented several
examples of how to use a rebozo, the children, as expected, created their own ways of
playing with the rebozos. Beyond the rebozos being used as a piece of clothing, the
children used them as seatbelts while mothers and children drove to new houses, to the
park or to Circle K. The rebozos also engaged boys as they played being dogs and ghosts:
“Mira! Soy un ghost buuuuuu!” The rebozos, the sari, and the fabric with African
patterns seemed to fit the children’s existing play but also allowed new play episodes to
emerge. However, the artifacts, probably since they were similar to blankets, were
integrated naturally as children explored uses that aligned with their family cultural
practices (local) and new practices that were representative of global communities.
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Learning From and With Others
Learning occurs within social interactions. Vygotsky (1978) argued that learning
happens first at a social level and then it becomes personal through a process of
internalization. Learning from and with others took several forms in the Arcoíris
classroom: demonstrations, conversations, and co-construction:
Attending to demonstrations.
The children attended demonstrations that they later integrated and appropriated
in their play, connecting new and global experiences they encountered in the
demonstrations that were part of the global curriculum. When a small group of children
were building houses and schools with clay, the classroom teacher approached and shared
specific clay tools, processes, and techniques to hold the walls together in order to
support students in developing their constructions. Another demonstration emerged as the
children suggested that they needed to make “people” for their houses and schools. These
demonstrations fostered the children’s inquiries around buildings but also the stories they
created around their creations.
The children also asked for demonstrations regarding wrapping their baby dolls,
to further explore uses for new artifacts, such as the different kinds of fabric integrated
into the dramatic play area. The children explored, and appropriated the demonstration
and several times approached myself and the teachers cheerfully to show they had figured
out how to carry their babies. The children explored artifacts such as rebozos can have
multiple uses. They particularly noticed differences in practices encountered in the books
I shared and their own experiences. Their strategies for pursuing these inquiries looked
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different from how they approach inquiries around themes they were familiar with. Their
strategies also look different when compared to a fifth grade student articulating cultural
connections and differences after reading Kerley’s (2009) One World, One Day. He
responded:
Like kids across the world have a lot of the same duties to, for work and like, we
have to do your daily chores but there are some miniature differences in the things
you do as work. (Short, 2010)
In the Arcoíris classroom children’s explorations of new cultural family practices
are evident in the following examples, where oral language is not necessarily the primary
tool for children’s inquiry.
1) Audrey came to me so I could tie the fabric with the African pattern around her
waist as a dress. She also took a purse and carried it as a backpack, “Look teacher,
a basket for the baby”.
2) One day Carmen integrated into her exploration the use of the word kanga,
mentioned in the story and also used by the teachers to refer to the artifact: “This
is a kanga blanket, where you wrap up your babies with it”.
3) Joseph utilized non-verbal communication to carry on his inquiry around carrying
and caring for babies. He wrapped a baby doll with the black rebozo over his neck
and around his chest. He spent about 10 minutes holding the baby. He stood in
front of the mirror, while adjusting the rebozo and the baby. He showed his baby
to each teacher and then sat at the Casita table holding his baby close and tight.
4) Julia seemed to be trying to wrap a baby doll on her back with the African fabric.
I offered her help and off the camera wrapped the baby. She went to the shoe
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store, tried out several pairs. I commented on the things she was able to do while
carrying her baby on her back. After trying out shoes, she put away the baby and
the fabric.
These explorations have several elements in common:


Length: Short – Brief (except for Joseph’s)



Participation: Individual



Intentionality: Purposeful-Intentional – Children looked focused.



Source: Based on a demonstration



Interaction with the teacher: asking for help/clarification or sharing
Audrey’s example supported me in noticing one of the main distinctions between

inquiries around cultural practices that were unfamiliar to the children versus inquiries
around practices they were more familiar with. Audrey asked me to help her fasten the
African fabric as a shirt/dress in order for her to “be the mom”. Using the fabric as a skirt
was not new to her and the focus of her play was not solely on figuring out how a mom in
the Casita should look like, she had “mastered” that already. Her new inquiry was around
exploring a new way for carrying babies that she noticed in the book Carry Me, in which
a baby was being carried inside a basket on the adult’s back. She needed to be creative.
She took a black purse that she was already familiar with, put a baby doll inside of it and
put each arm through the handles. She showed and described it to me, made the
connection with the demonstration. Audrey walked around the Casita and then removed
the baby from the basket. She continued her play as a mom. Joseph’s comment while he
explored the orange rebozo enlightened my understanding of how these young children
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noticed and explored cultural differences when he said: “Hey, how about we put it like a
scarf?” A minute later coming back and sharing: “Teacher look it, I have a scarf / I use
my imagination” A few minutes later I noticed Joseph wrapping the rebozo over his head
and saying “I tied it but it’s hurting here a little”. Imagination is part of exploring
differences and other perspectives because students like Joseph are imagining new
possibilities, different ways of doing things and of thinking. Joseph’s phrase also captures
the notion of being open-minded to discovering that “our ways” are not the only ways,
neither always the “right ways”.
Learning from others through sharing.
All children come to school with stories, and knowledge that they are willing to share
and keep building and inquiring about. Sometimes the sharing was initiated by a teacher
questions such as “do you cook at home?” The children answered by explaining who
cooks at home and providing details about their family practices around cooking specific
meals:
1. Teacher María: “Do you cook at home?”
2. Nydia: “No, moms do”
3. Carmen: “I ate winnie dogs”
4. Nydia: “I like winnies with huevo”
5. Irene: “My mami likes making a comida a huevos and chorizo”
6. Carmen: “And my mommy likes making cookies and gingerbread man”
7. Irene: “And my mami makes cookies with heads and manos”
8. Nydia: “With milk”
9. Carmen: “And she makes sorpresas and goodie bags and cakes”
10. Irene: “Teacher, can you come to my party, but its going to be too long y
faltan muchos días”
These students turned a teacher question into what seemed to be their own inquiry around
the kinds of food they enjoyed at home: They also extended the conversation to include
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other festivities that involve some kind of food preparation like birthday parties. Sharing
in small groups allowed children to listen to each other, connect to each other’s
experiences and also signal how their experiences were somehow different from their
friends. In other words, they share around their uniqueness within their connections.
Children used sharing as a strategy to talk about their classroom inquiries with
their families. One morning during drop off Yaniel came to school with his dad and older
sister. As they came in Yaniel approached the fabric map and indicated that his sister
should follow him. Once they stood in from of the map Yaniel said (pointing to different
spots on the map): “We live here, this is United States of America, we live here”. Sharing
allowed children to communicate their discoveries and further their inquiries with their
loved ones, making the inquiry a shared experience that could connect home and school
in meaningful ways.
Co-constructing
Learning with others or co-constructing was a strategy used by children to share
their inquiry, brainstorm strategies and build meaning together. Sebastian worked for a
long period of time in making a wall with clay for his house. He had learned from Davida
how to use a wire clay cutter to cut into pieces. Gael had been working on making rocks.
He had announced earlier that he was helping Emil make a school. He repeated several
times that the rocks were for the school. Before he cleaned up, he gave the rocks to Emil
and told him to put the rocks on the roof. Emil did so and then explained to me that the
rocks on the roof whould stop the rain from coming inside his school.
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Other ways of co-constructing emerged as children created a story together during
class conversations included:
1. Audrey: “I had a yard sale today”
2. Julia: “You put stuff away that you don’t want”
Rather than adding their own different story to their peers’, they created a story together,
by confirming their peer’s story, and providing additional details to support
understanding from her audience. Julia, who is fully bilingual and often served as
translator among her peers and was very supportive of them at different instances,
engaged in this kind of supportive talk and sharing.
Constructing a Representation of Learning
Play is exploratory and ever changing. In this study, the construction of a
representation of learning was child initiated. Building houses and schools with clay is
considered play and exploration as these experiences were process based. Even though
the children were anxious to take their clay houses home, these constructions represented
multiple connections and a response to the stories read. On the other hand a
representation of learning seemed to be a product. It integrated multiple connections and
combining new ideas with previous ideas in order to create meaning:
Joseph approaches the clay table with an artifact made with Lego that included
colored blocks at the bottom and organized in different levels with Lego people
on top. According to Joseph, he had made an airplane: “they [the Lego people] are
going to visit their families like the girl [Helen] when she visit her family”.
Joseph then added that José (the Mexican/Cuban/African American boy, who
recently left the school) also flew to visit his family. I responded: “You’re right
Joseph, José flew to Florida to visit his family. That’s why he is not with us
anymore”.
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Joseph connected classroom experiences around flying to visit relatives, with the read
aloud of New Shoes for Helen, and José’s story around leaving school and moving to
Florida. Even though in the story Helen does not fly to visit relatives, we had pretended
as a whole class that we were visiting Ethiopia. We had also talked about the route that
Helen could take if she wanted to even come to Tucson. In addition, we had read Rylant’s
(1985) The Relatives Came in which a family visit their relatives driving from West to
East Virginia. Joseph had thought about these connections before. Constructing an
airplane allowed him to bring several connections together to better understand the
stories, his peer’s life and how families keep connected through distance.

Discussion
This discussion will bring together young children’s inquiries about local and
global communities and their processes of inquiry as connected to the professional
literature. Throughout the years, educators of young children have tended to
underestimate what young children can do (and furthermore, the fact that their inquiries
can constitute a strong curriculum). The underestimation comes out of a developmental
approach that positions cognitive development as the primary tool for learning, rather
than life experiences. From this perspective, preschoolers are too young to engage in
exploration of “hard issues”, even though they may be experiencing them at home. The
concept of childhood in our society is the child as “precious and needing to be protected”
(Gaskins, 2014, p. 31). A common way in which teachers protect their young students has
been to avoid addressing social issues in the classroom context, including conversations
around differences within and across communities. Jones and Berman (1991) explain that
“No matter how frightening some feelings are, it is far more frightening to think that no
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one is willing to talk about them” (p. 1). Not addressing social issues in classrooms does
not make those issues disappear from the lives of the children. More likely, censorship
increases narrowed understandings and the inference that positions young children as not
being part of society until they are older. In this sense, curriculum in preschool
classrooms has been characterized by a top-down approach of isolated and simple
information (in order to build into complexity) about themes educators believe children
should learn. These practices in no way reflect authentic teaching and learning as
processes in life. Furthermore, practices like these bring into question the goals of school
as really being committed to supporting each child in achieving his/her potential in
society.
There is strong evidence in the field, however, suggesting that young children’s
inquiries are complex and connected to broad themes (Helm, 2015; Krechevsky, Mardell,
Rivard & Wilson, 2013). In this study, the children in the Aircoiris classroom engaged in
complex and connected inquiries that intermingled experiences from their own cultural
context with global communities. Their stories were rooted in their awareness,
understandings, and tensions regarding how different cultural contexts work. They
eagerly inquired about a sense of place beyond locations. In Wasta’s (2010) words:
“Clearly, place shapes all of our lives in many ways, from the types of activities we
engage in, the traditions we follow, the foods we eat, the languages we speak, and the
attitudes we acquire” (p. 189). They explored human relationships and relationships
between people and artifacts within the different imaginary places that they represented
(shoe store, birthday party, a new home, inside the car, the living room, and the
bedroom). For example, they explored the dynamics between mothers and sons at
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moments of conflict to negotiate the sequence of their narrative. They created a shared
narrative in which both roles were respected and punished. They also employed several
known strategies from home and school and played in their best way, without
compromising their friendship beyond their play.
Read (2007) explains that “children are strongly impacted by their experiences of
place” (p. 388). While I have no evidence regarding where the children could have
experienced or gained knowledge about robbery or emergency protocols, it was evident
in their play that at least the three children involved had been part of those conversations
and/or circumstances. The shoe store provided the opportunity for them to explore issues
like stealing, which are part of the lives of young children, but are present in larger ways
within society. Their play did not represent the world, but how children were interpreting
it (Adair & Doucet, 2014). The evidence for this argument was the whole group
conversation that the classroom teacher had with all the students around some of the
children taking home Lego figures from the classroom without permission. Teacher Lara
explained reasons why stealing was an unacceptable behavior that had consequences; in
this case, the removal from the classroom of the remaining Lego figures. The children
explored their own experiences with place, going to the swap meet or the mall to buy
shoes, driving around town to visit their nanas (carefully observing streets, McDonald’s
and houses in the road).
Within these young children’s complex and connected inquiries, they also
explored differences from physical characteristics to cultural artifacts and practices that
were unique but also showed commonalities. They engaged in ongoing comparisons with
others as they noticed commonalities and differences that allowed them to construct
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categories, examine what belongs and what does not, and create conceptual
understandings. Children connected familiar texts, people in their lives, and family
practices to new experiences usually encountered in stories, artifacts, and play in order to
better understand their life experiences and immediate surroundings and to make sense of
new experiences. They explored how these experiences could be similar and how they
could be unique. When the children encountered books set in places such as Ethiopia,
Tanzania, Chad or India, they focused on the broader concepts that welcomed stories
from multiple perspectives. Children’s ability to connect to global stories shows that the
notion of geographical boundaries as a limitation and divisive is in the teacher’s thinking,
rather than in the child’s responses.
The explorations around the fabric world map provided opportunities to develop a
sense of many places and families and children living in places that are called names
other than Tucson, Arizona, United States of America, and Mexico. Undoubtedly,
Ethiopia could still be the city next door for these preschoolers, but emergent
understandings around the existence of many places was also evident, as the children did
not identify themselves as living in Ethiopia, not even once. They were not confused by
children and families living somewhere else. Ethiopia was the place where Helen and
Omer lived, where Helen bought new shoes, and a place they could pretend to explore
and live in as they played.
The integration of cultural artifacts, along with plenty of opportunities to interact
with them created spaces for exploring the “new” and unique characteristics of the
objects, but also connections between the artifacts and their play stories as the artifacts
became more familiar (Huber, 2000, 2004). The first days the artifacts were integrated to
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the Casita, usually after a whole group demonstration, the children explored the physical
characteristics of the artifacts and how the artifact could be used based on the teacher
demonstrations and the illustrations in the picture books. Some of the children gradually
incorporated the artifacts into their play, which required the artifact to be used in a wide
range of ways that were relevant for the play narrative. The artifacts became tools for
accessing family stories (Pahl & Roswell, 2013), home languages, and identities (Kirova,
2010). Within their family stories, children explored specific funds of knowledge around
child care, household care, family entertainment, family values and traditions, friendship,
education, popular TV culture, economics, and construction (Riojas-Cortez, 2001),
Play as a sociocultural activity created spaces for children to learn about
themselves and the world (Brooker, Blaise & Edwards, 2014; Wohlwend, 2013, Paley,
2004; Vygotsky, 1978). The artifacts helped shape children’s play. While children’s
imagination transforms a white rebozo into a bubble bath, resources available in school
signal the kinds of play and narratives that teachers want to somehow encourage (Kirova,
2010).
The children in the Arcoíris classroom engaged in processes of inquiry similar to
those utilized by older students (Short, Harste & Burke, 1996) and applied interpretative
response strategies observed in adult readers (Rowe, 2007). Debbie Rowe (2015)
explained that in working with preschoolers as authors, utilizing digital media (iPad), the
inquiry cycle that preschoolers followed was similar to Short’s inquiry cycle (2009), but
messier. Children’s inquiries emerged from their tensions and wonders as they explored
their connections and new ideas through different classroom engagements. The
invitations from the global curriculum were developed in order to further children’s
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inquiries (Helm, 2015; Katz & Chard, 2000). Individual inquiries sometimes specifically
focused on information, that once given, allowed the children to move into something
else (Lindfors, 1999). Although not very common, some children also wondered about
new possibilities, such as Yaniel wanting to know how people living in other places
might look, or Joseph’s statement of using his imagination to brainstorm ways of using
the rebozo. While the majority of the children engaged primarily in a process-oriented
inquiries through play, others constructed products that represented their learning, which
they shared with others.
The children went back and forth within the inquiry cycle (Short, 2009). Their
tensions and personal connections guided their inquiries and they did search for
demonstrations and other resources to move their inquiries forward. Demonstrations were
very important as they provided a shared experience that all children could connect to.
Comparing and contrasting was a significant strategy in order to make sense of familiar
and new experiences noticing similarities and differences. Actions were observed as
children referred back to the global experiences later in the semester, as they shared what
they have learned with teachers and family members, and as they became aware and
developed understandings regarding cultural practices and artifacts they had not
considered before.
This study provides the evidence to argue that play is experience, just like
Rosenblatt (1938) argued that literature is experience. Given the interconnectedness
between play and literacy as meaning-making processes, I pull from Rowe’s (2007)
discussion of play as experiential response in order to discuss children’s exploration of
new cultural artifacts and practices through play. Her data collected from her own son
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from birth to four-years-old, and sixteen two-year-olds in a preschool setting, highlights
the interpretative strategies young children use as they respond to books and move from
comprehension and retellings to reflection and deep understandings. While I did not
guide children in responding to books and toys like Rowe, the interpretative strategies
described in her research were still present in the Arcoíris classroom during dramatic play
and conversations within free exploration.
Children used play to make sense of new experiences encountered in the global
curriculum. They were especially intrigued by the way some people carry their babies
with pieces of fabric. Throughout the data, children engaged in explorations of cultural
practices that shared several characteristics. Children’s actions built from attended
demonstrations or observation of the illustrations in the books. The length of their
explorations was brief, except for one child who pursued his inquiry for around 10
minutes, carrying the baby doll with a rebozo around the Casita, and occasionally sharing
about this inquiry with the teachers. These inquiries were carried out quietly, suggesting
“that play continued to provide an opportunity for combining both actions and talk as a
form of response” (Rowe, 2007, p. 45). Other times children like Carmen employed
“egocentric speech” suggesting that language supports describing, reflecting, and solving
a problem (Vygostky, 1978). Children also engaged individually, inviting teachers when
support and feedback was needed, moving back and forth from the social (demonstration)
to the personal (individual inquiry) to social (sharing and asking for support).
Children following these inquiries utilized several of Rowe’s (2007) interpretative
strategies for response. Some consisted of a child’s aesthetic response, a “lived-through”
experience as a way to re-immerse themselves in the story, and empathize with the
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characters through personal response. For some children, their response represented an
attempt of sorting out the author’s meaning, by making sense of a new experience, not
necessarily problematic, but compelling and surprising. Another interpretative strategies
consisted of engaging in character studies, by bringing the perspective and experiences
of the character to their own play. This strategy can support children in developing openmindedness towards cultural practices and artifacts, others than their own. Children also
explored personal inquiries, exploring their own questions through book events,
characters and settings. Given that children’s funds of knowledge around child care,
household care, and family values and traditions were constantly explored in the Casita,
personal inquiries around ways to carry babies around while doing chores and ways to
remain connect with family, could have been in the child’s mind.
Connecting books with toys and props was an interpretative strategy that I
purposefully modeled during read aloud experiences. Children held bean bags as
pretended babies during Mama Elizabeti, play dough as a way to engage while I read
What Should I Make? and pieces of clay as they listened to Rain School. Artifacts and
books were integrated in the various free exploration classroom areas in order to
encourage book-toy connections through play, and support multimodal responses to the
story, and for meaning making.
Children’s inquiries around local and global communities represented a range of
themes, from family relationships between parents and children, to interactions between
individuals at different places, such as a shoe store. They engaged in processes that
highlight the importance of building from the children’s interests, their funds of
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knowledge, and previous experiences, in order to support them in using their own life
experiences to inside and outside of the classroom to connect the local and the global.

Conclusion
This chapter presented the findings concerning two of my research questions:
What do young children inquire about in local and global communities? and How do
young children inquire about local and global communities? This discussion highlighted
the complexity of young children’s inquiries, particularly their curiosity around how
people share connections and differences. I also discussed the children’s use of play as a
means for exploring and experiencing practices and artifacts from global communities, as
children engage in intense processes of comparing, contrasting, reflecting, and sharing.
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CHAPTER 4: YOUNG CHILDREN’S INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDINGS

Classroom teachers and researchers engage children in story worlds in order to
support them in going “beyond a tourist perspective of gaining surface-level information
about another culture”. They are invited to immerse themselves in story worlds, gaining
insights into how people feel, live, and think around the world. They also come to
recognize their common humanity as well as to value cultural differences” (Short, 2009,
p. 1). Research on students’ intercultural understandings in different fields has primarily
represented students in elementary and secondary schools (Fennes & Hapgood, 1997;
Allan, 2003; Case, 1993). The cognitive and social processes described in their work,
while useful in providing a theoretical frame, did not necessarily represent the kinds of
talk and play observed in the Arcoíris classroom. An increasing number of scholars
working with younger students (Pre-K- Elementary) such as Cohen (2009) Ponciano and
Shabazian (2012) and Kirova (2010), advocate for the need to bring an intercultural
approach to early childhood and provide examples of effective classroom practice. Their
work has contributed enormously to a field that has not been extensively explored. Yet,
their broader themes (although very important) do not provide examples of categories
regarding patterns within students’ interactions and conversations that could be connected
to children’s intercultural understandings.
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This chapter is divided into two main sections, each exploring one of the
following research questions:


What intercultural understandings do young children explore?



What are the characteristics of classroom engagements from the global curriculum
that seem to support children’s intercultural understandings?

The first section describes and analyzes the intercultural understandings that children in
the Arcoíris classroom explored. The three main categories described in this section
include: 1) Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge; 2) Intercultural Understanding as
Perspective, and: 3) Intercultural Understanding as Relationship. These categories
highlight attitudes and dispositions, rather than knowledge and skills.
The second section examines five vignettes from classroom inquiries that seemed
to be the most effective and rich in supporting children’s intercultural understandings.
Selected for their compelling and exciting data, these vignettes were analyzed to identify
the following characteristics found in the majority of the experiences: 1) build on an area
of interest; 2) invitations to facilitate connections between local and global; 3) books that
encourage local and global connections; 4) play and artifacts to explore experiences from
global literature; 5) experiences and stories that highlighted differences; 6) space for
children to engage in translanguaging, and; 7) types of teacher talk.
Young Children’s Intercultural Understandings
The categories that have been most useful in thinking about my data came from
the work of Kathy Short and teacher researchers at Van Horne Elementary who
conducted a four year study around the types of intercultural understandings identifiable
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within children’s discussions of global literature (Short, 2010). Their categories, building
and expanding Case’s (1993) distinction between the substantive and perceptual
dimension within a global education, describe three main lenses to think about
intercultural understandings: Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge; Intercultural
Understanding as Perspective; and, Intercultural Understanding as Relationship.
Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge
Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge focused on the information that
students learn about themselves and those around them (physically and in story worlds)
as they interact within a global curriculum. Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge
builds from Case (1993)’s substantive dimension, which looks at the importance of
knowing about local and global phenomena. This knowing is significant in order to
challenge misconceptions, avoid stereotypes and gain deeper understandings about how
the local and the global are interconnected in our global society. The subcategories under
Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge include: Global Understanding and Cultural
Awareness.
Global knowledge.
Cohen (2009) highlighted Intercultural Understanding as Knowledge when she
reported kindergarteners’ learnings and inquiries about India as they explored a
classmate’s Indian heritage. For example, a child shared after Cohen’s prompt: “I
learned how many people built the Taj Mahal… 20,000!” (p. 74). The students also
created questions like “Why is yellow popular in China?” (p. 5). Cohen’s study
highlighted the kinds of knowledge that young children learned about a global culture
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that was local for one of their peers. In the Arcoíris classroom the preschoolers explored
and built global knowledge through making three different kinds of connections between
global and local knowledge: Global to Global, Global to Local, and Local to Global.
One kind of connection the children made was Global to Global as they integrated
and connected information about a previous global culture into a new experience that was
also around global knowledge. For example when Nydia listened to Ethiopian music, her
first response was, “Teacher that’s Japanese”. She connected her global knowledge about
a global langauge to a new experience with another global culture. Nydia engaged in
comparing and contrasting her experience to determine if the new music would fit under
rhythms she already knew and could be considered as local or as unknown or little
explored rhythms that represent something else, something Japanese.
In a similar example, Yaniel and Ariel had been introduced to the fabric world
map, had identified places, such as Tucson, Arizona and the United States, and had
listened to two stories set in Ethiopia. They also participated in a demonstration around
how airplanes fly back and forth from the United States to Ethiopia. During free
exploration, the children played with the map pretending to live in different places
including Ethiopia. Play supported Yaniel’s inquiry regarding how people might travel,
and even live, around the world.
While Nydia compared and contrasted her experiences, Yaniel and Ariel
(especially Yaniel) imagined themselves as living in Ethiopia like the characters they had
heard about. Neither of the book characters are mentioned in this play episode and, while
that might not be necessary, it makes it hard to assume that Yaniel is stepping into the
character’s shoes (a category that is explored later). On the other hand, Yaniel is using his
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connection and pretend play of traveling to foster his own inquiry around global
phenomena, such as flying overseas to visit Ariel, living in a different place in order to
live by the water, moving as an excuse to experience ice, and traveling as a tool for
knowing how people living in other places might look like.
A second kind of connection the children made was Global to Local. Their
examples represent how the global knowledge was integrated in order to explain or
reflect upon a local (familiar) experience to analyze similarities and differences. During
the storytelling of Rain School Yaniel connected the experiential information in the
global story to his own life in order to make predictions to deepen his local knowledge.
From the global story he heard that schools made of mud dissolved with rain. His
knowledge regarding school construction in Tucson marked a difference in terms of the
materials used, which he compared both perspectives and stated: “That’s not going to
happen to my school because it’s not make of mud”.
I wonder how Yaniel might be making sense of this difference and propose two
interpretations. First, Yaniel might be considering this difference a problem, a situation
that might not be pleasant. His comment might have been uttered to give his classmates
some hope. A second interpretation could be that Yaniel’s statement is representative of
noticing difference without judgment described by Short (2010) as he might have not
seen the difference as a problem or advantage for the children in Chad or Tucson, only as
global and local knowledge. Even within this interpretation, the audience for his
comment seemed to be his peers.
A Global to Local connection can also be observed when Jamal noticed that
children living in different places shared a cultural practice with his family. While
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watching the YouTube video Homes Around the World, children waved their hands in
order to greet the audience, especially during the introduction of “hello” and at the end of
the documentary of “good bye”. Jamal exclaimed: “Teacher, that’s what I do when I go
somewhere”. For Jamal, the ways he interacts in the world have been acknowledged in
his local context of the classroom, but it also represents an opportunity for understanding
other children.
Also I consider the following example as traveling from Global to Local because
he is integrating global knowledge about the character Helen to his local experience of
building with Legos and his knowledge about Alexis’s experiences traveling to visit
family: “They [the Lego people] are going to visit their families like the girl [Helen]
when she visit her family”. [he also mentioned that Alexis was visiting his family in
Florida].
Through this representation of multiple connections Joseph aimed to understand
somebody else’s experience regarding flying in order to visit relatives. This can be
assumed given Joseph’s stories around driving a car to visit family members or spending
time with his dad. Joseph explorations around flying an airplane, suggest his attempts to
connect to his classmate and to Helen, a girl he recently encountered in a story world, as
he broadened his understandings about family relationships.
Connecting Global to Local knowledge also integrated characters from the
children’s pop culture. For example, when the whole class engaged in a pretend flight in
order to visit Helen in Ethiopia Irene commented that she was seeing “a big red dog”
through the airplane’s window. I asked her if she was talking about Clifford and she said
yes. Another episode involved a small group of children exploring homemade play
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dough after listening to What Should I Make? After creating representations from the
story and their own meals (burritos, tacos, lollipops) two of the children began making
snowmen. This artifact led to a series of reenactments of a scene from the Disney movie
Frozen (Marsh, 2014).
A third connection involving local and global knowledge travels from Local to
Global. Local to Global was experienced in two different ways by the preschoolers in the
Arcoíris classroom. Sometimes the children initiated their explorations from a local
knowledge and then integrated global knowledge to enhance their play, being playful
with their play. For example, during play time at the Casita, Audrey approached me and
said: “Look it! I’m carrying the baby in a black basket”. She was using a black purse/bag
that has been part of the dramatic play area since the beginning of the academic year.
Audrey put a baby doll inside the purse/bag and put each arm through a handle to carry
the purse like a backpack. Earlier Audrey listened to Carry Me, a global book about
carrying babies around the world. One of the illustrations presented a baby being carried
inside a basket on the adult’s back. Intercultural Understanding as Local to Global
Knowledge, although not found often, allowed children to consider and explore new
interpretations to familiar ways of playing and thinking about specific artifacts.
Another way of exploring a movement from Local to Global consisted of using
local knowledge to explain aspects related to global knowledge. For example, during a
rereading of Omer’s Favorite Place, I asked a small group of children: “How are you and
Omer the same?” to which they responded: “Because we always have a mom, a dad and a
grandma”. The purpose of the question is to hopefully elicit a connection between Omer,
who lives in Ethiopia, and the children. Even if Omer was living around the corner
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(which he might for some of the children) the children’s response used their local
knowledge about families, family structures and interactions to propose a kind of
connection beyond the “we all have hair, eyes, shirts” that children had explored in
previous whole group meetings. It represented a new perspective to their local knowledge
around what it means to be a kid.
In a similar interaction, I asked the children, “Why do you think she is carrying
her baby brother on her back?” while observing illustrations of mothers and older siblings
carrying babies on their backs. Irene responded, “because she is not that strong like
mommies”. She uses her local knowledge about mothers being older, maybe bigger and
therefore stronger than children, which enabled them to carry babies on their backs rather
than in front of them.
Cultural Awareness – Playing “Reality”
Kirova (2010) in her study of children’s play within an intercultural early learning
program explored the cultural contexts that refugee children enact through their play. She
carefully analyzed how children’s choice of language, actions and operations represented
cultural practices and contexts they have “appropriated through their participation in
activities specific to their home culture” (p. 80). In this study the children also used play
as means for exploring their cultural awareness not only as related to their home culture,
but as their home culture meets their school culture.
One way children developed cultural awareness was through explorations of
societal norms. They explored societal norms within the concept of consumerism. Their
understandings around consumerism ranged from needs to wants. Children buying shoes
sometimes represented a need as they explained that people wear shoes so the ants won’t
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get them, in other words, for safety issues. Other times they wore specific shoes to go to a
“party”, which could be considered as “wants”. Buying a variety of artifacts emerged
from having the register and the play money as part of the shoe store. Throughout
different play episodes Irene (always as the mom) explored moving from consumerism as
a need and want. She bought the majority of her products at Circle K. Sometimes she
bought baby food (need). However, she would go to this convenience store with her
“children” to buy things/treats that she (as the mom) knew they would like, such as
Skittles, ice cream or candy: “Who wants to buy bubble gum at Circle K?” It seems that
according to Irene, parents treat their young children when they behave. If children
misbehave, parents must punish them. Irene (as mom) admonishes Adrian and Sebastian
(sons) by eliminating privileges (eating dessert). Because this is play and children are
building their cultural and social scripts, Sebastian adds eliminating another privilege,
freedom (go to your room). For Sebastian, being told to go to his room is the action that
represents being grounded. Knowing that he is in the school context he integrated a
classroom management strategy (which he might not see at home). Moving between two
social contexts, home and school, allows him to explore how a school strategy might look
like at home, and how home ways of doing things might be welcomed and explored by
his peers, as he developed cultural awareness.
Social norms were important to understand contexts beyond home and the
classroom, and vice versa. The shoe store as a context was a means for exploring social
norms and protocols that children could have become aware of inside or outside of school
and especially through media and pop culture. During the play episode around “robbery”
Sebastian constructed an interpretation of what it means to be in a situation where you’re
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being robbed, what it means to be the thief and what protocols are socially acceptable to
manage the situation. Careful consideration must be paid to the fact that Jamal entered
the shoe store before Sebastian did, and when the first shoe box fell on the floor,
Sebastian automatically assigned Jamal the role of the thief. Adair and Doucet (2014)
argue that playtime in the classroom creates spaces for acting out racial and social
constructs, which in countries such as the UK and Australia have included young children
depicting “robbers as Black and their victims as White” (p. 356). Jamal was the only
African-American child in the classroom, and the last child to join the Arcoíris
classroom. Since his arrival in late February, some of the children informally referred to
him as the “black kid” when talking among each other. Sebastian’s story should also be
carefully analyzed since Jamal challenged the narrative by shifting roles and declaring
himself as the police officer. By pointing to the blue police jacket he was wearing, he
solidifies the changes in role. Sebastian accepted the shift, which could be interpreted as
agreeing upon the cultural ideologies and roles of uniforms, as cultural signs, mediators
of societal norms.
A second aspect of cultural awareness was around learning languages. In the
Arcoíris classroom, the researcher and the classroom teachers spoke English and Spanish
throughout the day. The children themselves represented a wide range of language
proficiency in English and Spanish. The language of instruction was English and learning
language took place on a daily basis as the vast majority of the children were emergent
bilinguals in English and Spanish. Being open to learning English and Spanish was a
desired attitude in order to belong to the peer culture. Translation was used as a strategy
for building teacher-student relationships, and as an instructional strategy with Spanish
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dominant speakers. The majority of the students, emergent bilinguals, utilized a variety of
language practices to optimize communication and understanding in their particular
communicative situation (García, 2009). Yaniel and Anthony, English dominant,
interacted with Juan, Spanish dominant. Yaniel, Juan and Anthony built a ranch for wild
animals to sleep. During their interaction, Yaniel began the conversation in Spanish.
Anthony and Juan responded in Spanish. Yaniel, then introduced a sentence in Spanish
and asked the children if they knew how to translate it into English. Anthony translated it.
The children are equally learning both languages. Yaniel, however, is consciously
teaching English, which is not a surprise given that the interaction happened in a
classroom context, where English was the language of instruction, and Spanish was used
as a support.
Learning language was also explored as the children incorporated in their play new
words from languages other than Spanish and English into their repertoire. Carmen was
observed playing with the fabric with an African print that I introduced as kanga while
sharing the story Lala Salama. During a play episode at the Casita, Carmen held the
fabric and said: “This is a kanga blanket, where you wrap up your babies with it”.
Carmen is purposefully integrating new vocabulary and a new artifact into her play and
experiences in wrapping and carrying babies. Even though she might have seen how her
classmates utilized the fabric for other purpose (and maybe called it more familiar
names), today in her play, she considers the interpretation provided in the story she heard.
Intercultural Understanding as Perspective
A global perspective does not refer only to information or skills. Case (1993)
describes perspective as “what students are disposed to notice and to accept” (p. 320).
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Elements related to developing an intercultural perspective include being open-minded,
the expectation and anticipation of complexity (and difference), developing a resistance
to stereotyping, empathy, and willingness to move beyond one’s own cultural group and
perspective to consider other points of views and experiences. This last element which
Case (1993) refers to Nonchauvinism, which allows people not to be blind by their
cultural practices and beliefs, but open to other perspectives.
For young children a global perspective means exploring and understanding that
each child has a personal perspective that might be unique to that of peers, but also
sharing connections. Perspective involves becoming aware and understanding that there
are many ways of doing things and living in the world. For example, different ways of
cooking and eating, different ways of carrying babies, and different ways of interacting at
home. Of course, understanding perspective is a complex process that was just emerging
for these preschoolers. The three subcategories within intercultural understanding as
perspective include: anticipation of complexity, need to understand a situation, and
inclination to empathize with others.
Anticipation of complexity.
One way the children anticipated complexity was by recognizing connections and
differences between themselves and the story world. During a whole class conversation,
guided by the classroom teacher, Leilany explained her understanding about how people
look different when they grow up: “It’s different, but it’s the same, but it’s different, but
it’s okay”. Leilany works on connecting both concepts of similarities and differences,
into harmony. Her statement could be interpreting difference as something that is unique,
acceptable, and might share connections to other things.
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While rereading the Omer’s Favorite Place, children commented on how each of
their families wash clothes. In Nydia’s house “my mom put the clothes inside the
machine, but not on my house, but on my nana’s”. Meanwhile Irene added “mine is one
on top and one down”. When looking at an illustration depicting Omer’s kitchen in
Ethiopia, Anthony noticed: “no, mine is a square one” as he described the differences
between the oven at this house and the oven observed in the illustrations. As the children
observed illustrations from Lala Salama representing the mother carrying her baby on her
back while filling a bucket of water Ismael commented: “we don’t have water here”. Yes,
rivers and other bodies of water are hard to find in Tucson (except during monsoon
season), especially in the school area.
A second way children anticipated complexity was by exploring more than one
answer or interpretation. When a small group of children reread Omer’s Favorite Place,
they initiated a conversation about different interpretations for an illustration showing the
maid cooking an Ethiopian meal:
1. Anthony: “It’s pancakes because they are always like that”.
2. Julia: “No it’s pizza”
3. Audrey: “Oh! It’s chicken and here is the oven… you can put the chicken
there”
4. Anthony: “No, mine [referring to the oven] is a square one” [the oven in
the illustration has a round shape].
This sharing also represented children using their local knowledge and practices in order
to make sense of new experiences in the story worlds. They agreed that the lady in the
illustration was cooking something. Pancakes and pizzas have a shape and color similar
to the food in the illustration. Audrey, also considered the oven and meals that can be
cooked in an oven in developing her interpretation of the illustration.
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During the read aloud of Lala Salama, the children explored more than one
interpretation to the text and to the question: “Where is Baba?” The children responded:
1. David: In the water
2. Anthony: I think he is catching a fish
3. Jamal : No, he is sinking/I sink in water all the time
While Anthony’s observations and interpretations described fishing, Jamal’s explained
how the father was sinking. While Anthony might have supported his interpretation by
observing the book illustrations, which included fishing boats, fishing nets and other
related fishing equipment, Jamal’s interpretation considered other aspects of his personal
experience, probably around swimming and playing in the water. In this interaction both
children created an important experience for the rest of his classmates. Anthony’s ideas
revolve around the role of fathers as a working figure in the family, while Jamal seems to
take a more playful perspective upon the role of the father.
Need to understand a situation.
One way the children sought to understand a situation was by investigating and
questioning. Sometimes their investigations consisted of sharing their multiple
interpretations and listening to each other. During the read aloud of Lala Salama, the
children looked surprised and exclaimed “Baba?” after I told them that the child in the
story called his father, Baba. As I continued: “yes, it’s different, right? How do you call
your father?” the children shared a variety of responses: “I call my dad Daddy”, “I call
him Papa” “I call him Papi”. This collaboration welcomed and acknowledged the
different ways children call their fathers locally and globally.
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Joseph and Julia engaged in seeking understanding regarding the “correct” ways
of depicting chapatis. Joseph had utilized pictures of chapatis to create a representation of
the Indian flat bread with play dough and guided by photographs. He showed his creation
to Julia who challenged Joseph’s interpretation of the photo, forcing him to look carefully
and restate his idea. Utilizing visual aids images allowed Joseph to continue his personal
exploration around chapatis, tested his interpretation by sharing it with one of his peers,
and justified and sustained his interpretation when Julia disagreed with him. Joseph
moves between dimensional to tridimensional representations as a strategy for seeking
understanding. Julia’s evaluative statement (also reflecting a need for understanding)
encouraged Joseph to look deeper at both representations in order to find the similarities
to share back with Julia. Julia is not struggling to understand. She has a different
interpretation of how a chapatis should look like in play dough. After Joseph’s
explanation Julia remained silent. Her silence could be interpreted as listening to other’s
views that resulted in Julia changing her initial interpretation (Short, 2010). On the other
hand, she might have found Joseph’s argument compelling, but she might have not
change her idea regarding the chapatis. Nevertheless, Julia might be showing willingness
to reconsider her ideas, which Short (2010) described as Intercultural Understanding as
Relationships.
Sometimes the children needed to understand a situation but struggle in doing so.
Interestingly, the following example shows how children struggle to understand that not
all parents respond in the same way to their children’s behavior. While the preschoolers’
predictions to the story were similar in content and emotional weight to the situation, the
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resolution presented in the book was unexpected and apparently did not align with their
predictions and experiences:
Omer playing on the sofa… When listening to Omer’s Favorite Place (Onyefulu,
2011) the children were interested in a photo showing Omer seating upside down
on the sofa in his living room. I asked: what do you think that the family told
Omer about playing on the sofa? They responded: “his mom is going to spank
him”, “lo van a castigar”, “they will smack him”, “they are going to slap him”
The children’s faces looked particularly serious and certain about their comments.
After I read the text: I like playing in the living room, but everyone says, “Omer,
you’ll break the sofa!” (p. 7) the children’s faces puzzled as they seemed not to
believe that Omer’s consequences after his action were different than the ones
they anticipate.

According to the children’s local knowledge, Omer should have been smacked, slapped,
spanked, and grounded. After the resolution offered in the story, the children’s faces
seemed puzzled and some of them even giggled as they heard that the concern was
around Omer breaking the sofa and not around playing and jumping on the couch as an
unaccepted behavior at home.
Inclination to empathize with others.
The children showed an inclination to empathize with others as they stepped into
the characters’ lives. Sometimes the children seemed concerned about the situations
described in the stories, which somehow made them worried about the character’s
situation. For example, Nydia commented: “but the leaves are gonna fall” as she watched
children and adults from an Indigenous community (not specified in the video) building
their houses with large leaves in a rain forest. Nydia positioned herself inside the story
and the possible consequences of the leaves falling and the houses being destroyed.
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Stepping into a character’s life also took place as children inquired individually
during play. Yaniel explored living in Ethiopia while playing with the world fabric map.
Pretending to be the character in New Shoes for Helen, allowed him to imagine living
somewhere else: “I live in Opathia”. Yaniel’s inquiry around what does it mean to live in
Ethiopia, and other places in the world could lead to in-depth explorations around more
children and families, besides Omer and Helen, living in Ethiopia and other countries on
East Africa.
Intercultural Understanding as Relationships
Young children learn about themselves and the world as they engage and develop
relationships. Children’s intercultural understandings as evidenced in their relationships
starts with how children relate to each other in the classroom based on the assumption
that intercultural understanding should influence how we act toward others in our
everyday lives. From interacting with a classmate who was previously left out to
developing a strong connections with people around them that can lead to resisting
injustice and prejudice. It is through these relationships with caregivers, adults, older and
young children that they are socialized into the particular cultural contexts of their
families and communities. At school, children develop relationships with educators,
school staff, and children at school, including their classroom peers. Young children also
develop relationships with the characters they encounter in stories shared throughout the
day, and with artifacts, such as the baby dolls and stuff animals in the dramatic play area
and around the classroom. Children at the Arcoíris classroom utilized three main
strategies as they developed relationships while participating in the global curriculum.
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They listened to the perspectives of others, considered changing their interpretations, and
engaged in thinking collaboratively with others.
Listening to the perspectives of others.
The children listened to each other as a way to learn about their family practices.
Listening requires children to attentively make meaning of what has been shared.
Listening is very different from turn-taking in which children are only responsible for
waiting their time to talk. Listening implies that the respondent will find some kind of
line of thinking that he can somehow develop (agree or disagree with, question, expand,
clarify, etc.). The following sharing took place as a small group of children played with
play dough after reading What Should I Make? The children carefully listened to each
other as they shared their experiences around what they like eating and their mom’s
expertise in the kitchen. The children also engaged in sharing a wide range of family
meals and cooking practices. The children listened to each other and built from their
comments in order to carefully craft connections among each other but also the ways in
which each of their family meals was unique. Throughout the transcript, the children
included a word used previously by a peer. When Carmen stated: “I ate winnie dogs”,
Nydia responded: “I like winnies with huevo”, followed by Irene’s comment: “my mami
likes making a comida a huevos and chorizo”. From describing family meals, the girls
also shared how their mothers were capable of planning and hosting birthday parties with
cakes, surprises and goodie bags. Besides sharing connections, the children shared details
that made their stories unique, positioning each other as having some expertise upon their
own stories.
Changing your interpretation.
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The purpose of this dissertation is to identify spaces where intercultural
understandings are emerging. In order to understand what young children can do, as
researchers, we need to be creative and sometimes stretch categories that have been used
to describe what older children do. It is not my intention to stretch the categories to the
point where I might misinterpret my own data. But I will stretch them in order to imagine
what children might be intending. Young children changing their interpretations is not
something that I encountered often in this data. The children engaged more in sharing
their interpretations than in changing them. One reason for this phenomenon could be that
in order to change an interpretation you need time and repeated opportunities to engage
with an idea, which is something that was not always possible in this study. It would be
important to explore this idea in depth by providing students with spaces to not only
share but revisit their interpretations.
Regardless, there were moments where individually children attempted to share a
new interpretation that could potentially result in shaping and changing peers’
interpretations. In the following example, Yaniel noticed his peers’ worry, :
““Nooooooo!” as they observed how the mud school is dissolved with water in Rain
School, Yaniel responded, “That’s not going to happen to my school because it’s not
make of mud”. The children showed concern when they watched the school been
destroyed by the water. Yaniel has noticed that different buildings are made of different
materials. He is also aware that rain has a different impact on different materials. He uses
this information to build his interpretation. I cannot assume that the other children are
thinking that their own school could be dissolved by water. Still, Yaniel’s comment
offers an interpretation that might support children (and even himself) in changing their
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interpretations about what might happen to their school, especially since there was
silence after Yaniel’s comment and another child added that their school was made of
wood and cement.

Collaboratively thinking with others.
Initially when I looked at my data I did not think I had examples that indicate how
children were collaboratively thinking together. Then, I came across a description of
these complicated interactions by Paley (2005):
First there was the business of deciding who to be and who the others must be and
what the environment is to look like and when it is time to change the scene. Then
there was the even bigger problem of getting others to listen to you and accept
your point of view while keeping the integrity of the make-believe, the
commitment of the other players, and perhaps the loyalty of a best friend. (Paley,
2005, p. 2)
Paley’s description of how children co-write and co-play their narratives in a daily basis,
supported me in re-analyzing my data and finding instances were children engaged in
collaboratively thinking with others through their actions, more than their words. Jamal
and Sebastian collaborated as they engaged in the played episode around robbery. Jamal
came first to the shoe store, but it was Sebastian who invited him to engage in a robbery
scene as he yelled, “You’re stealing that!” and assigning Jamal the role of the thief. Jamal
initially accepted, but quickly suggested a new role, as he puts on the police officer
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jacket, stating, “Hey! I’m a police officer”. Sebastian accepted the change and continued
playing with Jamal as the police officer. Jamal did not have to enter the play, but he did.
He did not have to change roles, but he did. Sebastian did not have to accept the changes,
but he did. The play narrative was carefully crafted in order to represent the children’s
understandings of the situation, but also their understandings of each other as peers: How
can I invite Jamal to be the thief? How can I change my role in a convincing and socially
acceptable way?
Constant thinking and working with others was observed as children faced
challenges. During a whole meeting group Joseph explained that the rebozo could be
used as a cape, but he was not sure how to tie it to his body. Leilany suggested that he
could tie it to his neck through his shoulder in the same way that I had tied it before
during a demonstration, to which Joseph exclaimed, “Oh, yeah”. Leilany stood up and the
three of us helped Joseph wear the rebozo as a cape. The most salient characteristics
about young children’s negotiations is that many times they are acted out, rather than
talked out. In the case of dramatic play, many of these collaborations happened in a blink
of an eye in order to maintain the flow of the play children were engaged in.
Discussion
This section analyzed the kinds of children’s intercultural understandings as they
responded to the global curriculum. When I initially looked at my data, I only noticed
children making a few connections, and using new words that I introduced in their play:
“Teacher, you know my mom makes chapatis”. I thought (like the teachers I have worked
with through CREATE) that I was confusing the children as they were not able to
distinguish between languages. Those first months of analysis were full of frustrations as
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I felt that I had not been able to support these young children in developing intercultural
understandings that allowed them to better understand their own lives and their
connections to the world they live in. Of course, I was the only confused person in the
room. I was caught up thinking about myself and my students from a deficit perspective,
rather than carefully examining our journey in order to identify what we had been able to
do. Part of the challenge was not finding existing research on how very young children
engage in explorations around cultural communities or the kinds of intercultural thinking
and playing that students engaged in.
Case (1993) and Short (2010) have informed the categories in this analysis. The
main difference between their studies and this one is the consideration of play as a means
for exploring the children’s own cultural contexts and global communities. Another
important consideration is that Short (2010) found categories, such as “kid culture” that
were not present in my data. Data representative of “kid culture” show children
describing practices and ideologies of their own cultural context, including what it means
to be a kid. This kind of metacognitive thinking means that children are not only aware of
their own perspectives, but are also constructing shared perspectives around their
experiences as kids. This kind of talk was not present in my data, since young children
have difficulty engaging in and expressing metacognitive thinking. Case (1993)’s and
Short (2010)’s categories were stretched and re-contextualized in order to truly represent
these young children’s thinking, talking, and playing.
Explorations of global cultures at school have been framed around “knowledge”
(Cohen, 2009). While knowledge is essential for developing an informed perspective,
challenges emerge when knowledge is understood as a product that teachers hand to
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students, rather than a process within social interactions. A bigger problem emerges if the
knowledge comes from one sole source of information, which can develop in a
“collective endarkenment” and numerous single stories, like the countless websites I
found that explored Africa in terms of wild animals. Constructing knowledge as a process
encourages the exploration of multiple perspectives and acknowledges the role of
personal connections in the development of knowledge. In other words, even though I
had teaching purposes when sharing literature, I cannot control the knowledge the
children were making for themselves. Instead, my role was to guide them into further
exploring and broadening their ideas. The main purpose of the global curriculum was to
provide opportunities for in-depth explorations of different aspects of cultural
communities, rather than touristic encounters that highlight only physical exotic aspects
of cultures. For example, contemporary realistic fiction set in urban areas and addressing
universal themes (such as going to school or taking care of siblings) were purposefully
shared in order to challenge stereotypical representations of children and families living
in different countries in Africa. The children’s understandings comprised three big
categories: knowledge, perspective, and relationships.
Intercultural understanding as knowledge included the understandings children
were constructing around global and local communities. Children explored specific
practices from their own cultural contexts and funds of knowledge through play and
story. Play served as a space to welcome family knowledge that initially began to also
shape the curriculum. For example, the children’s knowledge around child care and
family relationships evolved into the sharing of stories that highlighted different family
dynamics and ways in which children were taking care of. González, Moll and Amanti
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(2005) invite to educators to evaluate the kinds of funds of knowledge that teachers
celebrate and those they are unsure about how to respond to. When Ariel offered
Sebastian his mom’s “real” money in order for him to play with the cash register, Ariel
employed a trading strategy. The fact that he told Sebastian not to tell the teachers,
signals Ariel’s awareness that his actions constitutes more bribery than simply trading. In
order to support Ariel’s and Sebastian’s and their peers’ knowledge about how society
works, a text set around trading could have been explored to offer a range of perspectives
about why and how people trade and when issues of power and injustice emerge.
Cohen (2009) listed the kinds of knowledge that her kindergarten learned as they
explored four cultural heritages- Jewish, Mexican, Chinese, and Indian-within their
classroom, such as “I learned how many people built the Taj Mahal . . . 20,000!” (p. 3).
In my study, the knowledge the children built was primarily acted and played out rather
than talked out. Children used their local knowledge to make sense of global experiences,
such as arguing that Elizabeti (from Mama Elizabeti) carried her baby brother on her
back because she was not strong enough, like a mommy, to carry him in the front. They
also attributed global practices to existing local artifacts as a way of expanding their
understandings about the local and developing awareness about the global. Most
important, they noticed how local and global come together. Knowledge was built as
their inquiries allowed them to imagine new possibilities beyond their current
understandings (Lindfors, 1999).
The children also engaged in explorations of knowledge as local and global
languages. Children utilized languages for various purposes. They translated from
English to Spanish and vice versa as a way to sustain conversations and play with peers.
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They also integrated new words found in the global stories into family stories and play
narratives. They used languages to name new experiences and to name the world
(Vygotsky, 1978) as they compared and contrasted cultural practices. Languages were
experienced as part of their cultural identities and as resources for knowing (Ruiz, 1984).
The children developed intercultural understandings that moved back and forth between
Case’s (1993) substantive and perceptual dimensions of a global education. Within the
substantive dimension, the children constructed knowledge as they became aware of
family practices that seemed to challenge their own practices.
Perspectives are informed by knowledge. Galinsky (2010) reminds readers that
empathy is needed in order to take on others’ perspectives, but they are not the same.
Taking someone else’s perspective goes beyond feeling empathy. It requires children to
read and interpret someone else’s feelings and thinking. Taking on a perspective can
support children in avoiding conflicts as they can gain a better understandings of people’s
intentions and how to connect those back to their own. Children engage in negotiating,
considering, and even taking others’ perspectives as they play (Paley, 2005; Rowe, 2007).
For example, Leilany took Nydia’s perspective when she agreed that Nydia could be the
mom, after a long argument. Their desire to play together was stronger than the idea of
not playing at all. Rowe (2007) explains that negotiation during play creates a
“disequilibrium that requires children to reflect on both the text and play transformations
in ways that require accommodation to the perspective of others” (p. 56).
Ways of engaging with perspectives included anticipating complexity by
exploring multiple explanations, noticing connections and differences, and listening to
multiple interpretations (Short, 2010). The students also aimed to understand the local
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and global experiences, by clarifying details, asking for feedback, and playing out and
questioning when struggling. The children began empathizing with characters in the
stories, peers, and adults. They used their personal experience to connect with a character
(Short, 2010). I would argue that the small amount of data representing the sub-category
around empathy could speak to the need to offer children additional opportunities to
revisit the stories in order to more deeply understand characters’ life experiences. Bentley
(2012) says: “Reading and re-reading the book is important when working with young
children because we are allowing them to listen, to consider, and to respond in their own
time. We cannot push or force this kind of understanding; it grows through respect, time,
and community” (p. 199-200). It is hard, nearly impossible, to empathize with someone
or something you do not know or understand.
Perspectives and knowledge can shape children’s intercultural understanding as
relationship. This area explores how children learned from and with each other, including
the characters in the picture books. As the children developed relationships, they listened
to their peers’ stories and perspectives, which included connections and unique
characteristics. Beyond listening, the children also negotiated stories through play that
included their different stories and interpretations from home and school. Through play,
willingness to reconsider and change their interpretations began to emerge as they
collaboratively thought with others (Short, 2010).
The ways children interact with each other also reflect children taking actions.
During a meeting with the chair of my dissertation committee, the notion of intercultural
understanding as action was discussed. Action within the inquiry cycle (Short, Harste &
Burke, 1996) includes a wide range of forms, from changes in ways of thinking to
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creating a voting day at school in order to inform the school community of the
importance of speaking up in a democracy (Cowhey, 2006). Taking action driven by
knowledge, the development of dispositions and perspectives, and new awareness, should
specifically describe the “doing”, from challenging a friend’s single story about life in
Puerto Rico, to beginning to interact with a classmate that had previously been rejected or
bullied.
These young children’s intercultural understandings showed the importance of
moving from an approach focused on teaching about a cultural group to interculturalism
as an approach that supports the development of perspectives, attitudes and dispositions
that children can develop further throughout their lives.
Classroom Contexts that Support Intercultural Understandings
This section analyzes the children’s responses to the global curriculum, and
discusses in-depth five vignettes that seemed the most effective in supporting children’s
intercultural understandings through the research question:


What are the characteristics of classroom engagements from the global curriculum
that seem to support children’s intercultural understandings?

According to Short (2009) “interculturalism is an attitude of mind, an orientation that
pervades thinking and permeated the curriculum” (p. 2). The global curriculum integrated
three main experiences strongly connected to interculturalism as a lens: literature as an
opportunity “to go beyond a tourist perspective of gaining surface-level information
about another culture” (Short 2009, p. 1); artifacts as an opening to new worlds and
experiences that provide a connection to lived lives and everyday experiences, creating
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intercultural spaces and allowing children to travel between worlds (Pahl & Roswell,
2013), and; play as a safe space to make sense of cultural worlds and explore cultures
(Wohlwend 2013).
As I planned the curriculum and documented children’s responses and
interactions in the classroom, I wondered about the specific engagements that seemed to
be most significant in supporting students’ intercultural understandings. I specifically
wondered about the interconnectedness of specific characteristics that were effective.
Informed by the importance of becoming aware of developing a personal perspective
within intercultural understanding and young children’s ability to make connections, I
selected five vignettes of classroom inquiries in which the children made personal
connections as they thought about their own experiences while transacting with global
stories. The second criteria for selecting these vignettes was children’s intentions of
carrying inquiries around something they considered global and referring global
experiences and characters encountered through the global curriculum. Finally these five
vignettes contained the most interesting and in-depth responses and data related to
intercultural understanding. Once I had identified examples from the categories on
intercultural understanding I went back to see which vignettes had the richest data.
Each vignette about a classroom inquiry includes experiences around sharing
literature followed by small group engagements (integrated into free exploration time)
that flow within an activity-invitation continuum. These invitations ranged from building
houses and making chapatis with clay and play dough to buying shoes at the dramatic
play area. The following characteristics were identified through analyzing the vignettes:
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1) Build on an area of interest. Careful observation of children’s play and
interactions led to the creation of spaces for supporting and deepening their
interests and inquiries.
2) Invitations and literature to facilitate connections between local and global.
The literature was carefully analyzed in order to address broad themes that
children could connect to while also providing a new perspective.
3) Play and artifacts to explore experiences from global literature. Play became
the experience that children could later connect to while exploring global
contexts. The artifacts integrated in the play provided a safe and playful way
of exploring and imaging new worlds.
4) Experiences and stories that highlighted differences and unique
characteristics of a culture. Children naturally find connections in order to
interpret new experiences, and within this process they also become aware of
differences when those new experiences do not somehow connect with their
previous knowledge.
5) Space for children to engage in translanguaging. The vignettes show how the
different experiences offered opportunities for emergent bilinguals to use a
repertoire of strategies for communication and meaning making in both
languages. The students naturally shifted languages to include some of their
peers, to show vocabulary that they know, and to practice new words that they
encountered in the global curriculum, such as kanga, sari, rangoli, and
chapatis.
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6) Types of teacher talk. The teacher’s talk was a significant tool, especially in
guiding the children to describe the connections and differences they were
noticing, and also to talk about their inquiries. Still, I will always remember
the day that Joseph told me: “Teacher I don’t wanna talk, I’m playing” as he
built a house with blocks. From that day, I used more observation and less
(child perceived) teacher talk.
Vignette 1 – Sense of Place
Building was a highly popular experience in Arcoíris classroom. On a typical day
Yaniel and Anthony would use some blocks to hammer others. Juan and Irene would
integrate toy animals, which created spaces for adding constructions such as ranches.
Building with blocks tend to be more attractive to boys; except for Irene, the rest of the
girls would rotate areas and engagements. In order to initiate an exploration around
significant places, I wanted to build from the children’s own experiences around places
such as Walmart, JC Penney and the swap meet. The swap meet came up as children
explored places to buy shoes and move into an inquiry around shoes. With the hope of
moving forward to exploring other kinds of important places in the lives of children, I
shared the following texts:


Omer’s Favorite Place (Onyefulu, 2011) is about a boy living in Ethiopia. He
shows readers the different areas in his house. He moves from one area to the next
introducing family members to interact in those spaces and sharing the kinds of
play that he engages in. At the end of the story he shared that his favorite place is
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behind the couch, where it is quiet and he can play anything he wants. In order to
share Omer’s Favorite Place, I read aloud the story.


New Shoes for Helen (Onyefulu, 2011) tells the story a of little girl, Helen, who
needs new shoes to attend her first wedding. She goes with her family to a market
where she tries red, brown, black, yellow, too big and too small shoes, until she
tries on the turquoise shoes that she finally falls in love with. The photography
book shows a contemporary urban Ethiopia. The classroom teacher shared the
story and asked children to share the places where they buy shoes.



Rain School (Rumford, 2010) shares the lives of children in Chad coming to their
first day of school. The first lesson is to build their school. Children and teachers
build and learn together. When the school is over, the rain comes back and the
school, built of mud, dissolves. The new group of children starting school will
experience this process, while older students support them in the process. In order
to share Rain School, I utilized clay and Lego people figures to provide a tridimensional experience that could add another layer of meaning and
transmediation. I created clay bricks, walls and a roof and collected dark skin
colored Lego figures (to match the representations in the illustrations). I told the
story using the Lego figures, the clay pieces and selected illustrations from the
story.



Houses and Homes (Morris, 1992) is a global book about different houses and
homes around the world. In order to share Houses and Homes, I created an
adaptation of the text in Power Point. I utilized some illustrations from the
original story and added others that seemed appropriate such as an adobe house.
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Homes Around the World is a short documentary available through YouTube
about children’s houses around the world. Narrated by an adult and a child, both
take the audience to places in which children are ready to show them their houses,
their families, and interactions. In order to share Homes Around the World, we all
sat in front of my iPad to watch the video.
The classroom engagement that built from the read aloud consisted of first

inviting students to build houses at the block area, along with a large poster board with
different pictures of houses. Second, we invited children to build houses and schools
with clay at the circle table. During four days, a small group of children visited the circle
table to work on their schools, houses and other clay stories. Third, we created a shoe
store in the dramatic play area as a place the children wanted to explore.
During the read alouds the children referenced global texts and/or artifacts that
had been introduced as they recalled: “Yes! The girl lives there” after I prompted:
“Thomas lives in Chad, a country in Africa, very close to Ethiopia (while pointing to a
blue spot on the fabric world map hanging by the wall to my right). “Do you remember
Ethiopia?”. The children referred to Helen, the character who lives in Ethiopia and goes
to a shoe market to buy turquoise shoes for a wedding. Alondra, Ismael and Anthony
referenced experiences encountered in Rain School as they explained the need to make
rocks and out them on the roof “pa’ que no se cai”. There is no reference in the story
around using rocks in any step of the building process. Did they misunderstood rook for
rock? The word “rook” is used to describe the materials that were used to create the roof.
It’s hard to know how these three children came to the same conclusion. What seems
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evident is that they made a connection from a global experience to support their
understanding in how to build a structure with clay that will resist rain.
Children made connections to personal experience in order to explain experiences
set in global contexts. For example, when the text explains how the roof was built, I
asked: “Why do you think they need a roof?” Children responded, “Because if it rains
they get wet” and “Because if you’re watching TV and it rains, then the TV gets wet and
the wires don’t work”.
Other connections considered the children’s individual family practices. The
students used their own experiences to make sense of possible consequences for Omer
after he was playing on the couch: “his mom is going to spank him”, “lo van a castigar”,
“smack him”, “they are going to slap him”. The children’s faces looked particularly
serious and certain about their predictions. A similar example can be seen when Nydia
used the clay to make a sandwich, then she turned the sandwich into a figure that
represented her mother and decided that the figure needed eyes, so it would look more
like her mom. Alondra was building a school and then built herself with clay, wearing a
scarf. During Audrey’s play, she explored death as she played with the figure: “Now she
is dead, now she is alive” as she put in and removed a wooden stick from the figure.
Wondering if the clay figure was “really” death, I suggested if “she was playing death” I
then mentioned that some animals “play death for survival”. The children talked about
visiting the zoo and seeing animals. This conversation led to children using animal
costumes during Halloween. At the shoe store, the children engaged in explorations
around situations that can potentially happen at this kind of store, such as someone
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stealing shoes and how to properly execute emergency protocols, negotiating the role of
the cashier who was also the store attendant, and negotiating the store hours.
Children noticed differences, which many times were not verbalized as a
comparison between two ideas, but focused on how the new experience did not
necessarily fit in their world or perspective. Yaniel explained: “That’s not going to
happen to my school because it’s not made of mud” after listening and observing how the
rain dissolved the rain school in the story, the illustrations and our carpet as I sprayed
water, played thunder and rain sounds, and smashed the clay school in front of us. Other
differences emerged as the children observed the different houses around the world.
Again, they might not talked about it but they made surprised expressions and questions
such as: “Ah, teacher look it!” and “On the water, teacher?” as they pointed to the video
when the documentary showed houses on stilts. Other times, they exclaimed: “Look it!”
and pointed to the video while also requesting their peers’ attention, as they wanted to
engage them in noticing something new and different. Watching the same video, Nydia
commented: “But the leaves are falling down!” as anticipating a problem for the family if
the leaves fell.
The children utilized a variety of strategies to translanguage from English to
Spanish for different reasons. Spanish dominant students like James, seemed to be
integrating English words in their conversations in order to show and maybe test their
own knowledge. The two of us were talking about a piece of clay when noticing how the
clay was taking the shape and texture of the tablecloth. In our Spanish conversation
James noticed: “sí, es como soft”.
Reflection
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This whole group inquiry built from the students’ shared interest around building
houses, castles, ranches and other spaces. The books were carefully chosen and
sometimes adapted in order to create opportunities for the students to make connections
between the local and the global. Invitations focused on play at the block area, the Casita
and at the circle table with a range of artifacts facilitating connections between local and
global, such as children building their own houses with blocks and clay. Three of them
shared the idea of putting pebbles on the roof to provide the roof with more stability.
While some were concerned about the roof falling, others were concerned about the water
getting inside the house. Imagining that water could potentially destroy their school
encouraged the children to problem solve for their own representations of houses and
schools, but also to transfer the global experience to a local context and analyze its
possible consequences.
They also used their own experiences to make sense of new experiences. Children
shared about their previous encounters with rain in order to explain why people in general
need a roof on their houses. Their experiences of being scolded also informed the kinds
of predictions they shared when they interpreted Omer’s actions as punishable. During
play, the majority of the students who created a house or school with blocks or clay, also
engaged in creating (or integrating) clay or Lego people. This focus on people supports
the findings in the previous chapter regarding young children’s sense of place and the
importance of strong connection between places and the experiences children have in
those places, including the people who join them. The people figures that they created
represented themselves, their moms, siblings and peers.
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The stories and classroom experiences, although building from children’s interests
and themes they were familiar with (houses, schools, shoe stores and markets), also
highlighted differences and unique characteristics of the cultures. Books with high quality
photography and additional pictures supported my intention of offering real life
representations of people and places. Beyond reading aloud two of the stories, the other
texts were shared through artifacts, demonstrations, storytelling, and media. Through this
vignette children also had the opportunity to engage in translanguaging as some of them
moved back and forth between English and Spanish as they described, explained and
played around the notion of a sense of place. As we talked I encouraged them to explain
their thinking, provide additional information, and wonder.
As I reflect on these experiences, I think about additional experiences that could
have supported children’s intercultural understandings and enhanced their play and
conversations in this inquiry. Students should have been provided with a variety of
images of different houses and schools in Tucson and Chad in order to talk about the
materials used in the constructions and how the structures share connections and
differences. Rain is a phenomena in Tucson, which means that additional books on the
consequences of rain could have been shared to support students’ inquiries. The
invitation could have supported more social interactions, by engaging students in sharing
their own stories, as they all contributed to building to one single clay school. This
adaptation could have encouraged more conversation and thinking about different
interpretations.
Whole Group Inquiry 2 – Family Practices: Cooking
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Cooking and eating were areas of great interest in the classroom. Knowledge
around food was shared during play and throughout the day. The school menu built from
meals that the children were familiar with. One of the first responses I heard during lunch
time was Julia’s “enchiladas enchilosas teacher”. Later on, I saw Leilany (as the baby)
yelling: “Chile! Chile! After her peers (as caretakers) fed her. I read What Should I
Make? (Nayar, 2009) in order to keep listening to these stories and expose the children to
how children around the world also participate in cooking, eating and even playing with
food (not that I encouraged this though). The story narrates the life of a young child in
India who plays with dough making a snake, a mouse, and a lion, while his mother
making chapatis. Each child held a piece of piece of play dough as I read the story. I
invited them to follow the story and try creating some of the figures in the illustrations.
The follow up classroom engagement invited the children to respond to the book
by exploring the shapes and animals made by Neerah, the character, or by making some
kind of dish. Three photos of chapatis were placed on the table: 1) chapatis 2) people
making chapatis 3) chapatis on a stove. What Should I Make? was also placed on the
table to encourage multiple interactions. Given the children’s interest in manipulating
play dough, the invitation lasted for one week. Irene and Julia engaged in the experience
every day and their peers joined them throughout the week.
This center elicited a strong interest from the children, who went back to the
illustrations depicting the animals created with dough in the book. The demonstration
provided by text and illustrations demonstrated procedures to create the different animals.
Day after day one or two children referenced the experience of playing with play dough
set in a global context as they held the book and retold the story by creating the animals
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in it or by “making chapatti”. Julia made this kind of text-based responses as she created
a mouse: “It’s a mouse! And he make all the way to the house” (while making a mouse
sound and moving the mouse on top of the book). Other times Julia would repeat the
patterns in the story as she worked on her creations: “Roll it, roll it, roll it! Fast fast fast!”
Ismael would go back and forth between talking about the lion in the story and other
inquiries around clay, such as the snowman from Frozen.
Because of the proximity of the experience described in the story with the lives of
these children, this invitation encouraged many different kinds of connections, especially
those related to food. The first connection was around the physical characteristics of
chapatis, which makes it very similar to pancakes and flour tortillas. Comments and
actions such as: “I’m making tortillas” (while pressing down the play dough) or
“Pancakes!” (while flipping over the dough) started the exploration and conversations
from the first day. During the read aloud the students made a connection between things
that pop and popcorn as they observed the chapatti on the stove. “Do you want pizza?”
were other connections to food, and “A cookie!” (while Sebastian put a large piece of flat
play dough over his face). We blew birthday candles on top of cakes and ate chicken
tacos. Different from the clay exploration around building houses, this time the children
continued their explorations around food, cutting burritos in half and offering each other
free tacos. The children also connected their experiences of watching the Disney movie
Frozen to the process of building a snowman. They sang the songs: “Let it Go!” and “Do
you want to build snowman?”. They explored a movie scene that described the younger
sister inviting the older sister to play.
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The children felt so strong about the use of the word chapatis as if it was
synonymous for tortilla that maybe their attempt to identify a difference rests on them
noticing that there was a different word for tortillas. Also Julia and Joseph engaged in a
debate about how chapatis should look like. This attempt for understanding a
representation assigned to a new word could be considered as noticing, working and
exploring a difference.
The children used the word chapatti throughout the week as they explored the
play dough. This language exploration could have been motivated by the fact that the
chapatti looks very similar to Mexican tortillas, which the majority of these children were
very familiar with. As one of these emergent bilinguals’ translanguaging strategies, they
practiced using the word chapatti in familiar contexts: “Teacher, did you know my mom
is making chapati”. This comment was usually followed by “Mine too”. The word
chapati was used every day at the circle table within the phrase: “I’m making a chapatti”.
Spanish was used again to build community and integrate peers who were known for
speaking primarily in Spanish. Children like Ismael witched languages as they read and
understood their context: “I don’t want to play anymore, I’m giving to Alondra, toma
Alondra” (turning to Alondra and giving her the play dough). Integrating specific words
(code-switching) also took place during this exploration. This time Joseph, a child who
spoke mostly in English in the classroom, included Spanish words in his utterance: “Who
want a free taco? This one has pollo”. Julia, a bilingual student, would also speak to
Alondra in Spanish.
Reflection
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This short inquiry around food built from the children’s experiences with food
and elicited many personal connections. The book What Should I Make? encouraged
local and global connections, as the children engaged in making tortillas, pancakes, tacos,
burritos, pizzas, and cookies, but also tons of chapatis. All their creations shared the basic
round and flat shape of a chapatis. The book itself was very provocative as children
returned to it again and again without adult intervention. Something about the structure
and the familiarity of the story encouraged and supported children’s individual and
shared inquiries, including those that followed a journey into a connection to pop culture,
such as re-enacting a scene from the Disney movie Frozen, after a child decided to make
a snowman.
The invitation to explore through play and play dough encouraged connections
between the local and the global. Their explorations of differences were strongly
connected to the use of the word chapattis. This integration of a new language was found
by Short (2010) to be necessary when exploring global cultures, since languages are part
of the identity of their speakers, and convey the values and beliefs of communities.
Children explored ways in which they could make the word chapatis their own. They
began telling stories about their mothers making chapatis. The integration of new words
from a new language, was a new translanguaging strategy highlighting young children’s
abilities to be playful with language, and also restating the power of artifacts to go across
spaces that are intercultural and transnational and that cross linguistic and cultural
boundaries. The experiences and the main story What Should I Make? highlighted the
familiar theme of being around the kitchen when someone is cooking, engaging in
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conversations around cooking and favorite family meals, and playing with play dough.
They also highlight differences and unique aspects of the life of this child in India.
As I reflect upon this shared inquiry, I think about other teaching strategies and
resources that could have fostered the children’s curiosities and inquiries. Additional
books about cooking and eating as a family could have elicited more connections and
differences. We could have compared recipes for making chapatis and tortillas in order to
reach deeper understandings about what exactly make these two meals so similar and
how are they unique. The children really enjoyed the pictures of the chapatis. Pictures of
tortillas and the other dishes they were creating could have add to the process of meaning
making through visual images. This inquiry could have taken a route around food we can
play with and bringing food that the children could build with, such as pasta and
marshmallows. Pictures about significant buildings from Tucson and India could have
supported this exploration. The children’s curiosity around word chapatis could have
been fostered by introducing other words and even bilingual Hindi-English books.
Whole Group Inquiry 3 – Family Care
Every day at the Casita, the children played mom, dad, grandmothers, brothers,
sisters and babies. The students shared vast knowledge regarding caring for babies and
adult-children interactions. The East Africa Cultural Community Story Box includes
several books that portray the use of a piece of fabric, such as kanga (Tanzania) to carry
babies while mothers, fathers, older siblings and other relatives work. I had only observed
the children carrying their baby dolls on their arms or using a pink cat seat. The children
listened to the following stories:
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Carry Me (Star Bright, 2009) is a photography board book. Each picture
represents a way in which older siblings and adults carry babies around the world.
In order to share Carry Me, for each page I invited two children to act out the way
of carrying that was described in the text and pictures. The classroom teacher,
seated at the carpet, volunteered to carry a student in her arms. When she pulled
up the child, his peers responded in a range of emotions from laughing and
giggling, while others exclaimed: “aaaah” (Maybe like “how cute!”).



Lala Salama (MacLachlan, 2011) is a Tanzanian lullaby. The story is about a
mother and her child and how they worked and spend time together during the
day and then wait for the father to return from fishing. Throughout the day, the
mother carried the baby mostly on her back in order to complete her daily chores.
In order to share Lala Salama, I gave each child a bean bag to pretend that it was
their baby. I invited the children to carry their baby similar to how the mother
carried her baby in the story.



Mama Elizabeti (Stuve-Bodeen, 2005) is a story from Tanzania. Elizabeti takes
care of her baby brother Obedi who constantly interrupts her daily chores because
she holds him with a piece of fabric on her back throughout the day. One day
Elizabeti loses track of Obedi and she finds that Obedi can finally walk. The book
addresses the responsibilities of older siblings over young siblings, along with the
complexity within sibling interactions, a theme that the majority of the students in
Arcoíris classroom could connect to. In order to share Mama Elizabeti I wrapped
a baby doll on my back and read aloud the story and interacted with the doll
simultaneously.
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What Can You Do with a Rebozo? (Tafolla, 2009) is a story from the MexicanAmerican culture, about a girl who uses her mother’s rebozo in many creative
ways from warming her during chilly nights to creating tunnels in her bedroom
and playing pirates. The book is based on the author’s experiences growing up in
a Mexican American “barrio” in Texas. In order to share What Can You Do with a
Rebozo?, I introduced the book and one rebozo and asked the children to suggest
ways of using the artifact. Throughout the book I invited children to demonstrate
how to use the rebozo as it was modeled in the book. In order to represent the
usage given to the rebozo in the last illustration the classroom teacher and myself
created a slide with the rebozo and invited children to slide objects and toys down
the slide. The children suggested to try it themselves which developed into a brief
conversations around weight and how much a piece of fabric like the rebozo
could actually hold without breaking.
The follow up engagement related to the story was very open-ended and flexible

as it consisted in adding three rebozos (orange, white and black/gray) to the Casita
dramatic play area, along with the physical book. While the majority of the students who
participated in the dramatic play area when I introduced the fabric with the African
designs were girls, the variety of colors of the new rebozos attracted more boys into the
Casita. For example, Dominic, whose favorite color was black, came into the dramatic
play area as soon as the black/gray rebozo was integrated in the space.
Through these classroom engagements the students referenced previous global
experiences to problem solve new situations. Leilany explained how to wrap the rebozo
by making a connection to my demonstration of how a mom carried her baby in
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Tanzania: “You have to use it as a cape, but you have to tie it like you did with the baby,
remember, yeah… you tie it on your neck… like scarf or like a cape”.
As observed in the previous whole class inquiry around family practices involving
cooking, the children made connections to their own lives and explored the perspectives
and lives of other children. A very compelling connection emerged as James listened to
the words: “But what I like to do most with a rebozo is DANCE! La Bamba, my favorite
dance” in What Can You Do with a Rebozo? and James exclaimed: “Ese es la canción de
mi Pa!”. Yaniel shared another personal connections when she observed a baby been
carried by an adult on his back, in Carry Me and exclaimed: “Hey, it’s like a piggy back
ride” to which many of his peers agreed.
During dramatic play the children integrated the rebozos and the kanga into their
play around familiar themes. They furthered explored classroom demonstrations around
carrying babies with pieces of fabric. Several of them wrapped baby dolls with the
rebozos and the kanga and then searched out help to tie the fabric to their bodies. They
explored how the fabrics were used for a unique purpose in the stories, but also explored
how they could adapt the fabrics to use them in ways they were familiar with. The girls
used the rebozos as skirts, shawls, and dresses to become mothers and grandmothers.
They also used them in alternative ways, but all connected to the caring of children. Irene
took her two “sons” to the park and to buy ice cream. As they sat on the car (the couch)
she directed them to put on their seat belt. Her peers accepting their role, “fastened their
seat belt” [putting the orange rebozo across their laps] and off they went to the park, then
to a birthday party where they got to break a piñata and take all the candies from the
floor. Then they went to buy some ice cream. Audrey used the white rebozo at the
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Casita’s wooden sink as a bath tub for the baby doll. The white rebozo transformed into
the “bubbles” with soap as she shared: “Teacher, this is a bathtub, a bathtub sink”.
The boys, on the other hand, used the rebozo in ways that were not necessarily
connected to caring for babies. Joseph used it for his own comfort as he rested on the
couch wrapped in the orange rebozo. He also used the opportunity to explore details
about the fabric: “Hey! I still can see/ because of this holes”, as he carefully examined the
rebozo, which he had put over his face. Adrian put the white rebozo over his head and
announced, “Mira! Soy un ghost: Booooooo!”, as he walked towards Joseph with arms
straight in from of him. Dominic became the “black ghost” as he put the black rebozo
over his head. Dominic spent some time being a dog, always wearing the “black cobija”
to keep himself warm. Dominic found in the black rebozo an entrance into dramatic play
as a way to develop a new inquiry around what it would mean to be a dog.
As seen in previous whole group inquiries, these emergent bilinguals engaged in
utilizing the new language they encountered in the stories during their play. English
dominant speakers included key words in Spanish during their talk, and Spanish
dominant speakers used key words in English as a means to invite their peers into their
play.
Reflection
This vignette grew from the children’s expertise in the dramatic play area and
their funds of knowledge from their households around family care (feeding and carrying
babies, routines and protocols of a birthday party, safety, buying groceries). The read
alouds provided a context that was familiar enough (family interactions and caring for
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siblings), which allowed children to make several connections to their own lives. Along
with reading the books out loud, the children and I engaged in demonstrations around
how to use the pieces of fabric. Sometimes I carried the classroom baby dolls with the
rebozo or the kanga. Other times, the children were invited to collaborate in creating a
demonstration around how the fabric was used in the story. They identified familiar
songs, and ways of carrying children around such as on their backs. Even though
carrying babies and young children with a piece of fabric is a practice that it is not solely
practiced in countries in the East of Africa, but across many cultural communities, none
of the children expressed any connections to this way of carrying babies. Although many
children quickly incorporated the African fabric and rebozos into existing play, others
independently explored demonstrations I provided while reading out loud. These
demonstrations allowed them to bring something new into their play and explore how it
might be integrated. Integrating artifacts into the dramatic play area as part of the
invitations provided a safe space for the children to connect to their own lives, but also
taking them out into the world. The experiences, especially the demonstrations, and the
stories carefully highlighted differences and unique characteristics of the cultures
represented. While the majority of the books were from countries within East Africa,
other stories represented how the practice of carrying babies with pieces of fabric and
with other artifacts, is a shared practice across many communities.
As I reflect upon this shared inquiry, I think about other teaching strategies and
resources that could have fostered the children’s curiosities and inquiries. I strongly
believe in the power of visual literacy to encourage children’s conversations. This inquiry
could have been expanded by using the images included as part of the story box more
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intentionally. Printing them bigger and inviting children to story around the picture, and
to compare and contrast them could have elicited stories and inquiries. This source, along
with Carry Me, could have been used to avoid a narrow understanding regarding the use
of fabric for carrying babies as a practice that is only observed in countries in the East of
Africa, specifically Ethiopia and Tanzania. Also recording the different activities that
older siblings and adults are doing as they carry their babies might have helped children
to better understand possible reasons behind this practice. Finally, a community could
have been invited to share and demonstrate how to wrap a baby and his/her personal
reasons for liking this practice.
Whole Group Inquiry 4 – Visiting Families
This vignette describes a brief inquiry that was built from knowing that many of
the children in the classroom had relatives in Mexico and one in Florida, I wanted to read
a book around relationships with relatives and the experience of visiting relatives.
Eliciting experiences around driving or walking to places to see/visit family was intended
to support students in making connections with Helen, the girl who lives in Ethiopia. So
this inquiry took place after reading New Shoes for Helen for the first time. I anticipated
that Alexis would be more likely to fly in order to visit his cousins in Florida and also
that children would have a range of experiences with their family members and relatives.
I integrated a map of the United States in order to show where the location of Tucson,
Arizona, Virginia, and West Virginia. The map elicited inquiries around how maps work.
In order to foster this inquiries I read selected pages from My Map Book. As I watched
the children storying around maps, I asked the classroom teacher to read New Shoes for
Helen, our first book set outside of the United States. The introduction to this story was
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the most powerful experience that tied to the inquiry. We marked, this time on the fabric
world map, Tucson, Arizona, United States and Ethiopia. Using a paper airplane tie to the
map, I modeled the route that an airplane would probably take when coming back and
forth between Tucson and Ethiopia. “If we want to visit Helen, we can take a plane and
fly over land, then over sea, and again over land until we arrive in Ethiopia. If Helen
wants to visit us she flies over land, over sea, and over land again until she arrives in
Tucson”.


The Relatives Came (Rylant, 1985) presents the story of a family who welcomes
their relatives into their home. The house is quiet before the relatives come. The
relatives drove from West Virginia to Virginia and stayed several weeks. The
relatives are numerous: aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents. They fill the house
with joy, food, hugs and laughter. The families spend time together hugging,
eating, listening and playing music, and sleeping on the bed and the floor. The
house goes back to being quiet after the relatives leave and both families dream
and hope for the next time they will see each other. In order to share The
Relatives Came I slightly adapted the text to meet the time constraints and
children’s anxiety for transitioning into free play. I introduced the book by
inviting the children to look at the cover and think about the times they visit their
family. Children shared several stories around driving and flying to visit family
members or spending time with family. They also asked for additional
information regarding their peers’ stories. For example, after Alexis mentioned
Florida as a place where some of his relatives live, the children wanted to know
the exact location of the state. Then I told the students I would bring a map next
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time so we could see exactly where Florida is and where Alexis’s cousins live. As
we read the story, we looked at the illustrations where the huge luggage were
depicted. Children and teachers brainstormed a list of items they usually take
when they are visiting relatives. The list included: a jacket, pants, shorts, socks,
water, soda, food, and toys so you are not bored. I added a “red blanket” to always
be cozy and warm.


My Map Book (Fanelli, 2006) is the story of a girl who presents a variety of maps
that she has drawn including a treasure map, a map of his bedroom, a map of his
family, a map of his “tummy”, a map of his dog and a map of his face, among
many others. I shared selected pages from the story in order to provide the
students with new venues and ideas regarding what can constitute a map. In order
to share My Map Book I read the labels on the illustrations and invited the
children to predict the kind of map that was being described. I read the text
describing the map to confirm or challenge the children’s predictions.



New Shoes for Helen (Onyefulu, 2011) tells the story a of little girl, Helen, who
needs new shoes to attend her first wedding. She goes with her family to a market
where she tries red, brown, black, yellow, too big and too small shoes, until she
finds the turquoise shoes that she finally falls in love with. The photography book
shows a contemporary urban Ethiopia. In order to share New Shoes for Helen the
classroom teacher shared the story and asked children to share the places where
they buy shoes.
The students engaged in three different follow-up classroom engagements. First,

they were invited (for two days) to draw a picture of a time when they visited their
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families and relatives. They were provided with car and airplane paper cut outs to choose
from. The students dictated their family stories. The second engagement consisted of
inviting the children to create their own maps. They made face maps, “vampires going
home” maps, maps with traps based on video games played at home, and maps of going
from their house to their grandma’s house, passing by McDonald’s. Lastly, the fabric
world map with the attached paper airplane was hung in the block area for free
exploration.
Through this inquiry, children were able to reference global experiences
encountered in the oral and written stories. About a month after reading The Relatives
Came, and after Alexis was not in the school anymore, Joseph created a representation of
his understanding in which he referenced experiences from books and stories his
classmates had shared. He connected two global experiences. First, he connected the
experience of Helen who lives in Ethiopia with his family. Second, he seemed to connect
to the whole class pretend play around visiting Helen, or maybe he remembered me
explaining that the paper airplane attached to the fabric world map could be used by us in
order to visit Helen or Helen could use it to visit us. The specific processes in which
Joseph constructed his understandings are unclear, but it is evident that his attention had
been captured by the idea of taking an airplane to visit relatives who live far away. Third,
Joseph connected to his former peer, Alexis, who flew to visit his family in Florida and
then left school for the same reason.
Yaniel and Ariel also engaged in referencing global experiences from the global
curriculum as they played with the fabric world map and imagined living in Ethiopia: “I
live in Opathia… I want to see how is it that they look like”. Weeks later, one morning
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when Yaniel’s older sister came into the classroom to drop him off, Yaniel took her hand
walked her to the world fabric map and said: “We live here” [while pointing to United
Stated on the map]. While these young children’s understandings of distance, space,
locations and scales were emergent, they were very interested in figuring out how the
map worked, all the places on it and what it means to live in different places, but also
being able to come back to Tucson.
The children made a wide range of personal connections throughout the inquiry.
For example Joseph shared, “Sometimes I take a car to visit my family”, while Alexis
followed, “I fly on airplane to Florida to visit my cousins”, as they listened to The
Relatives Came. The addition of the airplane as a means of transportation fostered new
connections, such as Irene’s memory of being “on an airplane to see Disney”. Personal
connections and stories emerged as the children engaged in drawing about visiting their
relatives. The children’s stories described family members, “I’m going to visit my daddy
and my mom and my sisters and my nana and my tata and my another nana and my
another tata”, as well as family interactions, “There is me and my big brother. We are
going to the jungle and then we are going to the zoo and then we are going home into my
mom, dad and baby sister”
Connections around place emerged as the children shared their own knowledge
regarding living in Tucson. As described in the previous chapter, the students shared an
important connection regarding Tucson as the place they all have in common and that
they all share. Leilany says, “We live in Tucson”. A child added: I live in Tucson too”,
and another “me too”, and another “yo vivo en Tucson teacher”. This connection also led
to knowledge about the relationship between Tucson (city), Arizona (state) and United
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States (country). Like previous inquiries, the children utilized their connections to make
sense of new information. For example, when the students saw the distance between
Virginia and West Virginia (pointed out by one of their peers) they commented,
“Teacher, that’s short!” Their comments represent their attempt for making sense of this
new and different experience: “Teacher I could get there swimming”, “I can walking”,
and “Teacher I can go in my bike”.
In this inquiry, the children’s referencing of global experiences could be
considered as also their inquiries around differences. When Joseph created his
representation of knowledge he was putting together pieces and stories, in order to better
understand the notion of flying to visit family. Joseph shared about driving in order to see
family and driving to visit his father and join him at the barber shop. None of his
experiences related to flying as transportation to accomplish the same goal. In his
representation, he did not include himself. One possible interpretation for his choice
could be that he is positioning himself in relation to the experience: “While some people
fly to visit their family, I drive a car”.
Other inquiries around differences can be seen when Yaniel pretends to live in
Ethiopia during his map exploration. He desired living in a place near the water and was
interested in knowing how people living in other places might look like. These instances
describe differences that Yaniel noticed. Ethiopia is a new place he can explore and
pretend to live in. Living near the water is different from living in Tucson. Yaniel could
have reached that difference through previous life experiences or as he looked at the map
and noticed blue spaces that he identified as water sources. Finally, Yaniel might be
anticipating connections and uniqueness as he wonders about what people might look
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like. Indicating an inclination to notice connections or differences from his point of view
could result in misinformed assumptions.
Some of the strategies related to translanguaging that these emergent bilinguals
were utilizing in their preferred language as a way of making meaning. For example,
Miriam dictated her story in Spanish, and explained, “Vamos a visitar a mi abuela
Sonia”.
Reflection
Building from children’s experiences around spending time with their families, as
shown in Joseph’s representation of knowledge, the stories the children told to each other
and those they listened to served not only to build a community but to foster individual
inquiries such as what it means to fly to visit family and relatives. References and further
explorations around global experiences and a range of personal connections were
observed as the children moved through the global curriculum experiences to explore
relationships between families and places in their dominant language and also through
drawings and play.
Through this inquiry, the children were also eager to explore and understand
logistics related to maps, even though that was not the focus of the experiences. I
remembered teaching my niece when she was 2 years old, “important facts” regarding a
map of Puerto Rico. Our conversations sounded something like this: “Ivanna we live here
in Carolina (pointing to Carolina), Tío Angie and the dairy farm are here (pointing to
Fajardo) and Ednita lives here in Ponce” (pointing to Ponce). Then I would ask Ivanna
comprehension questions, followed by asking other siblings to come over and listen to
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her retelling. In the classroom, when I mentioned Tucson and half of the class shared that
they lived in Tucson, and kept sharing knowledge about abstract concepts such as cities
and states, I thought about these children were being exposed to similar kinds of
interaction like the ones I had with my niece. I responded to the children’s specific
questions around maps, but I kept the interactions around the maps broader since I did not
want a focus around teaching about maps, but to support them in developing a
perspective around connections and differences.
As I reflect back on this inquiry, I have identified several experiences that could
have fostered the children’s inquiries as they connect to local and global experiences.
First, we could have asked the teacher’s permission to map the children’s houses and
explore who live close to whom and where our school is in relation to our houses,
especially for those children who take the bus to school. I could also have asked families
to share stories orally, in writing or drawing, about times when they visit family and the
activities they like doing together.
Whole Group Read Aloud and Classroom Engagement 5 – Rangoli
The book Rangoli (Ananth, 2011) was one of the books that captured the attention
of the classroom teacher. As she browsed Rangoli, she identified the multiple connections
the story has with math literacies (especially shapes and patterns). We used the book to
introduce experiences around India. Rangoli is an Hindu traditional art. Ajji’s
grandmother lives in a village decorated with rangoli on the floor, on the walls, framing
doors and windows. Ajji is sad because she is unsure about how to make a beautiful
rangoli in her apartment. With chalk and a small black board her grandmother teaches her
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how to draw a rangoli and take that tradition with her no matter where she goes. During
Teacher Brenda’s read aloud, she supported the children’s understandings about rangolis
and she restated: “It’s a shape, what kind of shape?” She also identified global
connections for the students: “She’s is wearing a sari… remember, like a rebozo”. She
also encouraged the children to explore global knowledge by using materials they were
already familiar with in order to create a new experience: “You can use chalks outside to
make a rangoli”. After the read aloud, she invited the children to create the rangoli design
on the back of the story on their white board.
Two small group experiences were created to play with the idea of the rangoli
utilizing classroom materials. First, the children used plastic caps and long paper sticks to
create rangoli designs on the carpet. The next day, the students transacted with the book
for the second time. I focused on eliciting connections around reasons why people
decorate their houses for special occasions. The students’ comments relate to the category
of connections to own life. The second follow-up experience consisted of giving each
child a piece of paper with 25 dots and short paper sticks that they could paste in order to
connect the dots.
During free exploration, the students referenced global experiences through their
use of the word rangoli and their many attempts to use the word and explore what it
meant through their creations. For example, Anthony grabbed the Rangoli book and
announced that he was going to make the rangoli on the end pages.
The children explored several connections to their own lives, especially during
our conversation about home decorations in which they explained that mom cleans the
house in order to make dad happy after he comes back from work. The children pulled
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from their experiences at home, mostly observing adults (parents) cleaning their houses.
Somehow, in these experiences they built stereotyped understanding around gender
expectations and the role of each family member.
The preschoolers explored differences related to rangoli as a global experience,
just as they would explore the integration of any other new artifacts into the classroom.
They played with it in different forms and created their own interpretations. For example,
Ismael explored how to connect the dots to create diamonds. He tried several times to
create squares. I modeled how to make diagonal lines. He worked on a second rangoli.
This time he connected all the dots on square shapes. He encountered the squares several
times and then decided to use a different color for each. Dominic explored the concept of
the dots after he noticed that the paper I gave him did not have dots where he needed
them, which encouraged him to create his own dots. On his second rangoli, he drew dots
on lines, very close to each other, then a different arrangement and different color lines to
connect the dots. Like a real rangoli, he also drew lines around the dots. Nydia decided to
create her own rangoli with no guidelines. She drew dots as needed and worked on
connecting some of the dots in a way that seems to create a frame. Joseph, created a
rangoli on the floor using the plastic caps and long paper sticks. He began by connecting
the caps with the paper sticks and moving them as needed. His rangoli turned into a
house, as he looked for Lego people and positioned them inside the rangoli. He integrated
magnetic letters to create the “toilet” inside the house. When this inquiry seemed to be
over, Joseph explored jumping over his rangoli from side one to the other.
Similar to their inquiries around the word chapatis, the students explored the new
word rangoli in their play. Even when they were being creative with the materials, they
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still referred to their creations as rangolis. Joseph would exclaim: “Nobody mess up with
my rangoli!” as he attempted to protect his rangoli, created in the middle of the rug where
other peers gathered to play with blocks and toy animals.
Reflection
This book was purposefully integrated into the classroom curriculum as the
teacher had identified strong connections to mathematical concepts and skills around
patterns and shapes, so it initially built from the teacher’s interest. She also provided an
explicit connection regarding the sari and rebozo being pieces of clothing that people
(women in both books) wear. Except for the conversation around why people decorate
their houses, I think that the children’s engagement in the classroom experiences were
mostly around the processes of making a rangoli, like another arts and craft project. They
used the word rangoli intentionally to refer and label their creations. Carmen even wrote
the word rangoli on her paper after I invited her to do so. Unlike the inquiry around
making food with play dough, creating a rangoli involved less dialogue and stories.
Regardless of this observation, each of them explored how to make a rangoli in a unique
way.
As I reflect upon the experiences, I noticed that during this inquiry I
underestimated these preschoolers’ capacities. If rangoli is such a fluid creative form of
art expression, why did I limit the children’s explorations to linear and structured
representations? It could have been so easy and more open-ended to just give them a
paper with 25 dots and let them create their own representations with markers,
watercolor, even play dough. This experiences would have built directly from the story.
Given that the end of the school year was approaching, the stories around decorating
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places for special events could have been expanded and deepened in order to brainstorm
ways to decorate our classroom for the end of the year program, which was organized for
families.
Discussion
Based on the children’s intercultural understandings, this section shared five
vignettes that seemed the most effective in supporting children’s thinking around local
and global communities. Five shared characteristics were identified from these vignettes:
1) Building on an area of interest; 2) Invitations and literature to facilitate connections
between local and global; 3) Play and artifacts to explore experiences from global
literature; 4) Experiences and stories that highlighted differences and unique
characteristics of a culture; 5) Space for children to engage in translanguaging, and; 6)
Types of teacher talk.
Building On an Area of Interest
Some teachers have turned “problems into projects”, such as developing an
inquiry around making wood toy doors for the block area due to constant arguments
among kindergarten children (Krechevsky, Mardell, Rivard & Wilson, 2013). The global
curriculum built on the children’s interests, starting off with a theme that children often
tell stories about, such as shoes. Building from an area of interest supported children’s
enthusiasm for learning and furthered their interest, engaging them in experiences that
can generate pleasure, and from which they can develop motivation to learn (Hyson,
2008). For example, children’s interest in construction led to inquiries around how
schools and homes are built around the world.
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Building from what children are already engaged with also supports learners’
development of focus and attention, persistence along with flexibility of thinking, and
self-regulation (Hyson, 2008, p. 17-18). When children engaged in inquiries that
evolved from their interests, and funds of knowledge, such as child care, they shared
stories to position themselves as knowledgeable and respected contributors of their peer
and classroom community. As they integrated the global knowledge into their local
knowledge, their stories transformed to incorporate their new understandings: “Teacher,
you know my mom makes chapatis?”
Literature and Invitations to Facilitate Connections between Local and Global
Short (2010) argues that “literature provides an opportunity for children to
immerse themselves in multiple ways of thinking and living in the world so they can
come to recognize common humanity and to value cultural differences” (p. 1). In this
study, children connected their previous experiences and knowledge with the themes
presented in the story worlds. The majority of the books addressed universal themes, such
as family and community structures, interactions, and relationships, which also
portraying a specific global culture. Children experienced the books as windows, sliding
doors and sometimes mirrors. Bishop (1990) explains her metaphors in the following

paragraph:
Books can be windows, offering views of worlds that may be real or imagined,
familiar or strange. These windows are also sliding glass doors, and readers have
only to walk through in imagination to become part of whatever world has been
created or recreated by the author. When lighting conditions are just right,
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however, a window can also be a mirror. Literature transforms human experience
and reflects it back to us, and in that reflection we can see our own lives and
experiences as part of the larger human experience. Reading, then, becomes a
means of self-affirmation, and readers often seek their mirrors in books. (Bishop,
1990, pp. ix-xi)
Sometimes they saw themselves in the stories that represented their Latino-MexicanAmerican cultures, other times through the universal themes addressed, such as playing
with dough in What Should I Make? They also explored new worlds. The books were
sources of global knowledge that allowed children to notice connections and differences
within their cultural contexts and other cultural communities.
Invitations created opportunities for children to engage with the deeper meaning
of the stories and to share multiple interpretations and perspectives through multimodal
responses (Van Sluys, 2005), such as creating stories through clay and play dough or
exploring family stories by engaging with global artifacts integrated into the dramatic
play area. The invitations served as assessments tools that supported the development of
the curriculum in order to foster children’s individual and collective inquiries.
Play and Artifacts to Explore Experiences from Global Literature
The majority of the invitations involved play and the exploration of artifacts. Play
created spaces for action as response, rather than only language as a means for thinking
and sharing responses (Rowe, 2007). Play welcomed children’s various skills, inquiries,
and knowledge. Artifacts like the kanga, rebozos, and photographs of chapatis crossed
geographical boundaries as they moved back and forth between local and global
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communities, especially through the integration and mediation of artifacts (Pahl &
Roswell, 2013).
Artifacts opened up new worlds when the children explored global experiences,
and expanded the children’s world when they were integrated as part of familiar
narratives. The symbolic nature of play allowed for the artifacts to take different
meanings, but always connected to explorations of the children’s funds of knowledge or
an area of interest. Playing with artifacts created opportunities for developing knowledge
and perspectives that can potentially challenge narrow understandings of cultures, as
teachers identify ways in which “children construct and misconstruct their understandings
of the world around them” (Katz & Chard, 2000, p. 26).
Experiences and Stories that Highlighted Differences, Unique Characteristics of a
Culture, and Commonalities

In the global curriculum, play, as a cultural activity, was a means for inquiring
about connections and differences within and across communities. It created a space
where the local and the global came together (Wohlwend, 2013). Our eyes and inquisitive
nature are easily driven to notice differences. Different and new are both attractive
features. The literature and invitations carefully highlighted differences, within common
themes. When differences seemed very distant from the children’s life, such as students
in Chad building their own schools with mud every year, connections to the universal
theme of going to school and being a student were intentionally stated or asked in order
to avoid positioning difference as exotic and too remote to explore.
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Rosenblatt (1995) argues that books by themselves are not enough, readers need
to engage with the text in meaningful ways. Especially when books and experiences
represent global experiences, we have the responsibility of exposing students to the
differences, but a larger commitment to humanity to support children in making sense of
the differences within the larger themes that unite them.
Space for Children to Engage in Translanguaging
While the language of instruction was English, the teachers encouraged and
supported the use of both languages, English and Spanish, in the classroom on a regular
basis. This practice was easy, and sometimes taken for granted, because the three teachers
in the classroom were bilingual in these languages. The books shared were written in
English. The conversations around the books, and the interactions around the invitations
and play were monolingual or bilingual depending on the children present. Children
whose dominant language was Spanish were spoken to primarily in Spanish by peers, and
in both languages by the teachers, with Spanish being used for translation purposes.
Accessing both languages occurred on a daily basis. Being open-ended to speaking,
learning and code-switching between English and Spanish was a desired disposition to
have in order to belong to the peer culture, defined by Corsaro (1985) as “a set of
common activities or routines, artifacts, values, reactions, perceptions, and interpretations
of live events and the adult world, concerns, and attitudes” (p. 171-2).
Words introduced in the books that represented global practices, were used by the
children as they appropriated and made sense of the experience. Like Joseph who proudly
told Julia: “Look, I make two chapatis” or Yaniel playing with Ariel: “I live in Opathia”.
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Children’s explorations of words from unfamiliar languages signal the importance of
intentionally bringing global languages in classrooms, like when I introduced the song,
Taitu, by Ethiopian group Aster Aweke and singer Yegna, which encouraged Nydia’s
response: “Teacher, that’s Japanese!” Experiences with unfamiliar languages support indepth inquiries of cultural communities because languages represent cultural beliefs,
values, ways of living and thinking, and are a means for people interpreting the world
(Thomas & Short, 2007).
Types of Teacher Talk
In a preschool classroom, language has the power of shutting off or enlightening
children’s inquiries, and their development in becoming lifelong learners (Johnston,
2004; Lindfors, 1999). Teacher talk was important in order to support children in sharing
personal stories, noticing and describing commonalities and differences between their
cultural contexts and the global communities, and as a tool for fostering children’s
inquiries, eliciting wonders, hypotheses, explanations, clarifications, comparisons, and
questions.
Being away from the classroom for over five years, I carefully monitored my
language in order to go beyond evaluative comments, such as: “great job or I like that
prediction”, which I used for positive reinforcement. This kind of talk provides little to no
useful cues that can support children’s inquiries beyond limiting them to please their
teacher (Lindfors, 1999). While I modeled asking questions, I also encouraged
wondering, which leads to imagining possibilities, which is necessary in order to consider
that children and families around the world have a variety of ways of living and being.
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Like Yaniel when he said to his friend: “I want to live here… I want to see how is that
they look like”.
The vignettes showed that when these characteristics work together, the children
were able to develop intercultural understandings as knowledge, perspectives, and
relationships. The literature and artifacts were naturally woven into their play as they
broadened some stories and initiated others. The ongoing comparison and contrast
between experiences, and constructed and shared through language and actions, allowed
children to notice connections and differences that supported their conceptual
understandings. The experiences in the global curriculum created spaces for moving
towards becoming multilingual and multicultural.
Conclusion
This chapter presented the findings concerning the two last research questions
explored through this study: What intercultural understandings do young children
explore? and What are the characteristics of classroom engagements from the global
curriculum that seem to support children’s intercultural understandings? Children’s
intercultural understandings related to knowledge, perspective and relationship. The
characteristics of classroom engagements that supported children’s understandings
included building on an area of interest, supporting the explorations of both connections
and uniqueness of cultures, encouraging play and artifacts to explore global communities,
and creating spaces for translanguaging, and teacher’s talk that further children’s
inquiries and wonderings.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

“Without a doubt, as our classrooms continue to represent the diversity of our
global society, culture matters and therefore we must start with our youngest
global citizens in implementing culturally relevant and sustainable early
educational practices.” (Durden, Escalante & Blitch, 2015, p. 231).
The impetus for this study emerged from three main life events. First, my own
experience as a preschool teacher in which I observed how students played and inquired
about the cultural contexts of their families and communities, as well as their teachers,
which they usually predicted as different from their own. Second, I spent four years
developing, implementing, and reflecting about the literacy engagement of Cultural
Community Story Boxes through the CREATE project. Our focus was developing deep
understandings around how to support future teachers and in-service teachers in
developing culturally relevant/sustaining pedagogies (Landson-Billings, 2014; Paris,
2012). Our focus was the implementation of global curriculum permeated by
interculturalism as a lens, in order to effectively teach and learn from and with children
and families. Third, I was interested in exploring how my intercultural understandings
influence my personal life as a Puerto Rican, living in different communities within the
United States, negotiating countless layers of cultural practices and ideologies with my
Spaniard husband, who has recently moved to the Southwest, after 38 years of living in a
city northeast of Madrid.
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In this chapter I provide an overview of the rationale for engaging in this study
and a summary of the data collection and analysis. I also describe and discuss what I
consider as the most salient and relevant findings in light of their implications for
classroom practice and future research.
Summary of the Study
During my experiences of working as a preschool teacher I learned that young
children notice differences: “You’re fat… I’m not”, as much as they notice similarities
“Teacher, we have the same shoes”. Differences allowed children to develop
understandings of their classroom community, especially when their teachers shared
different experiences and practices. For instance, the children knew that their classroom
teachers did not attend the Friday special ceremony at the synagogue. Their awareness of
difference was not something I intentionally encouraged as my own knowledge was
probably as emergent as theirs. My intuition led me to think that it was okay that children
knew that we shared commonalities and differences, but I did not have strong arguments
to justify my teaching decisions.
During my work with CREATE, mentor teachers and teacher candidates pushed
my thinking and that of my colleagues to consider the challenges regarding exploring
local and global communities in a preschool classroom. One salient finding in this
process has been that the challenges were philosophical, rather than in terms of resources.
These early childhood educators and future teachers shared three assumptions that limited
them from supporting their students’ inquiries around themselves and larger
communities:
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Assumption 1: Young children can only understand through connection to own
lives.



Assumption 2: Explorations of difference are not developmentally appropriate.



Assumption 3: Global explorations involve teaching ‘about’ a culture.
Mentor teachers and teacher candidates strongly believed that their students could

only learn from connections made to their own lives and immediate surroundings. If a
child had not lived in China, did not have Chinese relatives, friends, or other kinds of
experience with Chinese culture, then they believed the child would have a difficult time
making personal connections with a story set in China.
They also believed that the concept of differences was an obstacle to teachers’
attempts at cultural harmony. Difference was a confusing concept that they thought
would divide their students rather than unify them in a classroom community. In this
study, I noticed that the classroom teacher would use phrases like, “but it’s okay”, every
time she discussed differences with the children, as if convincing herself and the students
that being different was acceptable, and talking about it was permitted in the classroom.
With the tensions of teaching diverse populations of students and families that all come
together at school, teachers might feel that focusing only on “what makes us the same”
can support harmony, even though this focus is at the cost of understanding students’ and
families’ unique strengths, knowledge, and life experiences.
Finally, teacher candidates, more than mentor teachers, struggled with their
beliefs that interculturalism is teaching about cultures. They were concerned that what
they determined as “the content” was not developmentally appropriate. Furthermore, they
were unsure of their own content knowledge about the cultures they were supposed to
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teach about. Supporting young children to develop perspectives and dispositions was a
new idea disconnected from their beliefs around what it means to explore a global
culture. One of the teacher candidates described her experience with the story boxes
during a Professional Learning Opportunity (paraphrase): “the hardest thing for me has
been not to think about it as teaching but as a perspective”.
From these background experiences, I decided to conduct teacher research
utilizing primarily two story boxes, East Africa and India, in a preschool classroom with
a strong Latino/a population. The global books contained contemporary representations
of the lives of children who actively interacted with their families, their communities and
schools. The artifacts built from the literature and were integrated into the classroom
through invitations to encourage play, response and storytelling. The following research
questions were explored as the children engaged in the global curriculum developed for
this study:


What do young children inquire about in local and global communities?



How do young children’s inquire about local and global communities?



What intercultural understandings do young children explore?



What are the characteristics of classroom engagements from the global
curriculum that seem to support children’s intercultural understandings?

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical frameworks that guide this study are inquiry, play as response, and
intercultural understanding. An inquiry curriculum offers possibilities for teachers and
students to engage in meaningful explorations around themes and issues that are
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important for them, since young children naturally explore their world around them.
Within an inquiry curriculum spaces can be created to inquire about local and global
communities, while also addressing academic standards.
Play as a medium for learning and development is cultivated in our society by
providing abundant resources and opportunities (Gaskins, 2014), especially in the
preschool classroom. Children explore their lives and world through play. Play provides
the ideal space for young children to deepen their inquiries around local communities and
practices, and to explore global cultures from a place that is safe from real life risks,
while creating a new experience that can be connected to future experiences. Through
play, young children also engaged in interpretative strategies for responding to literature
and stories. Literature, like play, is a vehicle for better understanding ourselves and the
world. It also creates a safe and distant place from which to explore challenging matters,
and world-wide perspectives and experiences that otherwise might not be accessible or
affordable. Play can create spaces for children to reflect upon stories and respond through
words and actions.
Children’s intercultural understandings emerge through play as knowledge,
dispositions, attitudes, and ways of interacting and relating to others are also explored
and negotiated. Intercultural understandings are not conceived as teaching about a
culture, but as developing perspectives that expect differences and reasons for the
existence of differences.
Research Methodology
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This teacher research was conducted in the Arcoíris classroom, at Sonora Head
Start in South Tucson. The center is Reggio-Emilia inspired. Their emergent curriculum
is child-driven, and a strong focus on family and community were conducive to
integrating a global curriculum and furthering children’s inquiries around local and
global cultural contexts. The classroom teacher welcomed the study as she was concerned
that her students were only being exposed to local communities that do not represent the
complexities and cultural richness in the world. Data was collected three times a week
during spring from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. The global curriculum consisted of whole
group meetings where I shared global literature and related whole class experiences, such
as introducing new artifacts to encourage play. The group time was followed by free
exploration. The curricular invitations were integrated into the free exploration areas,
such as the dramatic play area, block area, and the circle table. The data was analyzed
through grounded theory, using constant comparative analysis in order to develop
categories that were informed by previous research while also emergent from the data.
Findings
The children inquired about the significance of place, as spaces to interact and
learn from and with family and people (Israel, 2012). They also inquired about societal
rules and regulations, especially negotiating home and school practices involving their
funds of knowledge around child care, household care, and family entertainment. Like
most children, they were curious about how things work and spent time interacting with
the fabric world map and the artifacts. They also inquired about how to build community
looking at similarities and differences (Ponciano & Shabazian, 2012). Each category
involved children exploring concepts regarding a broad idea of community that wove
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between local and global communities through universal themes. Their inquiries became
an opportunities to bring home into school and explore both contexts, rather than forcing
children to choose and leave aspects from their identities and lives outside of the
classroom.
The strategies and processes the children utilized as they pursued their inquiries
were similar to those described by Short (2009) in the inquiry cycle. The children
searched for connections between the local and the global. They also engaged with their
tensions, which sometimes consisted of exploring an artifact or trying to understand why
schools in Chad were built with mud. They played in order to make sense of new
experiences, as a way to understand by integrating the new experiences into existing
stories or creating new ones. They learned from and with others through attending
demonstrations, sharing and co-constructing. Play opportunities encouraged the use of
interpretative strategies, such as personal response, connecting books with artifacts,
following personal inquiries and sorting the authors’ meanings that allowed children to
experience play as an experiential response; as experience.
The students experienced intercultural understandings as knowledge, perspective,
and relationships (Short, 2010). The literature and artifacts provided global experiences
that children used in order to build global knowledge that they regularly connected and
compared and contrast to their local and previous knowledge. Children engaged in
developing their personal perspectives as they anticipated complexities and listened to
peers’ and teachers’ differing interpretations. They sought to understand situations by
engaging in social interactions. They also began to develop empathy and connections
towards the characters in the literature. Sometimes empathy emerged out of concern for
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the child in the story. Other times it grew from an interest in knowing more about the life
of the child living in a new place, such as: “Opathia”. Intercultural understanding as
relationship was experienced as children engaged with each other and listened to each
other’s’ perspectives and began considering changing their perspectives as a result of
social interactions. Relationship was also represented as children engaged in thinking
collaboratively with others, particularly as they played and negotiated plots, settings,
roles, and friendship. Intercultural understanding should be also analyzed in terms of
action, in order to notice the changes in relationships and perspectives that are taking
place in the classroom and beyond, as children and teachers create spaces to make a
difference based on their new understandings.
The vignettes that seemed most effective in supporting children’s intercultural
understandings shared six characteristics. They built on an area of interest to introduce
global culture. The books and invitations encouraged local and global connections, by
addressing themes that children often share stories from their lives. The experiences and
stories highlighted commonalities and differences to avoid narrowed understandings of
culture and single stories about cultures (Adichie, 2009). Play and artifacts were
encouraged to explore experiences from global literature. The experiences supported
translanguaging, as they invited children to make sense using their repertoire of strategies
in English and Spanish (García, 2009). The vignette shows that teacher talk encouraged
conversations around connections and differences between local and global communities,
storytelling, and a sense of wondering and further their inquiries (Lindfors, 1999).
Through this study, I hope to contribute to the field of early childhood education,
especially how young children think and make sense of the connections and uniqueness
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across and within local and global cultural communities. However, and more important,
as explained by Chiseri-Strater and Sunstein (2005), as a teacher researcher, this inquiry
has enabled me to become a better teacher –over and over again.

Implications of the Study
This section has been organized in four themes relevant to early childhood
education in early childhood classrooms and teacher education: 1) global explorations
enrich the lives of young children; 2) play as experience and response; 3) implications for
curriculum, and; 4) implications for future research. As a teacher and researcher, I leave
this inquiry with more questions than “answers”, counting the days until I can visit and
collaborate in a new preschool classroom to keep exploring the ideas that I am about to
present.

Global Explorations Enrich the Lives of Young Children
Exposing children to inquiring about global communities should be in the mind of
every educator and researcher of young children as they engage in a culturally sustainable
pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 2014; Paris, 2012). Intercultural understandings go beyond
being necessary for “competing” in a global society. They should be considered at the
heart of understanding and transforming our global society into a just and equitable
world; a much better world, not for some, but for all. Landson-Billings (1995) argues that
culturally relevant pedagogy, CRP, “make us grapple with ways to make fully human
both our students and ourselves in order to insure academic and cultural success for all”
(p. 150), describing practices that support justice and equity in classrooms. When
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thinking about all, Derman-Sparks & Ramsey (2005) remind readers that culturally
relevant pedagogy, like an anti-bias/multicultural curriculum, is not only for and about
people of color, as it supports White students, families, and teachers in valuing diversity
and identifying and resisting racism. Lanson-Billings (2014) explains that scholars have
interpreted CRP in a range of ways. Some powerful, pushing the concept forward, such
as Paris’ (2012) culturally sustainable pedagogy, which goes beyond specific cultural
ethnic groups. Other authors have stressed the concepts in ways that reduced CRP to
“adding some books about people of color, having a classroom Kwanzaa celebration or
pasting ‘diverse’ images making one ‘culturally relevant’” (Ladson-Billings, 2014, p. 82).
As classroom teachers and teacher educators we should be thinking in terms of “diversity
as the norm” (Genishi & Dyson, 2009, p. 10) and purposefully developing experiences
that can support children in continuing to do what they do best, being curious about the
world.
Every day young children engage in making sense of what and who is around
them through the multiple and multimodal texts and discourses they interact with on a
daily basis. It’s what children naturally do with or without their teacher’s support. While
this study shows that global experiences enrich the lives of young children, I do not intent
to label these engagements as “developmentally appropriate practices”. Although, this
term is highly resonant in the field of early childhood, I have decided not to use it
because by focusing only on stages of development, it misses/overlooks the significance
of children’s life experiences, and the importance and contributions of context in
supporting what children can do. In other words, I find the term incapable of capturing
the richness of what young children can do when provided with rich contexts, such as
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invitations or other forms of Vygotsky’s zones of proximal development, that encourage
children to use their life experiences and other mediators such as artifacts, play, people,
and language for meaning making and experience.
Data from this study contributes to the significance of intercultural understanding
as knowledge, perspective and relationship explored by Short (2010) and Case (1993)
with older students. It also pushes the field by looking at what very young children can
do, which has been explored from multiple perspectives by Cohen (2009) who focused on
cultural heritage and global knowledge, Anghel and Adina Lupu (2014) who looked at
global knowledge and socialization, Kirova (2010) analyzing how intercultural
curriculum supports home languages, and Ponciano and Shabazian (2012), and Short &
Acevedo (in press) exploring intercultural understanding in preschool classrooms. The
uniqueness of this study is that it provides concrete examples of the kinds of talk and play
that preschoolers engage in as they gain knowledge, develop perspectives, and build
relationships, offering educators of very young children an idea of what is possible as
they develop intercultural understandings.
Children can connect to and go beyond their life experiences to explore new
understandings. While it is important that early childhood educators provide children and
families with experiences that can allow them to make and use connections in order to
better understand their immediate surroundings, these experiences should also encourage
explorations beyond home, school, and close communities. Direct connections between
the cultural practices, values, and geographical settings represented in a book and the
children’s lives are not necessary in order for them to make personal connections and
these engagements to be considered as educative experiences (Dewey, 1938) because
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connections can be made to broader experiences, such as being a child, having siblings,
having a favorite place at home, spending time with parents, visiting relatives, and
cooking and carrying babies. Universal themes like these do not simplify, but question
and broaden children’s awareness about their own cultural practices, as they explore
different perspectives through the experiences presented in global books. Children also
used play as means for exploring and pursuing their very authentic inquiries about local
and global communities.
At a practical level, this means taking time to carefully observe and engage
children in conversations around text sets (Short, Harste & Burke, 1996) organized by
broad themes such as relationship, journey, power, identity, play, and transformation.
These text sets could include:


Text Set #1: Books and artifacts depicting how children play around the world in
order to show diversity in the world:
o Stewart Konrad, M. (2010). I Like to Play – Global
o Colato Laínez, R. (2006). Playing Lotería/El juego de la Lotería –
Mexican
o Tafolla, C. (2009). What Can You Do with a Paleta? – Mexican
American
o McLerran, A. (1991). Roxaboxen- American Southwest
o Nayar, N. (2009). What Should I Make? - India
o Könnecke, O. (2006). Anthony and the girls – Germany
o Lowe, A. (2008). Come and Play: Children of our world having fun –
Global
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Text Set #2: Books and artifacts representing a range of families from a particular
local or global culture in order to explore diversity within cultural communities.
The following text set is around South Korea:
o Lee, Ho Baek (2003). While We Were Out.
o Choung, Eun-hee (2008). Minji’s Salon.
o Lee, Tae-Jun. (2007). Waiting for Mama.
o Lee, Hyun Young (2008). Something for School.
o Lee, Suzy (2008). Wave.
o Kwon, Yoon-duck (2005). My Cat Copies Me.
o Park, Linda Sue (2005). Bee-bim-Bop!
o Lee, Uk-Bae (1999). Sori’s Harvest Moon Day: A Story of Korea.
o Cheung, Hyechong & Das, Prodeepta (2011) K is for Korea.



Text Set #3: Books and artifacts from the cultures represented in the classroom.
This text set will look very different based on the classrooms population. The
following books represent attempt to represent some of the cultures my students
navigate every day: The desert as culture, African-American and Latino/MexicanAmerican as ethnicities, family cultural practices (togetherness, role of
grandparents, and siblings). Like in any other text set, this is just the beginning:
o McLerran, Alice (2004). Roxaboxen.
o Keats, Ezra Jack (1999). Clementina’s Cactus.
o Mora, Pat (2008). Let’s Eat!/¡A comer!
o Farwell, K. (1993). Feast for 10.
o Keats, E. (1967). Peter’s Chair
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o Rivera-Ashford, Roni Capin (2002). My Nana’s Remedies/Los remedios
de mi nana. (And (2015). My Tata’s Remedies/Los remedies de mi tata).
o Stewart Konrad, M. (2010). Grand.
o Gonzales Bertrand, Diane (2007). We Are Cousins/Somos primos.
o Rotner, Shelley. Shades of People - Global
o Kerley, B. You and Me Together - Global

Rereading creates a new opportunity for meaning making (Rosenblatt, 1938). Careful
reading and re-reading are also needed in order to move beyond initial reactive responses,
and sometimes superficial connections, into identifying and engaging with the deeper
themes and meanings of high quality literature and the multiple meanings that artifact
stories carry. Another reason for teachers to engage and respond thoughtfully to the
stories, especially global literature, is to avoid the dangers of matching texts and readers
based on essentialized and simplified notions of culture (Martínez-Roldán & Heineke,
2011; Delgado-Gaitán, 2005;), which will contribute to the continuation of stereotypes
and the emergence of single stories.
Global exploration also supports the idea that explorations of difference are
essential to young children’s understandings. Young children notice differences from a
very early age (Adair & Doucet, 2014). Teachers critically observe and address children’s
early awareness of difference as developmentally appropriate for several reasons. First of
all, the explorations of difference (cultural, racial, linguistic, and gender) are usually
child-initiated. Second, assuming an active supportive role should be the teacher’s
responsibility in order to prevent narrowed understandings, and to foster difference as a
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resource and not a problem. Balancing similarities and differences also contributes to
avoiding an overemphasis on “we are all the same” or positioning “others” as too remote
for “us” to care about exploring. The children in this study played with, and sometimes
appropriated, the differences in order to understand them. They incorporated
demonstrations and experiences encountered in the global stories in order to enrich their
play. Comparing and contrasting enabled them to broaden their conceptual
understandings, by going beyond their current understandings as they played and
wondered about new possibilities, potentially positioning their cultural practices and
beliefs as part of a reality, rather than the only truth. Questioning whether explorations of
differences are developmentally appropriate suggests questioning the nature of culturally
relevant pedagogies in early childhood classrooms.
For teachers this means creating spaces to explore connections and differences
among people. The word similarities can convey ideas of assimilation and equality, for
which I suggest using the word connection, which is rooted in unity and invites
flexibility. Teachers need to encourage that kind of thinking by intentionally inviting
children to compare and notice those connections and differences.
Teacher educators can create professional learning opportunities for classroom
teachers and future teachers in order to explore how we are global, from eating
Vietnamese food in Tucson and listening to a favorite Irish-Norwegian song, to being an
Australian married to a Spaniard and living in London. Through CREATE, we used an
engagement called Comparing to Learn to encourage mentor teachers and teacher
candidates to carefully analyze photographs of the same activity in two different global
contexts and look for similarities and differences. They then moved into wondering about
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the reasons (deep questions or big ideas that could help in understanding what was going
on) behind the similarities and differences. In other words, noticing differences is not
enough for intercultural understanding. Children need to understand that there are reasons
for those differences, and being open-minded to explore, understand, and respect those
values.
Global explorations should be framed around intercultural understanding as
knowledge, perspective, and relationships. Approaching the concept of culture as
processes and “practices that are viewed as dynamic, emergent, and interactional”
(González, Moll & Amanti, 2005, p. 41) and influenced by household funds of
knowledge should be at the center of intercultural understandings, in order to move away
from “uniform categorizations of a shared group culture” and “discovering standardized
rules for behavior” (p. 40). As a teacher researcher who was developing the global
curriculum, there were times when I was found myself concerned with teaching about a
culture. It takes a considerable amount of energy, reflection and energy to unlearn and
relearn that the purpose behind a global curriculum following an intercultural approach in
a preschool classroom is to:


Create expectation that there are reasons for differences

 Create awareness that children live in different places
 Create understanding and interest about cultures
The children’s intentionality as they explored differences and made connections to their
own lives confirmed the purpose of the curriculum as supporting young children in
developing personal perspectives and the expectation that there are many ways in which
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people live their lives. It is a perspective that acknowledges differences as resources that
should be shared in the classroom in order deepen everybody’s understandings. Short
(2009) describes personal perspective as the “reader goes beyond the text and makes
personal connections, shares an opinion, or offers an interpretation of the text” (p. 329).
Intercultural understanding as knowledge, perspective, and relationships suggests change
in ourselves and the world, and the need to explore intercultural understanding as action.
Action involves observing the transformations that take place from the children’s
intercultural understandings, such as changes in their way of thinking and being, as they
consider new knowledge, dispositions, and ways of connecting with people around them.
Teachers need to engage in on-going reflection about our own histories, beliefs and
assumptions, and how these permeate the curriculum, influencing the possibilities we
offer to children.
The significance of global exploration in the lives of young children suggest
dramatic changes to the teaching of Social Studies in early years. Social studies should
support children’s attempts and inquiries about how the world works. This study provides
evidence to suggest that children do not need to be in third grade in order to begin
exploring the world as suggested in the Arizona’s Social Studies Standards. The world
can be brought to the classroom and experienced through literature, artifacts, and play,
within meaningful experiences, rather than through isolated content that remains in the
classroom, while the children move on.
Play as Experience and Response
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This study supports play and literature as experience that can be referenced,
integrated, and connected to future explorations. Both are a means for better
understanding ourselves and safe spaces for exploring the compelling, the tough, the
scary, and the unknown without real life consequences and risks (Adair & Doucet, 2014).
Play encourages the use of interpretative strategies for responding to literature,
suggesting that young children go beyond comprehension and recalling of story events
and sequences into interpretation through role play (Rowe, 2007). Play creates
opportunities to respond through drama as a sign system, which supports children in
engaging in the complex meaning making process of transmediation. Welcoming drama
and play as response offers an alternative means for interpreting the world and challenges
the preference of schools for language. Play requires children to negotiate worlds and
artifacts within those worlds. Regardless, of the symbolic nature of play, artifacts carry
individual and collective stories that children also negotiate.
For teachers, these findings signal the need to reflect upon the role of play in their
classrooms and to provide opportunities for play on a daily basis. Furthermore, as
teachers we must analyze our role before, during, and after children’s play: the
construction of play spaces, child-adult interactions during play, documentation of play,
and building from compelling play episodes. These actions respond to a set of beliefs that
should be examined as well. Teachers need to reflect upon their own beliefs and
understandings about play, including experiences with play outside of school and during
their childhood. Gaskins’ (2014) categories of cultivating, accepting or curtailing can be
useful in such analysis. Cultivating play suggests that multiple opportunities and
resources are provided for children to play and that play is important in the life of
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children. Accepting play supports the idea that play is a “dominant behavior of
childhood” (p. 34) but play is not considered essential for children’s learning and
development, therefore less opportunities are encouraged. Finally, curtailing play
involves prioritizing household work and involvement in adult activities, rather than play.
For teacher educators, this suggest the need to explore the complexity of play
from a sociocultural perspective that considers the how children play, the content of their
play, and how much they play as culturally grounded and shaped by ideologies around
childhood (Gaskins, 2014) and by economical, social, and cultural contexts (Shimpi &
Nicholson, 2014). Time is also needed to explore literacy-play connections that support
play as a response strategy of young children that encourages the development of
interpretative strategies. While the need for engaging in dramatic play will decrease as
children grow older, other forms of play, such as improvisation and drama can be
encouraged (Medina & Campano, 2006; Medina, 2004). This focus on drama also signals
the need for opportunities for adult learners to respond through sign systems other than
language.
The main role for teachers and teacher educators is to become aware of theory in
order to use theories as frameworks for their practice. We must experience in order to
understand the kinds of processes and thinking that we are inviting our students to engage
with. These experiences, along with theory, will allow us to create zones of proximal
development that truly build from what our students have accomplished and offer the
kinds of supports that will allow them to move forward.
Implications for Curriculum
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As I reflected on my teaching experience, I noticed teachable moments that I
missed and should have considered: the significance of rereading, explorations of new
languages, the power of documentation, the role of reflection in implementing an
emergent curriculum, and the importance of family-school partnerships in supporting
children’s intercultural understandings.
Rereading is a strategy used by strong readers. We reread to remember, to clarify,
to question, to understand, to connect, to wonder, to enjoy, to think, to write, imagine,
and to focus because our head was elsewhere the first time we read. Still, future teachers’
experiences lead them to believe that rereading is a boring experience for young children.
Rereading is at the heart of reader response theory as an opportunity for meaning making
and critical thinking. In this study, I think the opportunity of rereading and talking about
the books throughout the day could have supported students in establishing stronger and
deeper connections with the characters in the stories and their experiences. Rereading
could have also supported creating stronger connections that the children might have
incorporated in their play more frequently or intentionally.
The children in the Arcoíris classroom incorporated the new words encountered in
the global stories into their play and family stories. Additional opportunities to explore
other languages could have been developed through additional read alouds, songs, printed
texts, and poetry, among others. The children reminded me that linguistic boundaries
exist in the minds of adults. The children integrated the words into their repertoire as a
new way of naming the world. They experienced and lived languages as dynamic and as
opportunities and means for exploration and inquiry. The creation of more intentional
spaces to experience new languages could have also supported the development of
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children’s intercultural understandings as knowledge, perspective and relationship,
building from their experiences as emergent bilinguals, and their increasing awareness of
languages as resources and integral to their cultural identities.
Documentation is one of the biggest contributions of the Reggio Emilia approach.
Finding spaces for documentation, specifically for the creation of an audit trail (Vasquez,
2004), was a challenge since the classroom was shared with the afternoon class, and the
spaces for displaying children’s work were already in use. Documenting the global
curriculum could have created spaces for reflection on books, children’s comments, and
photographs representing their play and new inquiries. The kind of documentation I
envision differs from the kind practiced in the classroom. Documentation should be
owned and created by students and teachers, so it should be located in places that invite
and welcome children to interact with it. Revisiting our thinking can encourage new
interpretations and opportunities to listen to new perspectives and to expand and change
our’s.
Documentation could have been explored also by families as one strategy to
develop strong family-school partnerships. A main component missing in the global
curriculum was family. Children shared family stories on a regular basis, but the
perspectives and interpretations from the characters in those narratives were missing. I
needed to create spaces in the classroom for family stories to travel from home to school
in order for those stories to become the curriculum, and use those narratives to transform
our teaching. I noticed several patterns regarding how families and teachers interacted in
the Arcoíris classroom, and how families interacted in the classroom in general. Based on
those observation, I developed the following suggestions:
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Question of the day/week - Next to the sign-up sheet, have a big notebook with a
question or two that relate to the children’s inquiries. An alternative to a question
could be an excerpt or illustration from one of the books the children are reading,
quotes from the children or a narrative of children’s play. The invitation for
families could be to simply write a quick response, which might be in the form of
a personal connection, family story, sketch, another question, wonders, etc.
Always in their preferred language! Ideally a recorder would be placed by the
journal for family members who prefer to document an oral response. Inspired by
Shockley, Michalove and Allen (1995) the journal could be individual, and
teachers could respond back and forth to allow more intimate communication
between families and teachers.



Most of the parents in the Acoíris classroom worked during the day, but inviting
family to share in the classroom could have been extended to grandparents or
other significant relatives who might enjoy spending time with the children in the
classroom and share their stories.



The families were responsive to school letters. A letter with updates on the
children’s inquiries could have been sent home, along with a prompt inviting
them to share their responses and ideas of how to expand the inquiries.
This study constituted the first time I implemented an emergent inquiry

curriculum. It was extremely challenging, but was worth the effort. My most valuable
lessons echo Parker’s (2007) distinction between traditional education and inquiry;
inquiry involves careful planning of potential inquiry paths, focused observation and
documentation of children’s play, responses, and interactions in order to start with
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students’ wonderings and questions, and co-constructing the curriculum with young
children, allowing unexpected curriculums to unravel. Going back to the classroom was a
personal journey for me. Initially, I took it as the chance to try to “fix” the mistakes I had
made in the past. This was highly emotional and frustrating experience; a constant
negotiation between my previous experiences as a preschool teacher, experiences as a
researcher, observations and conversations with brilliant teachers and the theory that I
have explored as a graduate student and as part of the CREATE team. Gradually, my
perspective has shifted and I have given myself the permission to take this opportunity as
a learning experience, which is connecting theory and practice, what it has been since the
very beginning.
Implications for Future Research
This study contributes to a limited collection of research on understanding how to
support very young children’s intercultural understandings. New inquiries have emerged
from my findings that suggest the need for continuing this line of research and looking
carefully at the ways in which we define readiness for kindergarten. Further analysis of
this data will take a longitudinal approach, analyzing children’s uses of the cultural
artifacts over time, and development of individual children’s intercultural understandings
over time. A longitudinal analysis of children’s responses and understandings will
provide even stronger evidence of what young children can do when provided with a rich
context, in this case, the global curriculum. A further analysis around the use of artifacts
could contribute to the existing research on the role of artifacts in supporting global
explorations and intercultural understandings (Pahl & Rowsell, 2013), and the importance
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of integrating real life objects into the classroom in order to support children’s inquiries
around local and global communities.
Pressures on early childhood educators require them to focus on readiness for
kindergarten, defining readiness as acquiring skills and contents that will be required in
kindergarten and the subsequent grades. If young children are ready to acquire skills and
content for the future, they should also be considered ready to engage in explorations that
can support them through developmentally appropriate experiences to better understand
themselves and their world. Research is needed to support teachers understand inquiry
and the power of utilizing authentic data to develop curriculum. For example, the global
curriculum provided spaces for children to inquire and use language in powerful ways.
These children utilized and appropriated complex vocabulary encountered in the
literature or through the use of artifacts, that allowed them to enrich their play, foster
their inquiries, and engage in meaningful literacy practices. The children’s play,
responses, and interactions became the authentic data that were used to develop
curriculum. Research, then, should support teachers in identifying the spaces in
curriculum where children’s inquiries around local and global communities can support
children’s learning as well as meet objectives and standards. After all, it is more
spontaneous for preschoolers to care and inquire about why a peer or a character in a
story is eating or dressing in a certain different way, than to care about the arbitrary
symbols in the English alphabet through drills. The issue is assuming an either/or
perspective that will result in limited experiences for the child. Research is needed to
identify educative experiences in preschool that allow children to keep building upon as
they engage as life-long learners, beyond the limits of school.
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This research suggests the need for further examination of the kinds of
intercultural understandings that could emerge in classrooms with a more diverse
population, where many languages are spoken. In the Arcoíris classroom, students and
teachers shared the same languages (English and Spanish). Future research should
explore how teachers not speaking their students’ home languages can strategically
welcome those languages and family practices into the classroom (Hennig & Kirova,
2012). Developing family-school partnerships can be studied to understand how
children’s life experiences (as bilingual, bicultural, multilingual, multicultural) outside of
school support their intercultural understandings.
Derman-Sparks & Ramsey (2005) argue that narrowed understandings about antibias curriculums and culturally relevant pedagogies suggest that these practices are only
about and for people of color. This study was conducted in a classroom with biracial,
Latino, and African American families and teachers. My data cannot speak for the kinds
of intercultural understandings that could emerge from classrooms with a predominantly
White population and English as the dominant language for teachers and students. While
students will be able to make connections, research is needed in order to understand the
kinds of connections that children will make and how these will inform and foster
intercultural understandings of students and teachers. Finally, future research is needed in
order to explore the intercultural understandings of early childhood educators in
preschool settings as they engage their children in global explorations. How can we
support teachers in approaching intercultural understanding as teaching about a culture
and developing a perspective? And which experiences have led them to such beliefs and
practices?
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Furthermore, my role as a teacher researcher gave me a significant position for
understanding the children and the classroom, implementing the global curriculum, and
analyzing the data from the children’s voices and perspectives. This study provides a
possible categories for teachers to use in interpreting and challenging their own
assumptions, as they listen to the inquiries and play that their children engage in, and
realizing that their play can mean something deeper.
Conclusion
Young children are constantly seeking understanding. The field of early
childhood has carefully searched for ways to provide opportunities for children to
develop these understandings, especially around themselves and their local communities.
This focus is based an assumption that young children are not capable of inquiring about
global communities, particularly around the concept of difference. This assumption needs
to be challenged because young children inquire about differences (physical, racial, and
regarding cultural practices) despite educators’ reluctance to engage in such explorations.
I believe that play as experience, the integration of artifacts, and global literature
are a means of supporting young children in making sense of the differences they notice,
and broadening their inquiries around local and global communities in order to develop
intercultural understandings as knowledge, perspective and action. Play is a highly
complex reflective experience that can be later referred to, allowing children to inquire,
especially about global communities through play, a means that they are already experts
at. Like literature, play can invite children to immerse themselves, respond, and coconstruct meaning within familiar and unfamiliar worlds. In a similar way, artifacts can
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be tools for exploring and navigating stories that can travel back and forth between home,
school, and local and global communities.
This study shows that young children have their own way of developing
intercultural understandings, and that they are curious and inquisitive about the lives of
children and families living in local and global communities. Educators supporting young
children in gaining deep understandings about local and global communities, their
interconnectedness, multiple perspectives, and possibilities for action are creating
opportunities for navigating society with a critical eye that can lead to their playing a role
in transforming the world.
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